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PREFACE
This field manual provides information needed to train and equip snipersand to aid them in their missions and operations. It is intended for useby commanders, staffs, trainers, snipers, and soldiers at training posts,Army schools, and units.
This manual is organized as a reference for snipers and leads the trainerthrough the material needed to conduct sniper training. Subjects includeequipment, weapon capabilities, fundamentals of marksmanship andballistics, field skills, mission planning, and skill sustainment.The left-handed firer can become a sniper, but all material in this bookis referenced to the right-handed firer.
The proponent for this publication is Headquarters, United States ArmyInfantry School. Send comments and recommendations on DA Form 2028(Recommended Changes to Publications and Blank Forms) directly to theCommandant, United States Army Infantry School, ATTN: ATSH-IN-S3,Fort Benning, GA 31905-5596.
This publication complies with the following international agreements:
STANAG 2020 Operational Situation Report

Intelligence ReportSTANAG 2022
STANAG 2084 Handling and Reporting of Captured EnemyEquipment and Documents
STANAG 2103 Reporting Nuclear Detonations, Radioactive Falloutand Biological and Chemical Attacks, and PredictingAssociated Hazards

Artillery Procedures—AARTY-lSTANAG 2934
STANAG 3204 Aeromedical Evacuation
STANAG 6004 Meaconing, Intrusion, Jamming, and InterferenceReport

Unless this publication states otherwise, masculine nouns andpronouns do not refer exclusively to men.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The sniper has special abilities, training and equipment. His job isto deliver discriminatory highly accurate rifle fire against enemytargets, which cannot be engaged successfully by the riflemanbecause of range, size, location, fleeting nature, or visibility.Sniping requires the development of basic infantry skills to a highdegree of perfection. A sniper's training incorporates a wide varietyof subjects designed to increase his value as a force multiplier andto ensure his survival on the battlefield. The art of sniping requireslearning and repetitiously practicing these skills until mastered.A sniper must be highly trained in long-range rifle marksmanshipand field craft skills to ensure maximum effective engagements withminimum risk.
1-1. MISSIONThe primary mission of a sniper in combat is to support combat operationsby delivering precise long-range fire on selected targets. By this, thesniper creates casualties among enemy troops, slows enemy movement,frightens enemy soldiers, lowers morale, and adds confusion totheir operations. The secondary mission of the sniper is collecting andreporting battlefield information.a. A well-trained sniper, combined with the inherent accuracy of hisrifle and ammunition, is a versatile supporting arm available to an infantrycommander. The importance of the sniper cannot be measured simply bythe number of casualties he inflicts upon the enemy. Realization of thesniper’s presence instills fear in enemy troop elements and influencestheir decisions and actions. A sniper enhances a unit’s firepower andaugments the varied means for destruction and harassment of the enemy.Whether a sniper is organic or attached, he will provide that unit with
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extra supporting fire. The sniper’s role is unique in that it is the solemeans by which a unit can engage point targets at distances beyond theeffective range of the M16 rifle. This role becomes more significant whenthe target is entrenched or positioned among civilians, or during riotcontrol missions. The fires of automatic weapons in such operations canresult in the wounding or killing of noncombatants.b. Snipers are employed in all levels of conflict. This includesconventional offensive and defensive combat in which precision fire isdelivered at long ranges. It also includes combat patrols, ambushes,countersniper operations, forward observation elements, militaryoperations in urbanized terrain, and retrograde operations in whichsnipers are part of forces left in contact or as stay-behind forces.
1-2. ORGANIZATIONIn light infantry divisions, the sniper element is composed of six battalionpersonnel organized into three 2-man teams. The commander designatesmissions and priorities of targets for the team and may attach or place theteam under the operational control of a company or platoon. They mayperform dual missions, depending on the need. In the mechanizedinfantry battalions, the sniper element is composed of two riflemen(one team) located in a rifle squad. In some specialized units, snipers maybe organized according to the needs of the tactical situation.a. Sniper teams should be centrally controlled by the commander or thesniper employment officer. The SEO is responsible for the command andcontrol of snipers assigned to the unit. In light infantry units, the SEO willbe the reconnaissance platoon leader or the platoon sergeant. In heavyor mechanized units, the SEO may be the company commander or theexecutive officer. The duties and responsibilities of the SEO areas follows:(1) To advise the unit commander on the employment of snipers.(2) To issue orders to the team leader.(3) To assign missions and types of employment.(4) To coordinate between the sniper team and unit commander.(5) To brief the unit commander and team leaders.(6) To debrief the unit commander and team leaders.(7) To train the teams.

b. Snipers work and train in 2-man teams. One sniper’s primary dutyis that of the sniper and team leader while the other sniper serves asthe observer. The sniper team leader is responsible for the day-to-dayactivities of the sniper team. His responsibilities areas follows:(1) To assume the responsibilities of the SEO that pertain to theteam in the SEO’S absence.
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(2) To train the team.(3) To issue necessary orders to the team.(4) To prepare for missions.(5) To control the team during missions.
c. The sniper’s weapon is the sniper weapon system. The observerhas the M16 rifle and an M203, which gives the team greater suppressivefire and protection. Night capability is enhanced by using nightobservation devices.

1-3. PERSONNEL SELECTION CRITERIACandidates for sniper training require careful screening. Commandersmust screen the individual’s records for potential aptitude as a sniper.The rigorous training program and the increased personal risk in combatrequire high motivation and the ability to learn a variety of skills.Aspiring snipers must have an excellent personal record.a. The basic guidelines used to screen sniper candidates areas follows:(1) Marksmanship. The sniper trainee must be an expert marksman.Repeated annual qualification as expert is necessary. Successfulparticipation in the annual competition-in-arms program and anextensive hunting background also indicate good sniper potential.(2) Physical condition. The sniper, often employed in extendedoperations with little sleep, food, or water, must be in outstandingphysical condition. Good health means better reflexes, better muscularcontrol, and greater stamina. The self-confidence and control that comefrom athletics, especially team sports, are definite assets to a sniper trainee.(3) Vision. Eyesight is the sniper’s prime tool. Therefore, a snipermust have 20/20 vision or vision correctable to 20/20. However, wearingglasses could become a liability if glasses are lost or damaged.Color blindness is also considered a liability to the sniper, due to hisinability to detect concealed targets that blend in with thenatural surroundings.(4) Smoking. The sniper should not be a smoker or use smokelesstobacco. Smoke or an unsuppressed smoker’s cough can betray thesniper’s position. Even though a sniper may not smoke or use smokelesstobacco on a mission, his refrainment may cause nervousness andirritation, which lowers his efficiency.(5) Mental condition. When commanders screen sniper candidates,they should look for traits that indicate the candidate has the rightqualities to be a sniper. The commander must determine if the candidatewill pull the trigger at the right time and place. Some traits to look for
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are reliability, initiative, loyalty, discipline, and emotional stability.A psychological evaluation of the candidate can aid the commander in theselection process.(6) Intelligence. A sniper’s duties require a wide variety of skills.He must learn the following:Ballistics.
Ammunition types and capabilities.
Adjustment of optical devices.
Radio operation and procedures.
Observation and adjustment of mortar and artillery fire.
Land navigation skills.
Military intelligence collecting and reporting.
Identification of threat uniforms and equipment.

b. In sniper team operations involving prolonged independentemployment, the sniper must be self-reliant, display good judgment andcommon sense. This requires two other important qualifications:emotional balance and field craft.(1) Emotional balance. The sniper must be able to calmly anddeliberately kill targets that may not pose an immediate threat to him.It is much easier to kill in self-defense or in the defense of others than itis to kill without apparent provocation. The sniper must not besusceptible to emotions such as anxiety or remorse. Candidates whosemotivation toward sniper training rests mainly in the desire forprestige may not be capable of the cold rationality that the sniper’sjob requires.(2) Field craft. The sniper must be familiar with and comfortable ina field environment. An extensive background in the outdoors andknowledge of natural occurrences in the outdoors will assist the sniper inmany of his tasks. Individuals with such a background will often havegreat potential as a sniper.
c. Commander involvement in personnel selection is critical.To ensure his candidate’s successful completion of sniper training andcontribution of his talents to his unit’s mission, the commander ensuresthat the sniper candidate meets the following prerequisites beforeattending the US Army Sniper School:
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No history of alcohol or drug abuse.
A volunteer (with commander recommendation).
Vision of 20/20 or correctable to 20/20.
No record of disciplinary action.
Expert marksman with M16A1 or M16A2 rifle.
Minimum of one-year retrainability.
Career management field 11.
Pass APFT (70 percent, each event).

1-4. SNIPER AND OBSERVER RESPONSIBILITIESEach member of the sniper team has specific responsibilities. Only throughrepeated practice can the team begin to function properly.Responsibilities of team members areas follows:a. The sniper—Builds a steady, comfortable position.
Locates and identifies the designated target.
Estimates the range to the target.
Dials in the proper elevation and windage to engagethe target.
Notifies the observer of readiness to fire.
Takes aim at the designated target.
Controls breathing at natural respiratory pause.
Executes proper trigger control.
Follows through.
Makes an accurate and timely shot call.
Prepares to fire subsequent shots, if necessary.

b. The observer—Properly positions himself.
Selects an appropriate target.
Assists in range estimation.
Calculates the effect of existing weather conditionson ballistics.
Reports sight adjustment data to the sniper.
Uses the M49 observation telescope for shot observation.
Critiques performance.
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1-5. TEAM FIRING TECHNIQUESA sniper team must be able to move and survive in a combat environment.The sniper team’s mission is to deliver precision fire. This calls for acoordinated team effort. Together, the sniper and observer—Determine the effects of weather on ballistics.
Calculate the range to the target.
Make necessary sight changes.
Observe bullet impact.
Critique performance before any subsequent shots.
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CHAPTER 2
EQUIPMENT

This chapter describes the equipment necessary for the sniper toeffectively peform his mission. The sniper carries only what isessential to successfully complete his mission. He requires adurable rifle with the capability of long-range precision fire. Thecurrent US Army sniper weapon system is the M24. (See AppendixB for the M21 sniper weapon system.)
Section IM24 SNIPER WEAPON SYSTEM

The M24 sniper weapon system is a 7.62-mm, bolt-action, six-shot repeatingrifle (one round in the chamber and five rounds in the magazine). It isdesigned for use with either the M3A telescope (day optic sight) (usuallycalled the M3A scope) or the metallic iron sights. The sniper must knowthe M24’s components, and the procedures required to operate them(Figure 2-1, page 2-2). The deployment kit is a repair/maintenance kitwith tools and repair parts for the operator to perform operator levelmaintenance (Figure 2-2, page 2-3.)
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2-1. OPERATIONS AND FUNCTIONSTo operate the M24 sniper weapon system, the sniper must know theinformation and instructions pertaining to the safety, bolt assembly,trigger assembly, and stock adjustment.a. Safety. The safely is located on the right rear side of the receiver.When properly engaged, the safety provides protection against accidentaldischarge in normal usage.(1) To engage the safety,place it in the “S” position(Figure 2-3).(2) Always place thesafety in the “S” positionbefore handling, loading, orunloading the weapon.(3) When the weapon isready to be fired, place thesafety in the “F” position(Figure 2-3).
b. Bolt Assembly. Thebolt assembly locks thecartridge into the chamberand extracts the cartridgefrom the chamber.(1) To remove the boltfrom the receiver, release theinternal magazine, place the

safety in the “S” position,raise the bolt handle, and pullit back until it stops. Thenpush the bolt stop release(Figure 2-4) and pull the boltfrom the receiver.(2) To replace the bolt,ensure the safety is in the “S”position, align the lugs on thebolt assembly with thereceiver (Figure 2-5), slidethe bolt all the way into the
receiver, and then push thebolt handle down.
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WARNINGNEVER REMOVE THE TRIGGER MECHANISM, OR MAKEADJUSTMENTS TO THE TRIGGER ASSEMBLY, EXCEPTFOR THE TRIGGER PULL FORCE ADJUSTMENT.
c. Trigger Assembly. Pulling the trigger fires the rifle when the safetyis in the “F” position. The operator may adjust the trigger pull force froma minimum of 2 pounds to a maximum of 8 pounds. This is done usingthe l/16-inch socket head screw key provided in the deployment kit.Turning the trigger adjustment screw (Figure 2-6) clockwise increases theforce needed to pull the trigger. Turning it counterclockwise decreasesthe force needed. This is the only trigger adjustment the snipershould make.

d. Stock Adjustment. The M24’sstock has an adjustable butt plate toaccommodate the length of pull.The stock adjustment (Figure 2-7)consists of a thin wheel and a thickwheel. The thick wheel adjusts theshoulder stock. The thin wheel locksthe shoulder stock.(1) Turn the thick wheel clock-wise to lengthen the stock.(2) Turn the thick wheel counter-clockwise to shorten the stock.
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(3) To lock the shoulder stock into position, turn the thin wheelclockwise against the thick wheel.
(4) To unlock the shoulder stock, turn the thin wheel counter-clockwise away from the thick wheel.
e. Sling Adjustment The sling helps hold the weapon steadywithout muscular effort. The more the muscles are used the harder it isto hold the weapon steady. The sling tends to bind the parts of the bodyused in aiming into a rigid bone brace, requiring less effort than would benecessary if no sling were used. When properly adjusted, the sling permitspart of the recoil of the rifle to reabsorbed by the nonfiring arm and hand,removing recoil from the firing shoulder.
(1) The sling consists of two different lengths of leather straps joinedtogether by a metal D ring (Figure 2-8). The longer strap is connected tothe sling swivel on the rear stud on the forearm of the rifle. The shorterstrap is attached to the sling swivel on the buttstock of the rifle. There aretwo leather loops on the long strap known as keepers. The keepers areused to adjust the tension on the sling. The frogs are hooks that are usedto adjust the length of the sling.

(2) To adjust the sling, the sniper disconnects the sling from thebuttstock swivel. Then, he adjusts the length of the metal D ring that joins
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the two halves of the sling. He then makes sure it is even with the combof the stock when attaching the sling to the front swivel (Figure 2-9).

(3) The sniperadjusts the length ofthe sling by placing thefrog on the long strapof the sling in the 4thto the 7th set ofadjustment holes onthe rounded end of thelong strap that goesthrough the slingswivel on the forearm(Figure 2-10).(4) After adjust-ing the length, thesniper places theweapon on his firinghip and supports the
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weapon with his firing arm. The sniper turns the sling away from him90 degrees and inserts his nonfiring arm.(5) The sniper slides the loop in the large section of the sling up thenonfiring arm until it is just below the armpit (Figure 2-11). He thenslides both leather keepers down the sling until they bind the loop snuglyround the nonfiring arm.

(6) The snipermoves his nonfiringhand from the outside ofthe sling to the inside ofthe sling between therifle and the sling. Thesniper then grasps theforearm of the weapon,just behind the slingswivel with his nonfiringhand. He forces itoutward and away fromhis body with thenonfiring hand (Figure2-12).(7) The sniperpulls the butt of the
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weapon into the pocket of his shoulder with the firing hand. He thengrasps the weapon at the small of the stock and begins the aiming process.
2-2. INSPECTIONThe sniper performs PMCS on the M24 SWS. Deficiencies that cannotbe repaired by the sniper requires manufacturer repair. He must refer toTM 9-1005-306-10 that is furnished with each weapon system. The snipermust know this technical manual. He should cheek the following areaswhen inspecting the M24:a. Check the appearance and completeness of all parts.b. Check the bolt to ensure it locks, unlocks, and moves smoothly.c. Check the safety to ensure it can be positively placed into the “S”and “F" positions easily without being too hard or moving too freely.d. Check the trigger to ensure the weapon will not fire when thesafety is in the “S” position, and that it has a smooth, crisp trigger pullwhen the safety is in the "F" position.e. Check the trigger guard screws (rear of trigger guard and front ofinternal magazine) for proper torque (65 inch-pounds).f. Check the scope mounting ring nuts for proper torque(65 inch-pounds).g. Check the stock for any cracks, splits, or any contact it may havewith the barrel.h. Inspect the scope for obstructions such as dirt, dust, moisture, orloose or damaged lenses.
2-3. CARE AND MAINTENANCEMaintenance is any measure taken to keep the M24 SWS in topoperating condition. It includes inspection, repair, cleaning and lubrication-Inspection reveals the need for repair, cleaning, or lubrication. It alsoreveals any damages or defects. When sheltered in garrison andinfrequently used, the M24 SWS must be inspected often to detect dirt,moisture, and signs of corrosion, and it must be cleaned accordingly.The M24 SWS that is in use and subject to the elements, however, requiresno inspection for cleanliness, since the fact of its use and exposure isevidence that it requires repeated cleaning and lubrication.a. M24 SWS Maintenance. The following materials are required forcleaning and maintaining the M24 SWS:One-piece plastic-coated .30 caliber cleaning rod with jag(36 inches).

Bronze bristle bore brushes (.30 and .45 calibers).
Cleaning patches (small and large sizes).
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Carbon cleaner.
Copper cleaner.
Rust prevention.
Cleaner, lubricant, preservative.
Rifle grease.
Bore guide (long action).
Swabs.
Pipe cleaners.
Medicine dropper.
Shaving brush.
Pistol cleaning rod.
Rags.
Camel’s-hair brush.
Lens tissue.
Lens cleaning fluid (denatured or isopropyl alcohol).

b. M24 SWS Disassembly. The M24 SWS will be disassembled onlywhen necessary, not for daily cleaning. For example, when removing anobstruction from the SWS that is stuck between the stock and the barrel.When disassembly is required, the recommended procedure is as follows:Place the weapon so that is it pointing in a safe direction.
Ensure the safety is in the “S” position.
Remove the bolt assembly.
Loosen the mounting ring nuts on the telescope and remove thetelescope.
Remove the action screws.
Lift the stock from the barrel assembly.
For further disassembly, refer to TM 9-1005-306-10.

c. M24 SWS Cleaning Procedures. The M24 SWS must always be cleaned before and after firing.
(1) The SWS must always be cleaned before firing. Firing a weaponwith a dirty bore or chamber will multiply and speed up any corrosive action.Oil in the bore and chamber of a SWS will cause pressures to vary andfirst-round accuracy will suffer. Clean and dry the bore and chamberbefore departure on a mission and use extreme care to keep the SWS cleanand dry en route to the objective area. Firing a SWS with oil or moisturein the bore will cause smoke that can disclose the firing position.
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(2) The SWS must be cleaned after firing since firing producesdeposits of primer fouling, powder ashes, carbon, and metal fouling.Although ammunition has a noncorrosive primer that makes cleaningeasier, the primer residue can still cause rust if not removed. Firing leavestwo major types of fouling that require different solvents to removecarbon fouling and copper jacket fouling. The SWS must be cleanedwithin a reasonable time after firing. Use common sense when cleaningbetween rounds of firing. Repeated firing will not injure the weapon if itis properly cleaned before the first round is fired.(3) Lay the SWS on a table or other flat surface with the muzzle awayfrom the body and the sling down. Make sure not to strike the muzzle ortelescopic sight on the table. The cleaning cradle is ideal for holdingthe SWS.(4) Always clean the bore from the chamber toward the muzzle,attempting to keep the muzzle lower than the chamber to prevent the borecleaner from running into the receiver or firing mechanism. Be carefulnot to get any type of fluid between the stock and receiver. If fluid doescollect between the stock and receiver, the receiver will slide on thebedding every time the SWS recoils, thereby decreasing accuracy andincreasing wear and tear on the receiver and bedding material.(5) Always use a bore guide to keep the cleaning rod centered in thebore during the cleaning process.(6) Push several patches saturated with carbon cleaner through thebarrel to loosen the powder fouling and begin the solvent action on thecopper jacket fouling.(7) Saturate the bronze bristle brush (NEVER USE STAINLESSSTEEL BORE BRUSHES-THEY WILL SCRATCH THE BARREL)with carbon cleaner (shake the bottle regularly to keep the ingredients mixed)using the medicine dropper to prevent contamination of the carbon cleaner.Run the bore brush through at least 20 times. Make sure the bore brushpasses completely through the barrel before reversing its direction;otherwise, the bristles will break off.(8) Use a pistol cleaning rod and a .45 caliber bronze bristle borebrush, clean the chamber by rotating the patch-wrapped brush 8 to 10 times.DO NOT scrub the brush in and out of the chamber.(9) Push several patches saturated with carbon cleaner through thebore to push out the loosened powder fouling.(10) Continue using the bore brush and patches with carbon cleaneruntil the patches have no traces of black/gray powder fouling and aregreen/blue. This indicates that the powder fouling has been removed andonly copper fouling remains. Remove the carbon cleaner from the barrel
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with several clean patches. This is important since solvents should neverbe mixed in the barrel.(11) Push several patches saturated with copper cleaner through thebore, using a scrubbing motion to work the solvent into the copper. Let thesolvent work for 10 to 15 minutes (NEVER LEAVE THE COPPERCLEANER IN THE BARREL FOR MORE THAN 30 MINUTES).(12) While waiting, scrub the bolt with the toothbrush moistenedwith carbon cleaner and wipe down the remainder of the weapon with a cloth.(13) Push several patches saturated with copper cleaner throughthe barrel. The patches will appear dark blue at first, indicating theamount of copper fouling removed. Continue this process until thesaturated patches have no traces of blue/green. If the patches continue tocome out dark blue after several treatments with copper cleaner, use thebronze brush saturated with copper cleaner to increase the scrubbing action.Be sure to clean the bronze brush thoroughly afterwards with hot runningwater (quick scrub cleaner/degreaser is preferred) as the copper cleaneracts upon its bristles as well.(14) When the barrel is clean, dry it with several tight fitting patches.Also, dry the chamber using the .45 caliber bronze bristle bore brush witha patch wrapped around it.(15) Run a patch saturated with rust prevention (not CLP) down thebarrel and chamber if the weapon is to be stored for any length of time.Stainless steel barrels are not immune from corrosion. Be sure to removethe preservative by running dry patches through the bore and chamberbefore firing.(16) Place a small amount of rifle grease on the rear surfaces of thebolt lugs. This will prevent galling of the metal surfaces.(17) Wipe down the exterior of the weapon (if it is not covered withcamouflage paint) with a CLP-saturated cloth to protect it during storage.
d. Barrel Break-in Procedure. To increase barrel life, accuracy, andreduce cleaning requirement the following barrel break-in procedure mustbe used. This procedure is best accomplished when the SWS is new ornewly rebarreled. The break-in period is accomplished by polishing thebarrel surface under heat and pressure. This procedure should only be doneby qualified personnel. The barrel must be cleaned of all fouling, bothpowder and copper. The barrel is dried, and one round is fired. The barrelis then cleaned again using carbon cleaner and then copper cleaner. The barrelmust be cleaned again, and another round is fired. The procedure must berepeated for a total of 10 rounds. After the 10th round the SWS is thentested for groups by firing three-round shot groups, with a complete barrelcleaning between shot groups for a total of five shot groups (15 rounds total).
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The barrel is now broken in, and will provide superior accuracy and alonger usable barrel life. Additionally, the barrel will be easier to cleanbecause the surface is smoother. Again the barrel should be cleaned atleast every 50 rounds to increase the barrel life.e. Storage. The M24 SWS should be stored (Figure 2-13) using thefollowing procedures:Clear the SWS, close the bolt, and squeeze the trigger.
Open the lens caps to prevent gathering of moisture.
Hang the weapon upside down by the rear sling swivel.
Place all other items in the system case.
Transport the weapon in the system case during nontacticalsituations.
Protect the weapon at all times during tactical movement.

NOTE: Rod clean swabs through the bore before firing.This procedure ensures first-round accuracy and reducesthe signature.
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f. Cold Climates. In temperatures below freezing, the SWS must bekept free of moisture and heavy oil, both of which will freeze, causing theworking parts to freeze or operate sluggishly. The SWS should be storedin a room with the temperature equal to the outside temperature.When the SWS is taken into a warm area, condensation occurs, thusrequiring a thorough cleaning and drying before taking it into the cold.Otherwise, the condensation causes icing on exposed metal parts and optics.The firing pin should be disassembled and cleaned thoroughly with adecreasing agent. It should then be lubricated with CLP. Rifle greasehardens and causes the firing pin to fall sluggishly.g. Salt Water Exposure. Saltwater and saltwater atmosphere haveextreme and rapid corrosive effects on the metal parts of the SWS.During periods of exposure, the SWS must be checked and cleaned asoften as possible, even if it means only lubricating the SWS. The SWSshould always be well lubricated, including the bore, except whenactually firing. Before firing, always run a dry patch through the bore,if possible.h. Jungle Operations (High Humidity). In hot and humid temper-atures, keep the SWS lubricated and cased when not in use. Protect theSWS from rain and moisture whenever possible. Keep ammunition cleanand dry. Clean the SWS, the bore, and the chamber daily. Keep the capson the telescope when not in use. If moisture or fungus develops on theinside of the telescope, replace it. Clean and dry the stock daily. Dry thecarrying case and SWS in the sun whenever possible.i. Desert Operations. Keep the SWS dry and free of CLP and greaseexcept on the rear of the bolt lugs. Keep the SWS free of sand by usingthe carrying sleeve or carrying case when not in use. Protect the SWS byusing a wrap. Slide the wrap between the stock and barrel, then cross overon top of the scope. Next, cross under the SWS (over the magazine) andsecure it. The SWS can still be placed into immediate operation but allcritical parts are covered. The sealed hard case is preferred in the desertif the situation permits. Keep the telescope protected from the direct raysof the sun. Keep ammunition clean and protected from the direct rays ofthe sun. Use a toothbrush to remove sand from the bolt and receiver.Clean the bore and chamber daily. Protect the muzzle and receiver fromblowing sand by covering with a clean cloth. To protect the free-floatingbarrel of the SWS, take an 8- or 9-inch strip of cloth and tie a knot ineach end. Before going on a mission, slide the cloth between the barreland stock all the way to the receiver and leave it there. When in position,slide the cloth out, taking all restrictive debris and sand with it.
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2-4. DISASSEMBLYOccasionally, the weapon requires disassembly however, this should bedone only when absolutely necessary, not for daily maintenance.An example of this would be to remove an obstruction that is stuckbetween the forestock and the barrel. When disassembly is required, therecommended procedure is as follows:a. Point the rifle in a safe direction.b. Put the safety in the “S” position.c. Remove the bolt assembly.d. Use the 1/2-inch combination wrench, loosen the front and rearmounting ring nuts (Figure 2-14) on the scope, and remove the scope.

e. Loosen the front and rear trigger guard screws (Figure 2-15).
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f. Lift the stock assembly from the barrel assembly (Figure 2-16).g. Reassemble in reverse order.

WARNINGALWAYS KEEP FINGERS AWAY FROM THE TRIGGERUNTIL READY TO FIRE, MAKE SURE THE RIFLE IS NOTLOADED BY INSPECTING THE MAGAZINE AND CHAMBER,USE AUTHORIZED AMMUNITION AND CHECK THECONDITION BEFORE LOADING THE RIFLE.
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2-5. LOADING AND UNLOADINGBefore loading, the sniper should ensure that the M24 SWS is on SAFE,and the bolt is in a forward position. Before unloading, he should ensurethe M24 SWS is on SAFE, and the bolt is toward the rear.a. Loading. The M24 has an internal, five-round capacity magazine.To load the rifle—(1) Point the weapon in a safe direction.(2) Ensure the safety is in the “S” position.(3) Raise the bolt handle. Then pull the bolt handle all the way back.(4) Push five cartridges of 7.62-mm special ball ammunition one ata time through the ejection port into the magazine. Ensure the bullet endof the cartridges is aligned toward the chamber.(5) To ensure proper functioning, cartridges should be set fullyrearward in the magazine.(6) Use a finger to push the cartridges into the magazine and all theway down. Slowly slide the bolt forward so that the bolt slides over thetop of the cartridges in the magazine.(7) Push the bolt handle down. The magazine is now loaded.(8) To chamber a cartridge, raise the bolt and pull it back until it stops.(9) Push the bolt forward. The bolt removes a cartridge from themagazine and pushes it into the chamber.(10) Push the bolt handle down.(11) To fire, place the safety in the “F” position and squeezethe trigger.
WARNINGENSURE THE CHAMBER AND MAGAZINE ARE CLEAR OFCARTRIDGES.

b. Unloading. To unload the M24 SWS—(1) Point the muzzle in a safe direction.(2) Ensure the safety is in the “S” position.(3) Raise the bolt handle.(4) Put one hand over the top ejection port. Slowly pull the bolt handleback with the other hand to remove the cartridge from the chamber.(5) Remove the cartridge from the rifle.(6) Put a hand under the floor plate.(7) Push the floor plate latch to release the floor plate (Figure 2-17,page 2-18). The magazine spring and follower will be released fromthe magazine.(8) Remove the released cartridges.
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(9) Push in the magazine follower, then close the floor plate.

2-6. STORAGEThe M24 SWS should be stored as follows:a. Hang the weapon in an upside down position by the rearsling swivel.b. Close the bolt and squeeze the trigger.c. Open the lens caps to prevent gathering of moisture.d. Place all other items in the system case.e. Protect the weapon at all times during tactical movement.(See Chapter 4.)

.

Section IIAMMUNITION
The sniper uses the 7.62-mm special ball (M118) ammunition with thesniper weapon system. The sniper must rezero the weapon each time hefires a different type or lot of ammunition. This information should bemaintained in the sniper data book.
2-7. TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICSThe types and characteristics of sniper ammunition are described inthis paragraph.a. M118 Special Ball Bullet. The 7.62-mm special ball (M118) bulletconsists of a gilding metal jacket and a lead antimony slug. It is aboat-tailed bullet (rear of bullet is tapered) and weighs 173 grains. The tipof the bullet is not colored. The base of the cartridge is stamped with theyear of manufacture and a circle that has vertical and horizontal lines,sectioning it into quarters. Its spread (accuracy standard) for a 10-shotgroup is no more than 12 inches at 550 meters (fired from an accuracybarrel in a test cradle).
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b. M82 Blank Ammunition. The 7.62-mm M82 blank ammunitionis used during sniper field training. It provides the muzzle blast and flashthat can be detected by trainers during the exercises that evaluate thesniper’s ability to conceal himself while firing his weapon.
NOTE: Regular 7.62-mm ball ammunition should be used onlyin an emergency situation. No damage will occur to the barrelwhen firing regular 7.62-mm ball ammunition. The M3Ascope's bullet drop compensator is designed for M118 specialball, and there will be a significant change in zero. Therefore therifle will not be as accurate when firing regular 7.62-mm ballammunition. The 7.62-mm ball ammunition should be test firedand the ballistic data recorded in the data book.

2-8. ROUND-COUNT BOOKThe sniper maintains a log of the number of cartridge fired through theM24 SWS. It is imperative to accurately maintain the round-countbook as the barrel should be replaced after 5,000 rounds of firing.The round-count book is issued and maintained in the arms room.
2-9. M24 MALFUNCTIONS AND CORRECTIONSTable 2-1 does not reflect all malfunctions that can occur, or all causes andcorrective actions. If a malfunction is not correctable, the completeweapon system must be turned in to the proper maintenance/supplychannel for return to the contractor (see shipment, TM 9-1005-306-10).
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Section IIISNIPER SIGHTING DEVICES
The sniper has two sighting devices: the M3A scope and iron sights.The M3A scope allows the sniper to see the cross hairs and the image ofthe target with identical sharpness. It can be easily removed and replacedwith less than 1/2 minute of angle change in zero. However, the M3Ascope should be left on the rifle. Iron sights are used only as a backupsighting system and can be quickly installed.
2-10. M3A SCOPEThe M3A scope is an optical instrument that the sniper uses to improvehis ability to see his target clearly in most situations. Usually, theM3A scope presents the target at an increased size (as governed by scopemagnification), relative to the same target at the same distance without ascope. The M3A scope helps the sniper to identify recognize the target.His increased sighting ability also helps him to successfully engagethe target.

NOTE: The adjustment dials are under the adjustmentdust cover.
a. M3A Scope Adjustments. The sniper must use the followingadjustment procedures on the M3A scope:
(1) Focus adjustment dial. The focus adjustment dial (Figure 2-18) ison the left side of the scope barrel. This dial has limiting stops with thetwo extreme positions shown by the infinity mark and the largest dot.The focus adjustment dial keeps the target in focus. If the target is close,the dial is set at a position near the largest dot.
NOTE: Each minute of angle is an angular unit of measure.
(2) Elevation adjustment dial. The elevation adjustment dial(Figure 2-18) is on top of the scope barrel. This dial has calibrated indexmarkings from 1 to 10. These markings represent the elevation settingadjustments needed at varying distances: 1 = 100 meters, 3 = 300meters, 7 = 700 meters, and so on. Each click of the elevation dial equals1 minute of angle.
(3) Windage adjustment dial. The windage adjustment dial(Figure 2-18) is on the right side of the scope barrel. This dial is used tomake lateral adjustments to the scope. Turning the dial in the indicateddirection moves the point of impact in that direction. Each click on thewindage dial equals .5 minute of angle.
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(4) Eyepiece adjustment. The eyepiece (Figure 2-19) is adjusted byturning it in or out of the barrel until the reticle appears crisp and clear.Focusing the eyepiece should be done after mounting the scope.The sniper grasps the eyepiece and backs it away from the lock ring.He does not attempt to loosen the lock ring first; it loosens automaticallywhen he backs away from the eyepiece (no tools needed). The eyepieceis turned several turns to move it at least 1/8 inch. It takes this muchchange to achieve any measurable effect on the focus. The sniper looksthrough the scope at the sky or a blank wall and checks to see if the reticleappears sharp and crisp. He locks the lock ring after achievingreticle clarity.
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WARNINGS1. SECURELY FASTEN THE MOUNTING BASE TO THERIFLE. LOOSE MOUNTING MAY CAUSE THE M3A SCOPEAND BASE MOUNT ASSEMBLY TO COME OFF THE RIFLEWHEN FIRING, POSSIBLY INJURING THE FIRER.
2. DURING RECOIL PREVENT THE M3A SCOPE FROMSTRIKING THE FACE BY MAINTAINING AN AVERAGEDISTANCE OF 2 TO 3 INCHES BETWEEN THE EYE ANDTHE SCOPE.
b. M3A Scope Mount. The M3A scope mount has a baseplate withfour screws; a pair of scope rings with eight ring screws, each with an upperand lower ring half with eight ring screws and two ring mounting boltswith nuts (Figure 2-20). The baseplate is mounted to the rifle by screwingthe four baseplate screws through the plate and into the top ofthe receiver. The screws must not protrude into the receiver andinterrupt the functioning of the bolt. After the baseplate is mounted, thescope rings are mounted.

NOTE: The M3A scope has two sets of mounting slots.The sniper selects the set of slots that provides proper eye relief(the distance that the eye is positioned behind the telescopic sight).The average distance is 2 to 3 inches. The sniper adjusts eyerelief to obtain a full field of view.
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(1) Before mounting the M3A scope, lubricate the threads of eachmounting ring nut.(2) Ensure smooth movement of each mounting ring nut andmount claw.(3) Inspect for burrs and foreign matter between each mounting ringnut and mount claw. Remove burrs or foreign matter before mounting.(4) Mount the sight and rings to the base.
NOTE: Once a set of slots is chosen, the same set should alwaysbe used in order for the SWS to retain zero.
(5) Ensure the mounting surface is free of dirt, oil, or grease.(6) Set each ring bolt spline into the selected slot.(7) Slide the rear mount claw against the base and finger-tighten themounting ring nut.(8) If the scope needs to be adjusted loosen the mounting ring nuts andalign the ring bolts with the other set of slots on the base Repeat this process.(9) Slide the front mount claw against the base, and finger-tightenthe mounting ring nut.(10) Use the T-handle torque wrench, which is preset to 65inch-pounds,to tighten the rear mounting ring nut.
c. Care and Maintenance of the M3A Scope. Dirt, rough handling,or abuse of optical equipment will result in inaccuracy and malfunction.When not in use, the rifle and scope should be cased, and the lens shouldbe capped.(1) Lens. The lens are coated with a special magnesium fluoridereflection-reducing material. This coat is thin and great care is requiredto prevent damage to it.(a) To remove dust, lint, or other foreign matter from the lens, lightlybrush the lens with a clean camel’s-hair brush.(b) To remove oil or grease from the optical surfaces, apply a dropof lens cleaning fluid or robbing alcohol on a lens tissue. Carefully wipeoff the surface of the lens in circular motions (from the center to theoutside edge). Dry off the lens with a clean lens tissue. In the field, if theproper supplies are not available, breathe heavily on the glass and wipewith a soft, clean cloth.
(2) Scope. The scope is a delicate instrument and must be handledwith care. The following precautions will prevent damage(a) Check and tighten all mounting screws periodically and alwaysbefore an operation. Be careful not to change the coarse windageadjustment.
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(b) Keep the lens free from oil and grease and never touch them withthe fingers. Body grease and perspiration can injure them. Keep the capon the lens.(c) Do not force the elevation and windage screws or knobs.(d) Do not allow the scope to remain in direct sunlight, and avoidletting the sun’s rays shine through the lens. The lens magnify andconcentrate sunlight into a pinpoint of intense heat, which is focused onthe mil-scale reticle. This may melt the mil dots and damage thescope internally. Keep the lens covered and the entire scope coveredwhen not in use.(e) Avoid dropping the scope or striking it with another object.This could permanently damage the telescope as well as change the zero.(f) To avoid damage to the scope or any other piece of sniperequipment, snipers or armorers should be the only personnel handlingthe equipment. Anyone who does not know how to use this equipmentcould cause damage.(3) Climate conditions. Climate conditions play an important part intaking care of optical equipment.(a) Cold climates. In extreme cold, care must be taken to avoidcondensation and congealing of oil on the glass of the optical equipment.If the temperature is not excessive, condensation can be removed byplacing the instrument in a warm place. Concentrated heat must not beapplied because it causes expansion and damage can occur. Moisture mayalso be blotted from the optics with lens tissue or a soft, dry cloth. In coldtemperatures, oil thickens and causes sluggish operation or failure.Focusing parts are sensitive to freezing oils. Breathing forms frost, so theoptical surfaces must be cleaned with lens tissue, preferably dampenedlightly with alcohol. DO NOT apply alcohol on the glass of the optics.
(b) Jungle operations (high humidity). In hot and humid temperatures,keep the caps on the scope when not in use. If moisture or fungusdevelops on the inside of the telescope, replace it.
(c) Desert operations. Keep the scope protected from the direct rays.of the sun.(d) Hot climate and salt water exposure. The scope is vulnerable tohot, humid climates and salt water atmosphere. It MUST NOT beexposed to direct sunlight. In humid and salt air conditions, the scopemust be inspected, cleaned, and lightly oiled to avoid rust and corrosion.Perspiration can also cause the equipment to rust; therefore, theinstruments must be thoroughly dried and lightly oiled.d. M3A Scope Operation. When using the M3A scope, the sniperlooks at the target and determines the distance to it by using the mil dots
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on the reticle. The mil-dot reticle (Figure 2-21) is a duplex-style reticlethat has thick outer sections and thin inner sections. Superimposed onthe thin center section of the reticle is a series of dots. There are 4 dotson each side of the center and 4 dots above and below the center.These 4 dots are spaced 1 mil apart, and 1 mil from both the center andthe start of the thick section of the reticle. This spacing allows the sniperto make close estimates of target range, assuming there is an object ofknown size (estimate) in the field of view. For example, a human targetappears to be 6 feet tall, which equals 1.83 meters tall, and at 500 meters,3.65 dots high (nominally, about 3.5 dots high). Another example is al-meter target at a 1,000-meter range. This target is the height between2 dots, or the width between 2 dots. If the sniper is given a good estimateof the object’s size, then he may accurately determine target range usingthe mil-dot system.
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e. Zeroing. Zeroing the M3A scope should be done on aknown-distance range (preferably 900 meters long) with bull’s-eye-typetargets (200-yard targets, NSN SR1-6920-00-900-8204). When zeroingthe scope, the sniper—(1) Assumes a good prone-supported position 100 meters fromthe target.(2) Ensures the "l" on the elevation dial is lined up with the elevationindex line, and the “0” on the windage dial is lined up with the windageindex line.(3) Fires three rounds at the center of the target, keeping the sameaiming point each time and triangulate.(4) After the strike of the rounds has been noted, turns the elevationand windage dials to make the needed adjustments to the scope.Each click on the elevation dial equals one minute of angle.
One minute of angle at 100 meters equals 1.145 inches or about1 inch.
Each click on the windage dial equals .5 minute of angle.
.5 minute of angle at 100 meters equals about .5 inch.

(5) Repeats steps 3 and 4 until a three-round shot group is centeredon the target.(6) Once the shot group is centered, loosens the hex head screws onthe elevation and windage dials. He turns the elevation dial to the indexline marked “l” (if needed). He turns the windage dial to the index linemarked “0” (if needed) and tighten the hex head screws.(7) After zeroing at 100 meters and calibrating the dial, confirms thiszero by firing and recording sight settings (see Chapter 3) at 100-meterincrements through 900 meters.
f. Field-Expedient Confirmation/Zeroing. The sniper may need toconfirm zero in a field environment. Examples are shortly afterreceiving a mission, a weapon was dropped, or excessive climatic changesas may be experienced by deploying to another part of the world.Two techniques of achieving a crude zero are the 25-yard/900-inch methodand the observation of impact method.(1) 25-yard/900-inch method. Dial the scope to 300 meters forelevation and to “0” for windage. Aim and fire at a target that is at a25-yard distance. Adjust the scope until rounds are impacting 5/8 of aninch above the point of aim. To confirm, set the elevation to 500 meters.The rounds should impact 2 1/4 inches above the point of aim.(2) Observation of impact method. When a known distance range isunavailable, locate a target so that the observer can see the impact of
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rounds clearly. Determine the exact range to the target, dial in theappropriate range, and fire. Watch the impact of the rounds; the observergives the sight adjustments until a point of aim or point of impactis achieved.
2-11. IRON SIGHTSDepending on the situation, a sniper may be required to deliver aneffective shot at ranges up to 900 meters or more. This requires the sniperto zero his rifle with the iron sights and the M3A scope at most rangesthat he can be expected to fire.a. Mounting. To mount iron sights, the sniper must remove theM3A scope first.

(1) Attach the front sight to the barrel, align the front sight and thefront sight base, and slide the sight over the base and tighten the screw(Figure 2-22).

(2) The aperture insert may be either skeleton or translucent plastic(Figure 2-23, page 2-30). The skeleton aperture is the most widely used.The translucent plastic aperture is preferred by some shooters and isavailable in clear plastic. Both apertures are available in various sizes.A common error is selecting an aperture that is too small. Select anaperture that appears to be at least twice the diameter of the bull’s-eye.An aperture selected under one light condition may, under a differentlight, form a halo around the bull or make the bull appear indistinctor oblong. The aperture selected should reveal a wide line of whitearound the bull and allow the bull to standout in clear definition againstthis background.
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(3) Remove one of the three sets of screws from the rear sight baselocated on the left rear of the receiver. Align the rear sight with the rear sightbase taking care to use the hole that provides the operator the desiredeye relief. Then tighten the screw to secure the rear sight to the base.
NOTE: Operator-desired eye relief determines the set screwthat must be removed.
b. Adjustment Scales. Adjustment scales are of the vernier type.Each graduation on the scale inscribed on the sight base equals 3 minutesof angle. (See the minutes of angle chart in Chapter 3.) Each graduationof the adjustable scale plates equals 1 minute of angle. To use thevernier-type adjustment scales—
(1) Note the point at which graduations on both the top and thebottom scales are aligned.(2) Count the numbers of full 3 minutes of angle graduations from“0” on the fixed scale to “0” on the adjustable scale. Add this figure to thenumber of 1 minute of angle graduations from “0” on the adjustable scaleto the point where the two graduations are aligned.
c. Zeroing. Zeroing iron sights should be done on the same type ofrange and targets as in paragraph 2-10a. To set a mechanical zero on theiron sights for windage, the sniper turns the windage dial all the way tothe left or right, then he counts the number of clicks it takes to get fromone side to the other. He divides this number by 2—for example,120 divided by 2 equals 60. The sniper turns the windage dial 60 clicks
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back to the center. If the two zeros on the windage indicator plate do notalign, he loosens the screw on the windage indicator plate and aligns thetwo zeros. The sniper uses the same procedure to set a mechanical zerofor elevation. Once a mechanical zero has been set, he assumes a goodprone-supported position, 100 meters from the target. He fires threerounds at the center of the target, observing the same aiming pointeach time. After noting the strike of the rounds, the sniper turns theelevation and windage dials to make needed adjustments to the iron sightsas follows (Figure 2-24):
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(1) Each click of adjustment is 1/4 minute of angle (one minute ofangle equals about 1 inch at 100 yards, 6 inches at 600 yards, and so forth).There are twelve 1/4 minutes of angle, equaling 3 minutes of angleadjustments in each dial revolution. The total elevation adjustment is60 minutes of angle (600 inches at 1,000 yards) total windage adjustmentis 36 minutes of angle (360 inches at l,000 yards).
(2) Turn the elevation dial in the direction marked UP to raise thepoint of impact: turn the elevation dial in the opposite direction to lowerthe point of impact. Turn the windage dial in the direction marked R tomove the point of impact to the right; then turn the windage dial in theopposite direction to move the point of impact to the left.
(3) Continue firing and adjusting shot groups until the point of aimor point of impact is achieved.

After zeroing the rifle sight to the preferred range, the sniper loosens theelevation and windage indicator plate screws with the socket head screwkey provided. Now, he loosens the spring tension screw, aligns the “0” onthe plate with the “0” on the sight body, and retightens the plate screws.Then the sniper loosens the spring tension screws and set screws in eachdial, and aligns the "0" of the dial with the reference line on the sight.He presses the dial against the sight, tightens the set screws, and equallytightens the spring tension screws until a definite "click” can be felt whenthe dial is turned. This click can be sharpened or softened to preferenceby equally loosening or tightening the spring screws on each dial.The sniper makes windage and elevation corrections, and returns quicklyto “zero” standard.
Section IVOTHER EQUIPMENT

The sniper must use special equipment to reduce the possibility ofdetection. The types and characteristics are discussed in this section.
2-12. M16A1/A2 RIFLE WITH M203 GRENADE LAUNCHERThe observer carries the M16A1/A2 rifle with the M203 grenade launcher.The sniper, carrying the M24 SWS, lacks the firepower required to breakcontact with enemy forces-that is, ambush or chance contact.The rapid-fire ability of the M16A1/A2 rifle, combined with thedestructive abilities of the M203 40-mm grenade launcher (Figure 2-25),gives the sniper team a lightweight, easily operated way to deliver thefirepower required to break contact. (See FM 23-9 and FM 23-31,respectively, for the technical characteristics of these weapons.)
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2-13. IMAGE INTENSIFICATION AND INFRARED DEVICESThe sniper team employs night and limited visibility devices to conductcontinuous operations.a. Night Vision Sight, AN/PVS-4. The AN/PVS-4 is a portable,battery-operated, electro-optical instrument that can be hand-held forvisual observation or weapon-mounted for precision fire at night(Figure 2-26). The observer can detect and resolve distant targetsthrough the unique capability of the sight to amplify reflected ambientlight (moon, stars, or sky glow). The sight is passive thus, it is free fromenemy detection by visual or electronic means. This sight, withappropriate weapons adapter bracket, can be mounted on the M16 rifle.

(1) Uses. The M16 rifle with the mounted AN/PVS-4 is effective inachieving a first-round hit out to and beyond 300 meters, depending onthe light conditions. The AN/PVS-4 is mounted on the M16 since the
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nightsight’s limited range does not make its use practical for the sniperweapon system. This avoids problems that may occur when removing andreplacing the sniperscope. The nightsight provides an effectiveobservation ability during night combat operations. The sight does notgive the width, depth, or clarity of daylight vision; however, a well-trainedoperator can see enough to analyze the tactical situation, to detect enemytargets, and to place effective fire on them. The sniper team uses theAN/PVS-4 to accomplish the following:
(a) To enhance their night observation capability.
(b) To locate and suppress hostile fire at night.
(c) To deny enemy movement at night.(d) To demoralize the enemy with effective first-round kills at night.
(2) Employment factors. Since the sight requires target illuminationand does not project its own light source, it will not function intotal darkness. The sight works best on a bright, moonlit night.When there is no light or the ambient light level is low (such as in heavyvegetation), the use of artificial or infrared light improves thesight’s performance.
(a) Fog, smoke, dust, hail, or rain limit the range and decrease theresolution of the instrument.
(b) The sight does not allow seeing through objects in the fieldof view. For example, the operator will experience the same rangerestrictions when viewing dense wood lines as he would when using otheroptical sights.
(c) The observer may experience eye fatigue when viewing forprolonged periods. Viewing should be limited to 10 minutes, followed bya rest period of 10 minutes. After several periods of viewing, he can safelyextend this time limit. To assist in maintaining a continuous viewing.capability and to reduce eye fatigue, the observer should use one eye thenthe other while viewing through the sight.
(3) Zeroing. The operator may zero the sight during daylight ordarkness; however, he may have some difficulty in zeroing just lbefore darkness. The light level at dusk is too low to permit the operatorto resolve his zero target with the lens cap cover in place, but it is stillintense enough to cause the sight to automatically turnoff unless the lenscap cover is in position over the objective lens. The sniper normally zerosthe sight for the maximum practical range that he can be expected toobserve and fire, depending on the level of light.
b. Night Vision Goggles, AN/PVS-5. The AN/PVS-5 is a lightweight,passive night vision system that gives the sniper team another means of
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observing an area during darkness (Figure 2-27). The sniper normally carriesthe goggles, because the observer has the M16 mounted with the nightsight.The goggles make it easier to see due to their design. However, the samelimitations that apply to the nightsight also apply to the goggles.

c. Night Vision Goggles, AN/PVS-7 Series. The night vision goggles,AN/PVS-7 series (Figure 2-28, page 2-36) has a better resolution andviewing ability than the AN/PVS-5 goggles. The AN/PVS-7 series goggleshave a head-mount assembly that allows them to be mounted in front ofthe face so that both hands can be free. The goggles can be used withoutthe mount assembly for hand-held viewing. (See TM 11-5855-262-10-1.)
d. Laser Observation Set AN/GVS-5. Depending on the mission,snipers can use the AN/GVS-5 to determine the range to the target.The AN/GVS-5 (LR) (Figure 2-29, page 2-36) is an individually operated,hand-held, distance-measuring device designed for distances from 200 to9,990 meters (with an error of plus or minus 10 meters). It measuresdistances by firing an infrared beam at a target and by measuring the timethe reflected beam takes to return to the operator. It then displays thetarget distance, in meters, inside the viewer. The reticle pattern in theviewer is graduated in 10-mil increments and has display lights to indicatelow battery and multiple target hits. If the beam hits more than onetarget, the display gives a reading of the closest target hit. The beam thatis fired from the set poses a safety hazard; therefore, snipers planning touse this equipment should be thoroughly trained in its safe operation.(See TM 11-5860-201-10.)
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e. Mini-Eyesafe Laser Infrared Observation Set, AN/PVS-6.The AN/PVS-6 (Figure 2-30) contains the following components:mini-eyesafe laser range finder; batteries, BA-6516/U, nonrechargeable,lithium thionyl chloride;carrying case; shipping case;tripod; lens cleaning com-pound and lens cleaningtissue; and operator's manual.The laser range finder is themajor component of theAN/PVS-6. It is lightweight,individually operated, andhand-held or tripod mounted;it can accurately determineranges from 50 to 9,995 metersin 5-meter increments anddisplays the range in theeyepiece. It can also bemounted with and bore-sighted to the night obser-vation device, AN/TAS-6,long-range.
2-14. M49 OBSERVATION TELESCOPE
The M49 observation telescope is a prismatic optical instrument of
20-power magnification (Figure 2-31, page 2-38). The telescope is
focused by turning the eyepiece in or out until the image of the object
being viewed is crisp and clear to the viewer. The sniper team carries the
telescope on all missions. The observer uses the telescope to determine
wind speed and direction by reading mirage, observing the bullet trace,
and observing the bullet impact. The sniper uses this information to
make quick and accurate adjustments for wind conditions. The lens are
coated with a hard film of magnesium fluoride for maximum light
transmission. Its high magnification makes observation, target detection,
and target identification possible where conditions and range would
otherwise preclude this ability. Camouflaged targets and those in deep
shadows can be more readily distinguished. The team can observe troop
movements at greater distances and identify selective targets with ease.
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a. Components. Components of the telescope include a removableeyepiece and objective lens covers, an M15 tripod with canvas carrier, anda hard ease carrier for the telescope.
b. Storage. When storing the M49 observation telescope, the snipermust remove it from the hard case earner and remove the lens caps toprevent moisture from gathering on the inside of the scope. Maintenanceconsists of—
(1) Wiping dirt and foreign materials from the scope tube, hard casecarrier, and M15 tripod with a damp rag.
(2) Cleaning the M49 lens with lens cleaning solution and lenstissue only.
(3) Brushing dirt and foreign agents from the M15 carrying case witha stiff-bristled brush; cleaning the threading of lens caps on the M49 andthe tripod elevation adjustment screw on the M15 with a toothbrush, thenapplying a thin coat of grease and moving the lens caps and elevationadjustment screw back and forth to evenly coat threading.
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2-15. M19 BINOCULARSThe M19 is the preferred optical instrument for conducting hasty scans.This binocular (Figure 2-32) has 7-power magnification with a 50-mmobjective lens, and an interpupillary scale located on the hinge. The snipershould adjust the binocular until one sharp circle appears while lookingthrough them. After adjusting the binoculars’ interpupillary distance(distance between a person’s pupils), the sniper should make a mentalnote of the reading on this scale for future reference. The eyepieces arealso adjustable. The sniper can adjust one eyepiece at a time by turningthe eyepiece with one hand while placing the palm of the other hand overthe objective lens of the other monocular. While keeping both eyes open,he adjusts the eyepiece until he can see a crisp, clear view. After one eyepieceis adjusted, he repeats the procedure with the remaining eyepiece.The sniper should also make a mental note of the diopter scale readingon both eyepieces for future reference. One side of the binoculars has alaminated reticle pattern (Figure 2-32) that consists of a vertical andhorizontal mil scale that is graduated in 10-mil increments. Using thisreticle pattern aids the sniper in determining range and adjustingindirect-fires. The sniper uses the binoculars for—Calling for and adjusting indirect fires.
Observing target areas.
Observing enemy movement and positions.
Identifying aircraft.
Improving low-light level viewing.
Estimating range.
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2-16. M22 BINOCULARSThe M22 binoculars (Figure 2-33) can be used instead of the M19.These binoculars have the same features as the M19, plus fold-downeyepiece cups for personnel who wear glasses to reduce the distancebetween the eyes and the eyepiece. It also has protective covers for theobjective and eyepiece lenses. The binoculars have laser protection filterson the inside of the objective lenses (direct sunlight can reflect offthese lenses). The reticle pattern (Figure 2-33) is different than theM19 binocular reticle.

2-17. OTHER SNIPER EQUIPMENTOther equipment the sniper needs to complete a successfulmission follows:a. Sidearms. Each member of the team should have a sidearm, suchas an M9, 9-mm Beretta, or a caliber .45 pistol. A sidearm gives a sniperthe needed protection from a nearby threat while on the ground movingor while in the confines of a sniper position.b. Compass. Each member of the sniper team must have a lensaticcompass for land navigation.c. Maps. The team must have military maps of their areaof operations.d. Calculator. The sniper team needs a pocket-size calculator tofigure distances when using the mil-relation formula. Solar-poweredcalculators usually work well, but under low-light conditions, batterypower may be preferred. If a battery-powered calculator is to be used inlow-light conditions, it should have a lighted display.
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e. Rucksack. The sniper’s rucksack should contain at least atwo-quart canteen, an entrenching tool, a first-aid kit, pruning shears, asewing kit with canvas needles and nylon thread, spare netting and garnish,rations, and personal items as needed. The sniper also carries his ghilliesuit (Chapter 4, paragraph 4-4) in his rucksack until the mission requiresits use.f. Measuring Tape. A standard 10-foot to 25-foot metal carpenter’stape allows the sniper to measure items in his operational area.This information is recorded in the sniper data book. (See Chapter 4 forrange estimation.)
Section VCOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

The sniper team must have a man-portable radio that gives the teamsecure communications with the units involved in their mission.
2-18. AN/PRC-77 RADIOThe basic radio for the sniper team is the AN/PRC-77 (Figure 2-34).This radio is a short-range, man-pack portable, frequency modulatedreceiver-transmitter that provides two-way voice communication.The set can net with all other infantry and artillery FM radio sets oncommon frequencies. The AN/KY-57 should be installed withthe AN/PRC-77. This allows the sniper team to communicate securelywith all units supporting or being supported by the sniper team.
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2-19. AN/PRC-104A RADIO TRANSCEIVERThe AN/PRC-104A is a state-of-the-am lightweight radio transceiver thatoperates in the high frequency and in the upper part of the low frequencyportions of the radio spectrum (Figure 2-35). The receiver/transmittercircuits can be tuned to any frequency between 2.0000 and 29.9999 MHzin 100 Hz increments, making it possible to tune up to 280,000 separatefrequencies. The radio operates in the upper or lower side bank modesfor voice communications, CW for Morse code, or FSK (frequency-shiftkeying) for transmission of teletype or other data.a. In the man-pack configuration, the radio set is carried and operated byone man or, with the proper accessories, it can be configured for vehicle orfixed-station use. The radio set with antenna and handset weighs 15.7 pounds.b. The control panel, human-engineered for ease of operation,makes it possible to adjust all controls even while wearing heavy gloves.Unlike older, similar radio sets, there are no front panel meters orindicator lights on the AN/PRC-104A. All functions that formerlyrequired these types of indicators are monitored by the radio andcommunicated to the operator as special tones in the handset.This feature is highly useful during tactical blackout operations.The superior design and innovative features of the AN/PRC-104A radio setmake it possible to maintain a reliable long-range communications link.The radio uses lightweight, portable equipment that can be operated bypersonnel who have minimum training.
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2-20. AN/PRC-119 RADIOThe AN/PRC-119 (Figure 2-36) replaces the AN/PRC-77, although theAN/PRC-77 is still in use. The AN/PRC-l19 is a man-pack portable,VHF/FM radio that is designed for simple, quick operation using a16-element keypad for push-button tuning. It can also be used forshort-range and long-range operation for voice, FSK, or digitaldata communications. It can also be used for single-channel operation orin a jam-resistant, frequency-hopping mode, which can be changed as neededThis radio has a built-in self-test with visual and audio readbacks. It iscompatible with the AN/KY-57 for secure communications.
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CHAPTER 3
MARKSMANSHIP

Sniper marksmanship is an extension of basic rifle marksmanshipand focuses on the techniques needed to engage targets atextended ranges. To successfully engage targets at increaseddistances, the sniper team must be proficient in marksmanshipfundamentals and advanced marksmanship skills. Examples ofthese skills are determining the effects of weather conditions onballistics, holding off for elevation and windage, engaging movingtargets, using and adjusting scopes, and zeroing procedures.Markmanship skills should be practiced often.
Section IFUNDAMENTALS

The sniper team must be thoroughly trained in the fundamentalsof marksmanship. These include assuming a position, aiming, breathcontrol, and trigger control. These fundamentals develop fixed andcorrect firing habits for instinctive application. Every sniper shouldperiodically refamiliarize himself with these fundamentals regardless ofhis experience.
3-1. STEADY POSITION ELEMENTSThe sniper should assume a good firing position (Figure 3-1, page 3-2) inorder to engage targets with any consistency. A good position enables thesniper to relax and concentrate when preparing to fire.a. Position Elements. Establishing a mental checklist of steadyposition elements enhances the sniper’s ability to achieve a first-round hit.(1) Nonfiring hand. Use the nonfiring hand to support the butt ofthe weapon. Place the hand next to the cheat and rest the tip of the button it. Bail the hand into a fist to raise the weapon’s butt or loosen the fist
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to lower the weapon’s butt. An effective method is to hold a sock full ofsand in the nonfiring hand and to place the weapon butt on the sock.This reduces body contact with the weapon. To raise the butt, squeeze thesock and to lower it, loosen the grip on the sock.(2) Butt of the stock. Place the butt of the stock firmly in the pocketof the shoulder. Insert a pad on the ghillie suit (see Chapter 4) wherecontact with the butt is made to reduce the effects of pulse beat andbreathing, which can be transmitted to the weapon.(3) Firing hand. With the firing hand, grip the small of the stock.Using the middle through little fingers, exert a slight rearward pull to keepthe butt of the weapon firmly in the pocket of the shoulder. Place thethumb over the top of the small of the stock. Place the index finger onthe trigger, ensuring it does not touch the stock of the weapon.This avoids disturbing the lay of the rifle when the trigger is squeezed.(4) Elbows. Find a comfortable position that provides the greatestsupport.(5) Stock weld. Place the cheek in the same place on the stock witheach shot. A change in stock weld tends to cause poor sight alignment,reducing accuracy.(6) Bone support. Bone support is the foundation of the firingposition; they provide steady support of the weapon.
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(7) Muscle relaxation. When using bone support, the sniper can relaxmuscles, reducing any movement that could be caused by tense ortrembling muscles. Aside from tension in the trigger finger and firinghand, any use of the muscle generates movement of the sniper’scross hairs.
(8) Natural point of aim. The point at which the rifle naturally restin relation to the aiming point is called natural point of aim.
(a) Once the sniper is in position and aimed in on his target, themethod for checking for natural point of aim is for the sniper to closehis eyes, take a couple of breaths, and relax as much as possible.Upon opening his eyes, the scope’s cross hairs should be positioned atthe sniper’s preferred aiming point. Since the rifle becomes anextension of the sniper’s body, it is necessary to adjust the position ofthe body until the rifle points naturally at the preferred aiming pointon the target.
(b) Once the natural point of aim has been determined, the snipermust maintain his position to the target. To maintain his natural point ofaim in all shooting positions, the natural point of aim can be readjustedand checked periodically.
(c) The sniper can change the elevation of the natural point of aimby leaving his elbows in place and by sliding his body forward or rearward.This raises or lowers the muzzle of the weapon, respectively. To maintainthe natural point of aim after the weapon has been fired, proper boltoperation becomes critical. The sniper must practice reloading while inthe prone position without removing the butt of the weapon from thefiring shoulder. This may be difficult for the left-hand firer. The twotechniques for accomplishing this task are as follows:After firing, move the bolt slowly to the rear while canting theweapon to the right. Execution of this task causes the spentcartridge to fall next to the weapon.

After firing, move the bolt to the rear with the thumb of thefiring hand. Using the index and middle fingers, reach into thereceiver and catch the spent cartridge as it is being ejected. Thistechnique does not require canting the weapon.
NOTE: The sniper conducts bolt operation under a veil orequivalent camouflage to improve concealment.
b. Steady Firing Position. On the battlefield, the sniper must assumea steady firing position with maximum use of cover and concealment.Considering the variables of terrain, vegetation, and tactical situations,
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the sniper can use many variations of the basic positions. When assuminga firing position, he must adhere to the following basic rules:(1) Use any support available.(2) Avoid touching the support with the barrel of the weapon sinceit interferes with barrel harmonics and reduces accuracy.(3) Use a cushion between the weapon and the support to preventslippage of the weapon.(4) Use the prone supported position whenever possible.
c. Types of Firing Positions. Due to the importance of deliveringprecision fire, the sniper makes maximum use of artificial support andeliminates any variable that may prevent adhering to the basic rules.He uses the prone supported; prone unsupported; kneeling unsupported;kneeling, sling supported; standing supported; and the Hawkinsfiring positions.(1) Prone supported position. The prone supported position is thesteadiest position; it should be used whenever possible (Figure 3-2).To assume the prone supported position, the sniper should—(a) Lie down and place the weapon on a support that allows pointingin the direction of the target. Keep the position as low as possible.(For field-expedient weapon supports, see paragraph 3-1d.)(b) Remove the nonfiring hand from underneath the fore-end of theweapon by folding the arm underneath the receiver and trigger, graspingthe rear sling swivel. This removes any chance of subconsciously tryingto exert control over the weapon’s natural point of aim. Keep the elbowsin a comfortable position that provides the greatest support.
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(c) Keep the body in line with the weapon as much as possible-not atan angle. This presents less of a target to the enemy and more body massto absorb recoil.
(d) Spread legs a comfortable distance apart with the heels on theground or as close as possible without causing strain.
(2) Prone unsupported position. The prone unsupported position(Figure 3-3) offers another stable firing platform for engaging targets.To assume this position, the sniper faces his target, spreads his feet acomfortable distance apart, and drops to his knees. Using the butt of therifle as a pivot, the firer rolls onto his nonfiring side. He places the riflebutt in the pocket formed by the firing shoulder, grasps the pistol grip inhis firing hand, and lowers the firing elbow to the ground. The rifle restsin the V formed by the thumb and fingers of the nonfiring hand The sniperadjusts the position of his firing elbow until his shoulders are about level,and pulls back firmly on the rifle with both hands. To complete theposition, he obtains a stock weld and relaxes, keeping his heels close to

the ground.

(3) Kneeling unsupported position. The kneeling unsupportedposition (Figure 3-4, page 3-6) is assumed quickly. It places the sniperhigh enough to see over small brush and provides for a stable position.
(a) Place the body at a 45-degree angle to the target.
(b) Kneel and place the right knee on the ground.
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(c) Keep the left leg as perpendicular to the ground as possible; sit backon the right heel, placing it as directly under the spinal column as possible.A variation is to turn the toe inward and sit squarely on the right foot.
(d) Grasp the small of the stock of the weapon with the firing hand,and cradle the fore-end of the weapon in a crook formed with the left arm.
(e) Place the butt of the weapon in the pocket of the shoulder, thenplace the meaty underside of the left elbow on top of the left knee.(f) Reach under the weapon with the left hand, and lightly grasp thefiring arm.
(g) Relax forward and into the support position, using the leftshoulder as a contact point. This reduces transmission of the pulsebeatinto the sight picture. -

(h) Lean against a tree, building, or vehicle for body support.

(4) Kneeling, sling supported position. If vegetation presents aproblem, the sniper can raise his kneeling position by using the rifle sling.To assume the kneeling, sling supported position, he executes the firstthree steps for assuming a kneeling unsupported position. With theleather sling mounted to the weapon, the sniper turns the slingone-quarter turn to the left. The lower part of the sling will then form a loop.
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(a) Place the left arm (nonfiring) through the loop; pull the sling upthe arm and place it on the upper arm between the elbow and shoulder,but not directly over the biceps.
(b) Tighten the sling by sliding the sling keeper against the loopholding the arm.
(c) Rotate the left arm in a clockwise motion around the sling andunder the rifle with the sling secured to the upper arm. Place the fore-endof the stock in the V formed by the thumb and forefinger of the left hand.Relax the left arm and hand, let the sling support the weight of the weapon.
(d) Place the butt of the rifle against the right shoulder and place theleft elbow on top of the left knee (Figure 3-5). Pull the left hand backalong the fore-end of the rifle toward the trigger guard to add to stability.

(5) Standing supported position. The standing supported position isthe least steady of the supported positions and should be used only as alast resort (Figure 3-6, page 3-8).
(a) To assume the standing supported position with horizontalsupport, such as a wall or ledge, the sniper proceeds as follows:Locate a solid object for support. Avoid branches as they tendto sway when wind is present.
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Form a V with the thumb and forefinger of the nonfiring hand.
Place the nonfiring hand against the support with the fore-end ofthe weapon resting in the V of the hand. This steadies theweapon and allows quick recovery from recoil.
Then place the butt of the weapon in the pocket of the shoulder.
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(b) To use vertical support (Figure 3-7), such as a tree, telephonepole, comer of building, or vehicle, the sniper proceeds as follows:Locate stable support. Face the target, then turn 45 degrees tothe right of the target, and place the palm of the nonfiring handat arm’s length against the support.
Lock the left arm straight, let the left leg buckle, and place bodyweight against the nonfiring hand. Keep the trail leg straight.
Place the fore-end of the weapon in the V formed by extendingthe thumb of the nonfiring hand.
Exert more pressure to the rear with the firing hand.
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(6) Hawkins position. The Hawkins position (Figure 3-8) is avariation of the prone unsupported position. The sniper uses it whenfiring from a low bank or a depression in the ground, over a roof, or soforth. It cannot be used on level ground since the muzzle cannot be raisedhigh enough to aim at the target. It is a low-profile position with excellentstability and aids concealment. To assume this position, the sniper usesthe weapon’s sling and proceeds as follows:
CAUTIONLOCK THE NONFIRING ARM STRAIGHT OR THE FACE WILLABSORB THE WEAPON’S RECOIL.

(a) After assuming a prone position, grasp the upper sling swivel andsling with the nonfiring hand, forming a fist to support the front ofthe weapon.(b) Ensure the nonfiring arm is locked straight since it will absorbthe weapon’s recoil. Wearing a glove is advisable.(c) Rest the butt of the weapon on the ground and place it under thefiring shoulder.
The sniper can make minor adjustments in muzzle elevation by tighteningor relaxing the fist of the nonfiring hand. If more elevation is required,he can place a support under the nonfiring fist.
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d. Field-Expedient Weapon Support. Support of the weapon iscritical to the sniper’s success in engaging targets. Unlike a well-equippedfiring range with sandbags for weapon support, the sniper can encountersituations where weapon support relies on common sense and imagination.The sniper should practice using these supports at every opportunity andselect the one that best suits his needs. He must train as if in combat toavoid confusion and self-doubt. The following items are commonly usedas field-expedient weapon supports(1) Sand sock. The sniper needs the sand sock when deliveringprecision fire at long ranges. He uses a standard issue, olive-drabwool sock filled one-half tothree-quarters full of sand andknotted off. He places it underthe rear sling swivel when in theprone supported position foradded stability (Figure 3-9).By limiting minor movementand reducing pulse beat, thesniper can concentrate on triggercontrol and aiming. He uses thenonfiring hand to grip the sand sock, rather than the rear sling swivel.The sniper makes minor changes in muzzle elevation by squeezing orrelaxing his grip on the sock. He uses the sand sock as padding betweenthe weapon and a rigid support also.(2) Rucksack. If the sniper is in terrain without any natural support,he may use his rucksack (Figure 3-10). He must consider the height andpresence of rigid objects within the rucksack. The rucksack must conformto weapon contours to add stability.
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(3) Sandbag. The sniper can fill an empty sandbag (Figure 3-11) on site.

(4) Tripod. The sniper can build a field-expedient tripod (Figure 3-12) bytying together three 12-inch long sticks (one thicker than the others) with 550cord or the equivalent. When tying the sticks, he wraps the cord at the centerpoint and leaves enough slack to fold the legs out into a triangular base.Then, he places the fore-end of the weapon between the three uprights.
(5) Bipod. The sniper can build a field-expedient bipod (Figure 3-12)by tying together two 12-inch sticks, thick enough to support the weightof the weapon. Using 550 cord or the equivalent, he ties the sticks at thecenter point, leaving enough slack to fold them out in a scissor-like manner.He then places the weapon between the two uprights. The bipod is notas stable as other field-expedient items, and it should be used only in theabsence of other techniques.(6) Forked stake. The tactical situation determines the use of theforked stake. Unless the sniper can drive a forked stake into the ground,this is the least desirable of the techniques; that is, he must use hisnonfiring hand to hold the stake in an upright position (Figure 3-12).Delivering long-range precision fire is a near-impossibility due to theunsteadiness of the position.
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e. Sniper and Observer Positioning. The sniper should find a placeon the ground that allows him to build a steady, comfortable positionwith the best cover, concealment, and visibility of the target area.Once established, the observer should position himself out of the sniper’sfield of view on his firing side.(1) The closer the observer gets his spotting telescope to the sniper’sline of bore, the easier it is to follow the trace (path) of the bullet andobserve the point of impact. A position at 4 to 5 o’clock (7 to 8 o’clockfor left-handed firers) from the firing shoulder and close to (but nottouching) the sniper is best (Figure 3-13).
NOTE: Trace is the visible trail of a bullet and is created by theshock wave of a supersonic bullet. The shockwave compressesthe air along the leading edge of a bullet causing water vapor inthe air to momentary condense and become visible. To theobserver, located to the rear of the sniper, trace appears as a rapidlymoving V-shaped vortex in the air following the trajectory ofthe bullet. Through close observation and practice, trace can beused to judge the bullet’s trajectory relative to the aiming point,making corrections easier for a follow-up shot. Trace can bestbe seen if the observer's optics are directly in line with the axisof the sniper's rifle barrel. Watching the trace and the effects ofthe bullet’s impact are the primary means by which the observerassists the sniper in calling the shot.
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(2) If the sniper is without weapon support in his position, he usesthe observer’s body as a support (Figure 3-14). This support is notrecommended since the sniper must contend with his own movement andthe observer’s body movement. The sniper should practice and prepareto use an observer supported position. A variety of positions can be used;however, the two most stable are when the observer is in a prone orsitting position.
(a) Prone. To assume the prone position, the observer lies at a45-to 75-degree angle to the target and observes the area through hisspotting telescope. The sniper assumes a a prone supported position, usingthe back of the observer’s thigh for support. Due to the offset angle, theobserver may only see the bullet impact.

(b) Sitting. If vegetation prevents the sniper from assuming a proneposition, the sniper has the observer face the target area and assume across-legged sitting position. The observer places his elbows on his kneesto stabilize his position. For observation, the observer uses binocularsheld in his hands. The spotting telescope is not recommended due to itshigher magnification and the unsteadiness of this position. The sniper isbehind the observer in an open-legged, cross-legged, or kneeling position,depending on the target’s elevation (Figure 3-15, page 3-16). The sniperplaces the fore-end of the weapon across the observer’s left shoulder,stabilizing the weapon with the forefinger of the nonfiring hand.When using these positions, the sniper’s effective engagement of targets atextended ranges is difficult and used only as a last resort. When practicingthese positions, the sniper and observer must enter respiratory pausetogether to eliminate movement from breathing.
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3-2. AIMINGThe sniper begins the aiming process by aligning the rifle with the targetwhen assuming a firing position. He should point the rifle naturally atthe desired point of aim. If his muscles are used to adjust the weapon ontothe point of aim, they automatically relax as the rifle fires, and the riflebegins to move toward its natural point of aim. Because this movementbegins just before the weapon discharge, the rifle is moving as the bulletleaves the muzzle. This causes inaccurate shots with no apparent cause(recoil disguises the movement). By adjusting the weapon and body as asingle unit, rechecking, and readjusting as needed, the sniper achieves atrue natural point of aim. Once the position is established, the sniperthen aims the weapon at the exact point on the target. Aiming involves:eye relief, sight alignment, and sight picture.
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a. Eye Relief. This is the distance from the sniper’s firing eye to therear sight or the rear of the scope tube. When using iron sights, the sniperensures the distance remains consistent from shot to shot to precludechanging what he views through the rear sight. However, relief will varyfrom firing position to firing position and from sniper to sniper, accordingto the sniper’s neck length, his angle of head approach to the stock, thedepth of his shoulder pocket, and his firing position. This distance(Figure 3-16) is more rigidly controlled with telescopic sights than withiron sights. The sniper must take care to prevent eye injury caused by thescope tube striking his brow during recoil. Regardless of the sightingsystem he uses, he must place his head as upright as possible with his firingeye located directly behind the rear portion of the sighting system.This head placement also allows the muscles surrounding his eye to relax.Incorrect head placement causes the sniper to look out of the top orcorner of his eye, resulting in muscular strain. Such strain leads to blurredvision and can also cause eye strain. The sniper can avoid eye strain bynot staring through the telescopic or iron sights for extended periods.The best aid to consistent eye relief is maintaining the same stock weldfrom shot to shot.
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b. Sight Alignment. With telescopic sights, sight alignment is therelationship between the cross hairs (reticle) and a full field of view asseen by the sniper. The sniper must place his head so that a full fieldof view fills the tube, with no dark shadows or crescents to causeinaccurate shots. He centers the reticle in a full field of view, ensuring thevertical cross hair is straight up and down so the rifle is not canted.Again, the center is easiest for the sniper to locate and allows forconsistent reticle placement. With iron sights, sight alignment is therelationship between the front and rear sights as seen by the sniper(Figure 3-17). The sniper centers the top edge of the front sight bladehorizontally and vertically within the rear aperture. (The center ofaperture is easiest for the eye to locate and allows the sniper to beconsistent in blade location.)
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e. Sight Picture. With telescopic sights, the sight picture is therelationship between the reticle and full field of view and the target as seenby the sniper. The sniper centers the reticle in a full field of view. He thenplaces the reticle center of the largest visible mass of the target (as in ironsights). The center of mass of the target is easiest for the sniper to locate,and it surrounds the intended point of impact with a maximum amount oftarget area. With iron sights, sight picture is the relationship between therear aperture, the front sight blade, and the target as seen by the sniper(Figure 3-18). The sniper centers the top edge of the blade in the rearaperture. He then places the top edge of the blade in the center of the largestvisible mass of the target (disregard the head and use the center of the torso).

d. Sight Alignment Error. When sight alignment and picture areperfect (regardless of sighting system) and all else is done correctly, theshot will hit center of mass on the target. However, with an error insightalignment, the bullet is displaced in the direction of the error. Such anerror creates an angular displacement between the line of sight and the
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line of bore. This displacement increases as range increases; the amountof bullet displacement depends on the size of alignment error.Close targets show little or no visible error. Distant targets can showgreat displacement or can be missed altogether due to severe sightmisalignment. An inexperienced sniper is prone to this kind of error,since he is unsure of what correctly aligned sights look like (especiallytelescopic sights); a sniper varies his head position (and eye relief) fromshot to shot, and he is apt to make mistakes while firing.e. Sight Picture Error. An error in sight picture is an error in theplacement of the aiming point. This causes no displacement between theline of sight and the line of bore. The weapon is simply pointed at thewrong spot on the target. Because no displacement exists as rangeincreases, close and far targets are hit or missed depending on where thefront sight or the reticle is when the rifle fires. All snipers face this kindof error every time they shoot. This is because, regardless of firingposition stability, the weapon will always be moving. A supported riflemoves much leas than an unsupported one, but both still move in what isknown as a wobble area. The sniper must adjust his firing position so thathis wobble area is as small as possible and centered on the target.With proper adjustments, the sniper should be able to fire the shot whilethe front sight blade or reticle is on the target at, or very near, the desiredaiming point. How far the blade or reticle is from this point when theweapon fires is the amount of sight picture error all snipers face.
f. Dominant Eye. To determine which eye is dominant, the sniperextends one arm to the front and points the index finger skyward to select anaiming point. With both eyes open, he aligns the index finger with the aimingpoint, then closes one eye at a time while looking at the aiming point. Oneeye will make the finger appear to move off the aiming point; the other eyewill stay on the aiming point. The dominant eye is the eye that does not movethe finger from the aiming point. Some individuals may have difficulty aimingbecause of interference from their dominant eye, if this is not the eye used inthe aiming process. This may require the sniper to fire from the other sideof the weapon (right-handed firer will fire left-handed). Such individualsmust close the dominant eye while shooting.

3-3. BREATH CONTROLBreath control is important with respect to the aiming process. If thesniper breathes while trying to aim, the rise and fall of his chest causesthe rifle to move. He must, therefore, accomplish sight alignmentduring breathing. To do this, he first inhales then exhales normally andstops at the moment of natural respiratory pause.
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a. A respiratory cycle lasts 4 to 5 seconds. Inhalation and exhalationrequire only about 2 seconds. Thus, between each respiratory cycle thereis a pause of 2 to 3 seconds. This pause can be extended to 10 secondswithout any special effort or unpleasant sensations. The sniper shouldshoot during this pause when his breathing muscles relax. This avoidsstrain on his diaphragm.b. A sniper should assume his firing position and breathe naturallyuntil his hold begins to settle. Many snipers then take a slightly deeperbreath, exhale, and pause, expecting to fire the shot during the pause. If thehold does not settle enough to allow the shot to be fired, the sniperresumes normal breathing and repeats the process.c. The respiratory pause should never feel unnatural. If it is too long,the body suffers from oxygen deficiency and sends out signals to resumebreathing. These signals produce involuntary movements in the diaphragmand interfere with the sniper’s ability to concentrate. About 8 to 10 secondsis the maximum safe period for the respiratory pause. During multiple, rapidengagements, the breathing cycle should be forced through a rapid, shallowcycle between shots instead of trying to hold the breath or breathing.Firing should be accomplished at the forced respiratory pause.
3-4. TRIGGER CONTROLTrigger control is the most important of the sniper marksmanshipfundamentals. It is defined as causing the rifle to fire when the sightpicture is at its best, without causing the rifle to move. Trigger squeeze isuniformly increasing pressure straight to the rear until the rifle fires.a. Proper trigger control occurs when the sniper places his firingfinger as low on the trigger as possible and still clears the trigger guard,thereby achieving maximum mechanical advantage and movement of thefinger to the entire rifle.b. The sniper maintains trigger control beat by assuming a stableposition, adjusting on the target, and beginning a breathing cycle. As thesniper exhales the final breath toward a natural respiratory pause, hesecures his finger on the trigger. As the front blade or reticle settles atthe desired point of aim, and the natural respiratory pause is entered, thesniper applies initial pressure. He increases the tension on the triggerduring the respiratory pause as long as the front blade or reticle remainsin the area of the target that ensures a well-placed shot. If the front bladeor reticle moves away from the desired point of aim on the target, and thepause is free of strain or tension, the sniper stops increasing the tensionon the trigger, waits for the front blade or reticle to return to the desiredpoint, and then continues to squeeze the trigger. If movement is too large
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for recovery or if the pause has become uncomfortable (extended toolong), the sniper should carefully release the pressure on the trigger andbegin the respiratory cycle again.c. As the stability of a firing position decreases, the wobble areaincreases. The larger the wobble area, the harder it is to fire the shotwithout reacting to it. This reaction occurs when the sniper—(1) Anticipates recoil. The firing shoulder begins to move forwardjust before the round fires.(2) Jerks the trigger. The trigger finger moves the trigger in a quick,choppy, spasmodic attempt to fire the shot before the front blade or reticlecan move away from the desired point of aim.(3) Flinches. The sniper’s entire upper body (or parts thereof)overreacts to anticipated noise or recoil. This is usually due to unfamil-iarity with the weapon.(4) Avoids recoil. The sniper tries to avoid recoil or noise by movingaway from the weapon or by closing the firing eye just before theround fires. This, again, is caused by a lack of knowledge of the weapon’sactions upon firing.
3-5. FOLLOW-THROUGHApplying the fundamentals increases the odds of a well-aimed shotbeing fired. When mastered, additional skills can make that first-roundkill even more of a certainty. One of these skills is the follow-through.a. Follow-through is the act of continuing to apply all the snipermarksmanship fundamentals as the weapon fires as well as immediatelyafter it fires. It consists of—(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)

Keeping the head infirm contact with the stock (stock weld).Keeping the finger on the trigger all the way to the rear.Continuing to look through the rear aperture or scope tube.Keeping muscles relaxed.Avoiding reaction to recoil and or noise.Releasing the trigger only after the recoil has stopped.
b. A good follow-through ensures the weapon is allowed to fire and recoilnaturally. The sniper/rifle combination reacts as a single unit to such actions.

3-6. CALLING THE SHOTCalling the shot is being able to tell where the round should impact onthe target. Because live targets invariably move when hit, the sniper willfind it almost impossible to use his scope to locate the target after theround is fired. Using iron sights, the sniper will find that searching for adownrange hit is beyond his abilities. He must be able to accurately call
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his shots. Proper follow-through will aid in calling the shot. The dominantfactor in shot calling is knowing where the reticle or blade is located whenthe weapon discharges. This location is called the final focus point.a. With iron sights, the final focus point should be on the top edge ofthe front sight blade. The blade is the only part of the sight picture thatis moving (in the wobble area). Focusing on it aids in calling the shot anddetecting any errors insight alignment or sight picture. Of course, liningup the sights and the target initially requires the sniper to shift his focusfrom the target to the blade and back until he is satisfied that he is properlyaligned with the target. This shifting exposes two more facts abouteye focus. The eye can instantly shift focus from near objects (the blade)to far objects (the target).b. The final focus is easily placed with telescopic sights because ofthe sight’s optical qualities. Properly focused, a scope should presentboth the field of view and the reticle in sharp detail. Final focus shouldthen be on the target. While focusing on the target, the sniper moves hishead slightly from side to side. The reticle may seem to move across thetarget face, even though the rifle and scope are motionless. This movementis parallax. Parallax is present when the target image is not correctlyfocused on the reticle’s focal plane. Therefore, the target image and thereticle appear to be in two separate positions inside the scope, causing theeffect of reticle movement across the target. The M3A scope on the M24has a focus adjustment that eliminates parallax in the scope. The snipershould adjust the focus knob until the target’s image is on the same focalplane as the reticle. To determine if the target’s image appears at the ideallocation, the sniper should move his head slightly left and right to see ifthe reticle appears to move. If it does not move, the focus is properlyadjusted and no parallax will be present.
3-7. INTEGRATED ACT OF FIRINGOnce the sniper has been taught the fundamentals of marksmanship, hisprimary concern is his ability to apply it in the performance of his mission.An effective method of applying fundamentals is through the use of theintegrated act of firing one round. The integrated act is a logical,step-by-step development of fundamentals whereby the sniper candevelop habits that enable him to fire each shot the same way. The integratedact of firing can be divided into four distinct phases:

a. Preparation Phase. Before departing the preparation area, thesniper ensures that—(1) The team is mentally conditioned and knows what mission theyare to accomplish.
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(2) A systematic check is made of equipment for completeness andserviceability including, but not limited to—
(a) Properly cleaned and lubricated rifles.(b) Properly mounted and torqued scopes.(c) Zero-sighted systems and recorded data in the sniper data book.(d) Study of the weather conditions to determine their possibleeffects on the team’s performance of the mission.
b. Before-Firing Phase. On arrival at the mission site, the teamexercises care in selecting positions. The sniper ensures the selectedpositions support the mission. During this phase, the sniper—(1) Maintains strict adherence to the fundamentals of position.He ensures that the firing position is as relaxed as possible, making themost of available external support. He also makes sure the support isstable, conforms to the position, and allows a correct, natural point of aimfor each designated area or target.(2) Once in position, removes the scope covers and checks thefield(s) of fire, making any needed corrections to ensure clear,unobstructed firing lanes.(3) Makes dry firing and natural point of aim checks.(4) Double-checks ammunition for serviceability and completesfinal magazine loading.(5) Notifies the observer he is ready to engage targets. The observermust be constantly aware of weather conditions that may affect theaccuracy of the shots. He must also stay ahead of the tactical situation.
c. Firing Phase. Upon detection, or if directed to a suitable target,the sniper makes appropriate sight changes, aims, and tells the observerhe is ready to fire. The observer then gives the needed windage andobserves the target. To fire the rifle, the sniper should remember the keyword, “BRASS.” Each letter is explained as follows:(1) Breathe. The sniper inhales and exhales to the natural respira-tory pause. He checks for consistent head placement and stock weld.He ensures eye relief is correct (full field of view through the scope; noshadows present). At the same time, he begins aligning the cross hairs orfront blade with the target at the desired point of aim.(2) Relax. As the sniper exhales, he relaxes as many muscles aspossible, while maintaining control of the weapon and position.(3) Aim. If the sniper has a good, natural point of aim, the rifle pointsat the desired target during the respiratory pause. If the aim is off, thesniper should make a slight adjustment to acquire the desired pointof aim. He avoids “muscling” the weapon toward the aiming point.
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(4) Squeeze. As long as the sight picture is satisfactory, the snipersqueezes the trigger. The pressure applied to the trigger must be straight tothe rear without disturbing the lay of the rifle or the desired point of aim.
d. After-Firing Phase. The sniper must analyze his performanceIf the shot impacted at the desired spot (a target hit), it may be assumed theintegrated act of firing one round was correctly followed. If however, theshot was off call, the sniper and observer must check for Possible errors.(1) Failure to follow the keyword, BRASS (partial field of view, breathheld incorrectly, trigger jerked, rifle muscled into position, and so on).(2) Target improperly ranged with scope (causing high or low shots).(3) Incorrectly compensated for wind (causing right or left shots).(4) Possible weapon/ammunition malfunction (used only as a lastresort when no other errors are detected).

Once the probable reasons for an off-call shot is determined the sniper mustmake note of the errors. He pays close attention to the problem areas toincrease the accuracy of future shots.
Section IIBALLISTICS

As applied to sniper marksmanship, types of ballistics may be defined asthe study of the firing, flight, and effect of ammunition. Proper executionof marksmanship fundamentals and a thorough knowledge of ballisticsensure the successful completion of the mission. Tables and formulas inthis section should be used only as guidelines since every rifle performsdifferently. Maximum ballistics data eventually result in a well-keptsniper data book and knowledge gained through experience.
3-8. TYPES OF BALLISTICSBallistics are divided into three distinct types: internal external, and terminal.a. Internal-the interior workings of a weapon and the functioningof its ammunition.b. External-the flight of the bullet from the muzzle to the target.c. Termninal-what happens to the bullet after it hits the target.(See paragraph 3-16.)
3-9. TERMINOLOGY
To fully understand ballistics, the sniper should be familiar with thefollowing terms:a. Muzzle Velocity-the speed of the bullet as it leaves the riflebarrel, measured in feet per second. It varies according to various factors,such as ammunition type and lot number, temperature, and humidity.
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b. Line of Sight- straight line from the eye through the aimingdevice to the point of aim.c. Line of Departure-the line defined by the bore of the rifle or thepath the bullet would take without gravity.d. Trajectory-the path of the bullet as it travels to the target.e. Midrange Trajectory/Maximum Ordinate-the highest point thebullet reaches on its way to the target. This point must be known toengage a target that requires firing underneath an overhead obstacle, suchas a bridge or a tree. In attention to midrange trajectory may cause thesniper to hit the obstacle instead of the target.f. Bullet Drop—how far the bullet drops from the line of departureto the point of impact.g. Time of Flight-the amount of time it takes for the bullet to reachthe target from the time the round exits the rifle.h. Retained Velocity-the speed of the bullet when it reaches the target.Due to drag, the velocity will be reduced.
3-10. EFFECTS ON TRAJECTORYTo be effective, the sniper must know marksmanship fundamentals andwhat effect gravity and drag will have on those fundamentals.a. Gravity. As soon as the bullet exits the muzzle of the weapon,gravity begins to pull it down, requiring the sniper to use his elevationadjustment. At extended ranges, the sniper actually aims the muzzleof his rifle above his line of sight and lets gravity pull thebullet down into the target. Gravity is always present, and thesniper must compensate for this through elevation adjustments orhold-off techniques.

b. Drag. Drag is the slowing effect the atmosphere has on the bullet.This effect decreases the speed of the bullet according to the air—that is,the less dense the air, the leas drag and vice versa. Factors affectingdrag/density are temperature, altitude/barometric pressure, humidity,efficiency of the bullet, and wind.
(1) Temperature. The higher the temperature, the less dense the air.(See Section III.) If the sniper zeros at 60 degrees F and he fires at80 degrees, the air is leas dense, thereby causing an increase in muzzlevelocity and higher point of impact. A 20-degree change equals aone-minute elevation change in the strike of the bullet.(2) Altitude/barometric pressure. Since the air pressure is less athigher altitudes, the air is less dense. Thus, the bullet is more efficientand impacts higher due to less drag. (Table 3-1 shows the approximate
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effect of change of the point of impact from sea level to 10,000 feet if the
rifle is zeroed at sea level.) Impact will be the point of aim at sea level.
For example, a rifle zeroed at sea level and fired at a range of 700 meters
at an altitude of 5,000 feet will hit 1.6 minutes high.

(3) Humidity. Humidity varies along with the altitude and
temperature. Figure 3-19 considers the changes in altitudes. Problems
can occur if extreme humidity changes exist in the area of operations.
That is, when humidity goes up, impact goes down; when humidity goes
down, impact goes up. Since impact is affected by humidity, a 20 percent
change in humidity equals about one minute as a rule of thumb. Keeping
a good sniper data book during training and acquiring experience are the
best teachers.(4) Efficiency of the bullet. This is called a bullet’s ballistic coefficient.
The imaginary perfect bullet is rated as being 1.00. Match bullets range
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from .500 to about .600. The 7.62-mm special ball (M118) is rated at .530(Table 3-2).(5) Wind. Wind is discussed in Section III.

3-11. ANGLE FIRING
Most practice firing conducted by the sniper team involves the use ofmilitary range facilities, which are relatively flat. However, as a sniperbeing deployed to other regions of the world, the chance exists foroperating in a mountainous or urban environment. This requires targetengagements at higher and lower elevations. Unless the sniper takescorrective action, bullet impact will be above the point of aim. How highthe bullet hits is determined by the range and angle to the target(Table 3-3). The amount of elevation change applied to the telescope ofthe rifle for angle firing is known as slope dope.
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Section IIIEFFECTS OF WEATHER
For the highly trained sniper, the effects of weather are the main causesof error in the strike of the bullet. Wind, mirage, light, temperature, andhumidity affect the bullet, the sniper, or both. Some effects are minor;however, sniping is often done in extremes of weather and all effects mustbe considered.
3-12. WIND CLASSIFICATIONWind poses the biggest problem for the sniper. The effect that wind hason the bullet increases with range. This is due mainly to the slowing ofthe bullet’s velocity combined with a longer flight time. This allows thewind to have a greater effect on the round as distances increase. The resultis a loss of stability.a. Wind also has a considerable effect on the sniper. The strongerthe wind, the more difficult it is for him to hold the rifle steady. This canbe partly offset by training, conditioning and the use of supported positions.
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b. Since the sniper must know how much effect the wind will have onthe bullet, he must be able to classify the wind. The best method is to usethe clock system (Figure 3-19). With the sniper at the center of the clockand the target at 12 o’clock, the wind is assigned three values: full, half,and no value. Full value means that the force of the wind will have a fulleffect on the flight of the bullet. These winds come from 3 and 9 o’clock.Half value means that a wind at the same speed, but from 1,2,4,5,7,8,10, and 11 o’clock, will move the bullet only half as much as afull-value wind. No value means that a wind from 6 or 12 o’clock will havelittle or no effect on the flight of the bullet.
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3-13. WIND VELOCITY
Before adjusting the sight to compensate for wind, the sniper mustdetermine wind direction and velocity. He may use certain indicators toaccomplish this. These are range flags, smoke, trees, grass, rain, and thesense of feel. However, the preferred method of determining winddirection and velocity is reading mirage (see paragraph d below). In mostcases, wind direction can be determined simply by observing the indicators.

a. A common method of estimating the velocity of the wind duringtraining is to watch the range flag (Figure 3-20). The sniper determinesthe angle between the flag and pole, in degrees, then divides by the constantnumber 4. The result gives the approximate velocity in miles per hour.

b. If no flag is visible, the sniper holds a piece of paper, grass, cotton,or some other light material at shoulder level, then drops it. He thenpoints directly at the spot where it lands and divides the angle between hisbody and arm by the constant number 4. This gives him the approximatewind velocity in miles per hour.
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c. If these methods cannot be used, the following information ishelpful in determining velocity. Winds under 3 miles per hour can barelybe felt, although smoke will drift. A3- to 5-mile-per-hourwind can barelybe felt on the face. With a 5- to 8-mile-per-hour wind, the leaves in thetrees are in constant motion, and with a 12- to 15-mile-per-hour wind,small trees begin to sway.d. A mirage is a reflection of the heat through layers of air at differenttemperatures and density as seen on a warm day (Figure 3-21). With thetelescope, the sniper can see a mirage as long as there is a difference inground and air temperatures. Proper reading of the mirage enables thesniper to estimate wind speed and direction with a high degree of accuracy.The sniper uses the M49 observation telescope to read the mirage.Since the wind nearest to midrange has the greatest effect on the bullet,he tries to determine velocity at that point. He can do this in one of two ways:(1) He focuses on an object at midrange, then places the scope backonto the target without readjusting the focus.(2) He can also focus on the target, then back off the focusone-quarter turn counterclockwise. This makes the target appear fuzzy,but the mirage will be clear.
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e. As observed through the telescope, the mirage appears to movewith the same velocity as the wind, except when blowing straight intoor away from the scope. Then, the mirage gives the appearance ofmoving straight upward with no lateral movement. This is called aboiling mirage. A boiling mirage may also be seen when the wind isconstantly changing direction. For example, a full-value wind blowingfrom 9 o’clock to 3 o’clock suddenly changes direction. The mirage willappear to stop moving from left to right and present a boiling appearance.When this occurs, the inexperienced observer directs the sniper to firewith the "0" wind. As the sniper fires, the wind begins blowing from3 o’clock to 9 o’clock, causing the bullet to miss the target therefore, firingin a “boil” can hamper shot placement. Unless there is a no-value wind,the sniper must wait until the boil disappears. In general, changes in thevelocity of the wind, up to about 12 miles per hour, can be readilydetermined by observing the mirage. Beyond that speed, the movementof the mirage is too fast for detection of minor changes.
3-14. CONVERSION OF WIND VELOCITY TO MINUTES OF ANGLEAll telescopic sights have windage adjustments that are graduated inminutes of angle or fractions thereof. A minute of angle is l/60th of adegree (Figure 3-22, page 3-34). This equals about 1 inch (1.145 inches)for every 100 meters.

EXAMPLE
1 MOA = 2 inches at 200 meters1 MOA = 5 inches at 500 meters

a. Snipers use minutes of angle (Figure 3-22, page 3-34) to determineand adjust the elevation and windage needed on the weapon’s scope.After finding the wind direction and velocity in miles per hour, the snipermust then convert it into minutes of angle, using the wind formula as arule of thumb only. The wind formula is—

The constant depends on the target’s range.
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If the target is 700 meters away and the wind velocity is 10 mph, theformula is—

This determines the number of minutes for a full-value wind. For ahalf-value wind, the 5.38 would be divided in half.

b. The observer makes his own adjustment estimations, thencompares them to the wind conversion table, which can be a valuabletraining tool. He must not rely on this table; if it is lost, his ability toperform the mission could be severely hampered. Until the observergains skill in estimating wind speed and computing sight changes, he mayrefer to Table 3-4.
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3-15. EFFECTS OF LIGHTLight does not affect the trajectory of the bullet; however, it does affectthe way the sniper sees the target through the scope. This effect can becompared to the refraction (bending) of light through a medium, such asa prism or a fish bowl. The same effect, although not as drastic, can beobserved on a day with high humidity and with sunlight from high angles.The only way the sniper can adjust for this effect is to refer to past firingrecorded in the sniper data book. He can then compare different lightand humidity conditions and their effect on marksmanship. Light mayalso affect firing on unknown distance ranges since it affects rangedetermination capabilities.
3-16. EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURETemperature affects the firer, ammunition, and density of the air.When ammunition sits in direct sunlight, the bum rate of powder isincreased, resulting in greater muzzle velocity and higher impact.The greatest effect is on the density of the air. As the temperature rises,the air density is lowered. Since there is leas resistance, velocity increasesand once again the point of impact rises. This is in relation to thetemperature at which the rifle was zeroed, If the sniper zeros at 50 degreesand he is now firing at 90 degrees, the point of impact rises considerably.How high it rises is best determined once again by past firing recorded inthe sniper data book. The general role, however, is that when the rifle iszeroed, a 20-degree increase in temperature will raise the point of impactby one minute; conversely, a 20-degree decrease will drop the point ofimpact by one minute.
3-17. EFFECTS OF HUMIDITYHumidity varies along with the altitude and temperature. The sniper canencounter problems if drastic humidity changes occur in his area of operation. Remember, if humidity goes up, impact goes down; ifhumidity goes down, impact goes up. As a rule of thumb, a 20-percentchange will equal about one minute, affecting the point of impact. The sniper should keep a good sniper data book during training and referto his own record.

Section IVSNIPER DATA BOOK
The sniper data book contains a collection of data cards. The sniper usesthe data cards to record firing results and all elements that had an effecton firing the weapon. This can vary from information about weatherconditions to the attitude of the firer on that particular day. The sniper
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can refer to this information later to understand his weapon, the weathereffects, and his shooting ability on a given day. One of the most importantitems of information he will record is the cold barrel zero of his weapon.A cold barrel zero refers to the first round fired from the weapon at agiven range. It is critical that the sniper shoots the first round daily atdifferent ranges. For example, Monday, 400 meters; Tuesday, 500 meters;Wednesday, 600 meters. When the barrel warms up, later shots beginto group one or two minutes higher or lower, depending on specificrifle characteristics. Information is recorded on DA Form 5785-R(Sniper’s Data Card) (Figure 3-23). (A blank copy of this form is locatedin the back of this publication for local reproduction.)

3-18. ENTRIESThree phases in writing information on the data card (Figure 3-23) arebefore firing, during firing, and after firing.
a. Before Firing. Information that is written before firing is—
(1) Range. The distance to the target.
(2) Rifle and scope number. The serial numbers of the rifle and scope.
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(3) Date. Date of firing.
(4) Ammunition. Type and lot number of ammunition.
(5) Light. Amount of light (overcast, clear, and so forth).
(6) Mirage. Whether a mirage can be seem or not (good, bad, fair,and so forth).(7) Temperature. Temperature on the range.
(8) Hour. Time of firing.(9) Light (diagram). Draw an arrow in the direction the lightis shining.(10) Wind. Draw an arrow in the direction the wind is blowing, andrecord its average velocity and cardinal direction (N, NE, S, SW, andso forth).
b. During Firing. Information that is written while firing is—(1) Elevation. Elevation setting used and any correction needed.For example: The target distance is 600 meters; the sniper sets theelevation dial to 6. The sniper fires and the round hits the target 6 incheslow of center. He then adds one minute (one click) of elevation (+1).
(2) Windage. Windage setting used and any correction needed.For example The sniper fires at a 600-meter target with windage settingon 0; the round impacts 15 inches right of center. He will then add2 1/2 minutes left to the windage dial (L/2 1/2).
(3) Shot. The column of information about a particular shot.For example: Column 1 is for the first round; column 10 is for thetenth round.
(4) Elevation. Elevation used (6 +1, 6,6 –1, and so on).
(5) Wind. Windage used (L/2 1/2, O, R/l/2, and so on).
(6) Call. Where the aiming point was when the weapon fired.
(7) Large silhouette. Used to record the exact impact of the round onthe target. This is recorded by writing the shot’s number on the largesilhouette in the same place it hit the target.
c. After Firing. After firing, the sniper records any comments aboutfiring in the remarks section. This can be comments about the weapon,firing conditions (time allowed for fire), or his condition (nervous, feltbad, felt good, and so forth).

3-19. ANALYSISWhen the sniper leaves the firing line, he compares weather conditionsto the information needed to hit the point of aim/point of impact.Since he fires in all types of weather conditions, he must be aware
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of temperature, light, mirage, and wind. The sniper must consider othermajor points or tasks to complete
a. Compare sight settings with previous firing sessions. If the sniperalways has to fine-tune for windage or elevation, there is a chance he needsa sight change (slip a scale).
b. Compare ammunition by lot number for best rifle and ammunitioncombination.c. Compare all groups fired under each condition. Check the lowand high shots as well as those to the left and the right of the maingroup—the less dispersion, the better. If groups are tight, they are easilymoved to the center of the target; if loose, there is a problem. Check thescope focus and make sure the rifle is cleaned correctly. Remarks in thesniper data book will also help.d. Make corrections. Record corrections in the sniper data book,such as position and sight adjustment information, to ensure retention.e. Analyze a group on a target. This is important for marksmanshiptraining. The firer may not notice errors during firing, but errors becomeapparent when analyzing a group. This can only be done if the sniper databook has been used correctly. A checklist that will aid in shotgroup/performance analysis follows:
(1) Group tends to be low and right.Left hand not positioned properly.

Right elbow slipping.
Improper trigger control.

(2) Group scattered about the target.Incorrect eye relief or sight picture.
Concentration on the target (iron sights).
Stock weld changed.
Unstable firing position.

(3) Good group but with several erratic shots.Flinching. Shots may be anywhere.
Bucking. Shots from 7 to 10 o’clock.
Jerking. Shots may be anywhere.

(4) Group strung up and down through the target.Breathing while firing.
Improper vertical alignment of cross hairs.
Stock weld changed.
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(5) Compact group out of the target.Incorrect zero.
Failure to compensate for wind.
Bad natural point of aim.
Scope shadow.

(6) Group center of the target out the bottom.Scope shadow.
Position of the rifle changed in the shoulder.

(7) Horizontal group across the target.Scope shadow.
Canted weapon.
Bad natural point of aim.

Section VHOLDOFF
Holdoff is shifting the point of aim to achieve a desired point of impact.Certain situations, such as multiple targets at varying ranges and rapidlychanging winds, do not allow proper windage and elevation adjustments.Therefore, familiarization and practice of elevation and windage holdofftechniques prepare the sniper to meet these situations.
3-20. ELEVATIONThis technique is used only when the sniper does not have time to changehis sight setting. The sniper rarely achieves pinpoint accuracy whenholding off, since a minor error in range determination or a lack of aprecise aiming point might cause the bullet to miss the desired point.He uses holdoff with the sniperscope only if several targets appear at variousranges, and time does not permit adjusting the scope for each target.a. The sniper uses holdoff to hit a target at ranges other than therange for which the rifle is presently adjusted. When the sniper aimsdirectly at a target at ranges greater than the set range, his bullet will hitbelow the point of aim. At lesser ranges, his bullet will hit higher thanthe point of aim. If the sniper understands this and knows abouttrajectory and bullet drop, he will be able to hit the target at ranges otherthan that for which the rifle was adjusted. For example, the sniper adjuststhe rifle for a target located 500 meters downrange and another targetappears at a range of 600 meters. The holdoff would be 25 inches, that is,the sniper should hold off 25 inches above the center of visible mass inorder to hit the center of mass of that particular target (Figure 3-24). If another
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target were to appear at 400 meters, the sniper would aim 14 inches belowthe ureter of visible mass in order to hit the center of mass (Figure 3-25).
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b. The vertical mil dots on the M3A scope’s reticle can be used asaiming points when using elevation holdoffs. For example, if the sniperhas to engage a target at 500 meters and the scope is set at 400 meters, hewould place the first mil dot 5 inches below the vertical line on the target’scenter mass. This gives the sniper a 15-inch holdoff at 500 meters.
3-21. WINDAGEThe sniper can use holdoff in three ways to compensate for the effect of wind.a. When using the M3A scope, the sniper uses the horizontal mil dotson the reticle to hold off for wind. For example, if the sniper has a targetat 500 meters that requires a 10-inch holdoff, he would place the target’scenter mass halfway between the cross hair and the first mil dot (1/2 mil)(Figure 3-26).b. When holding off, the sniper aims into the wind. If the wind ismoving from the right to left, his point of aim is to the right. If the windis moving from left to right, his point of aim is to the left.c. Constant practice in wind estimation can bring about proficiencyin making sight adjustments or learning to apply holdoff correctly. If thesniper misses the target and the point of impact of the round is observed,he notes the lateral distance of his error and refires, holding off thatdistance in the opposite direction.
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Section VIENGAGEMENT OF MOVING TARGETS
Engaging moving targets not only requires the sniper to determine thetarget distance and wind effects on the round, but he must also considerthe lateral and speed angle of the target, the round’s time of flight, andthe placement of a proper lead to compensate for both. These addedvariables increase the chance of a miss. Therefore, the sniper shouldengage moving targets when it is the only option.
3-22. TECHNIQUESTo engage moving targets, the sniper employs the following techniques:Leading.

Tracking.
Trapping or ambushing.
Tracking and holding.
Firing a snap shot.

a. Leading. Engaging moving targets requires the sniper to place thecross hairs ahead of the target’s movement. The distance the cross hairsare placed in front of the target’s movement is called a lead. There arefour factors in determining leads:(1) Speed of the tarqet. As a target moves faster, it will move a greaterdistance during the bullet’s flight. Therefore, the lead increases as thetarget’s speed increases.(2) Angle of movement. A target moving perpendicular to the bullet’sflight path moves a greater lateral distance than a target moving at anangle away from or toward the bullet’s path. Therefore, a target movingat a 45-degree angle covers less ground than a target moving at a90-degree angle.(3) Range to the target. The farther away a target is, the longer it takesfor the bullet to reach it. Therefore, the lead must be increased as thedistance to the target increases.(4) Wind effects. The sniper must consider how the wind will affectthe trajectory of the round. A wind blowing against the target’s directionof movement requires less of a lead than a wind blowing in the samedirection as the target’s movement.
b. Tracking. hacking requires the sniper to establish an aimingpoint ahead of the target’s movement and to maintain it as the weaponis fired. This requires the weapon and body position to be moved whilefollowing the target and firing.
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c. Trapping or Ambushing. Trapping or ambushing is the sniper’spreferred method of engaging moving targets. The sniper mustestablish an aiming point ahead of the target and pull the trigger whenthe target reaches it. This method allows the sniper’s weapon and bodyposition to remain motionless. With practice, a sniper can determineexact leads and aiming points using the horizontal stadia lines in themil dots in the M3A.
d. Tracking and Holding. The sniper uses this technique to engagean erratically moving target. That is, while the target is moving, the sniperkeeps his cross hairs centered as much as possible and adjusts his positionwith the target. When the target stops, the sniper quickly perfects his holdand fires. This technique requires concentration and discipline to keepfrom firing before the target comes to a complete halt.
e. Firing a Snap Shot. A sniper may often attempt to engage a targetthat only presents itself briefly, then resumes cover. Once he establishesa pattern, he can aim in the vicinity of the target’s expected appearanceand fire a snap shot at the moment of exposure.

3-23. COMMON ERRORSWhen engaging moving targets, the sniper makes common errors becausehe is under greater stress than with a stationary target. There are moreconsiderations, such as retaining a steady position and the correct aimingpoint, how fast the target is moving, and how far away it is. The morepractice a sniper has shooting moving targets, the better he will become.Some common mistakes are as follows:
a. The sniper has a tendency to watch his target instead of hisaiming point. He must force himself to watch his lead point.
b. The sniper may jerk or flinch at the moment his weapon firesbecause he thinks he must fire NOW. This can be overcome throughpractice on a live-fire range.c. The sniper may hurry and thus forget to apply wind as needed.Windage must be calculated for moving targets just as for stationary targets.Failure to do this when squiring a lead will result in a miss.

3-24. CALCULATION OF LEADSOnce the required lead has been determined, the sniper should use themil scale in the scope for precise holdoff. The mil scale can be mentallysectioned into l/4-mil increments for leads. The chosen point on the milscale becomes the sniper’s point of concentration just as the cross hairsare for stationary targets. The sniper concentrates on the lead point and
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fires the weapon when the target is at this point. The following formulasare used to determine moving target leads:
TIME OF FLIGHT X TARGET SPEED = LEAD.

Time of flight= flight time of the round in seconds.
Target speed = speed the target is moving in fps.
Lead = distance aiming point must be placed ahead ofmovement in feet.

Average speed of a man during—
Slow patrol = 1 fps/0.8 mph
Fast patrol = 2 fps/1.3 mph
Slow walk = 4 fps/2.5 mph
Fast walk = 6 fps/3.7 mph

To convert leads in feet to meters:
LEAD IN FEET X 0,3048 = METERS

To convert leads in meters to mils:

Section VIINUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL CHEMICAL
Performance of long-range precision fire is difficult at best. Enemy NBCwarfare creates new problems for the sniper. Not only must the sniperproperly execute the fundamentals of marksmanship and contendwith the forces of nature, he must overcome obstacles presented byprotective equipment. Testing conducted by the US Army Sniper School,Fort Benning, GA during 1989 to 1990 uncovered several problem areas.Evaluation of this testing discovered ways to help the sniper overcomethese problems while firing in an NBC environment.
3-25. PROTECTIVE MASKThe greatest problem while firing the M24 with the M17-series protectivemask was that of recoil breaking the seal of the mask. Also, due to filterelements and hard eye lenses, the sniper could not gain and maintainproper stock weld and eye relief. Additionally, the observer could
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not gain the required eye relief for observation through hisM49 observation telescope. However, testing of the M25-seriesprotective mask provided the following results:a. Because of its separate filtering canister, the stock weld was gainedand maintained with minimal effort.b. Its flexible face shield allowed for excellent observation. This alsoallowed the sniper and observer to achieve proper eye relief, which wasneeded for observation with their respective telescopes.
3-26. MISSION-ORIENTED PROTECTION POSTUREFiring while in MOPP has a significant effect on the ability to deliverprecision fire. The following problems and solutions have been identifieda. Eye Relief. Special emphasis must be made in maintaining propereye relief and the absence of scope shadow. Maintaining consistent stockweld is a must.b. Trigger Control. Problems encountered with trigger controlconsist of the sense of touch and stock drag.(1) Sense of touch. When gloves are worn, the sniper cannotdetermine the amount of pressure he is applying to the trigger. Thisis of particular importance if the sniper has the trigger adjusted for alight pull. ‘Raining with a glove will be beneficial; however, the triggershould be adjusted to allow the sniper to feel the trigger withoutaccidental discharge.(2) Stock drag. While training, the sniper should have his observerwatch his trigger finger to ensure that the finger and glove are not touchingany part of the rifle but the trigger. The glove or finger resting on thetrigger guard moves the rifle as the trigger is pulled to the rear. The snipermust wear a well-fitted glove.

c. Vertical Sight Picture. The sniper naturally cants the rifle into thecheek of the face while firing with a protective mask.
d. Sniper/Observer Communications. The absence of a voice emitteron the M2S-series protective mask creates an obstacle in relayinginformation. The team either speaks louder or uses written messages.A system of foot taps, finger taps, or hand signals may be devised.Communication is a must; training should include the development andpractice of communications at different MOPP levels.
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CHAPTER 4
FIELD TECHNIQUES

The primary mission of the sniper team is to eliminate selectedenemy targets with long-range precision fire. How well the sniperaccomplishes his mission depends on knowledge, understandingand application  of  various field techniques that allow him to move,hide, observe, and detect targets. This chapter discusses the fieldtechniques  and skills that the sniper  must learn before employmentin support of combat operations. The sniper's application of theseskills will affect his survival on the battlefield.
Section ICAMOUFLAGE

Camouflage is one of the basic weapons of war. It can mean the differencebetween a successful or unsuccessful mission. To the sniper team, it canmean the difference between life and death. Camouflage measures areimportant since the team cannot afford to be detected at any time whilemoving alone, as part of another element, or while operating from afiring position. Marksmanship training teaches the sniper to hit a target,and a knowledge of camouflage teaches him how to avoid becominga target. Paying attention to camouflage fundamentals is a mark of awell-trained sniper. (See FM 5-20 for more details.)
4-1. TARGET INDICATORSTo become proficient in camouflage, the sniper team must firstunderstand target indicators. Target indicators are anything a soldierdoes or fails to do that could result in detection. A sniper team must knowand understand target indication not only to move undetected, but also todetect enemy movement. Target indicators are sound, movement,improper camouflage, disturbance of wildlife, and odors.
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a. Sound.Most noticeable during hours of darkness.
Caused by movement, equipment rattling, or talking.
Small noises may be dismissed as natural, but talking will not.

b. Movement.Most noticeable during hours of daylight.
The human eye is attracted to movement.
Quick or jerky movement will be detected faster thanslow movement.

c. Improper camouflage.Shine.
Outline.
Contrast with the background.

d. Disturbance of wildlife.Birds suddenly flying away.
Sudden stop of animal noises.
Animals being frightened.

e. Odors.Cooking.
Smoking.
Soap and lotions.
Insect repellents.

4-2. BASIC METHODSThe sniper team can use three basic methods of camouflage. It may useone of these methods or a combination of all three to accomplishits objective. The three basic methods a sniper team can use are hiding,blending, and deceiving.a. Hiding. Hiding is used to conceal the body from observation bylying behind an objector thick vegetation.b. Blending. Blending is used to match personal camouflage withthe surrounding area to a point where the sniper cannot be seen.c. Deceiving. Deceiving is used to fool the enemy into falseconclusions about the location of the sniper team.
4-3. TYPES OF CAMOUFLAGEThe two types of camouflage that the sniper team can use are naturaland artificial.
4-2
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a. Natural. Natural camouflage is vegetation or materials that arenative to the given area. The sniper augments his appearance by usingnatural camouflage.
b. Artificial. Artificial camouflage is any material or substance thatis produced for the purpose of coloring or covering something in order toconceal it. Camouflage sticks or face paints are used to cover all exposedareas of skin such as face, hands, and the back of the neck. The parts ofthe face that form shadows should be lightened, and the parts that shineshould be darkened. The three types of camouflage patterns the sniperteam uses are striping, blotching, and combination.
(1) Striping. Used when in heavily wooded areas and when leafyvegetation is scarce.
(2) Blotching. Used when an area is thick with leafy vegetation.
(3) Combination. Used when moving through changing terrain. It isnormally the best all-round pattern.

4-4. GHILLIE SUITThe ghillie suit is a specially made camouflage uniform that is coveredwith irregular patterns of garnish or netting (Figure 4-l).
a. Ghillie suits can be made from BDUs or one-piece aviator-typeuniforms. Turning the uniform inside out places the pockets insidethe suit. This protects items in the pockets from damage caused bycrawling on the ground. The front of the ghillie suit should be coveredwith canvas or some type of heavy cloth to reinforce it. The knees andelbows should be covered with two layers of canvas, and the seam of thecrotch should be reinforced with heavy nylon thread since these areas areprone to wear out quicker.
b. The garnish or netting should cover the shoulders and reach downto the elbows on the sleeves. The garnish applied to the back of the suitshould be long enough to cover the sides of the sniper when he is in theprone position. A bush hat is also covered with garnish or netting.The garnish should belong enough to breakup the outline of the sniper’sneck, but it should not be so long in front to obscure his vision orhinder movement.
e. A veil can be made from a net or piece of cloth covered with garnishor netting. It covers the weapon and sniper’s head when in a firing position.The veil can be sewn into the ghillie suit or carried separately. A ghilliesuit does not make one invisible and is only a camouflage base.Natural vegetation should be added to help blend with the surroundings.
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4-5. FIELD-EXPEDIENT CAMOUFLAGE
The sniper team may have to use field-expedient camouflage if othermeans are not available. Instead of camouflage sticks or face paint, theteam may use charcoal, walnut stain, mud, or whatever works. The teamwill not use oil or grease due to the strong odor. Natural vegetation canbe attached to the body by boot bands or rubber bands or by cutting holesin the uniform.

a. The sniper team also camouflages its equipment. However, thecamouflage must not interfere with or hinder the operation ofthe equipment.
(1) Rifles. The sniper weapon system and the M16/M203 should also.be camouflaged to break up their outlines. The sniper weapon system canbe carried in a “drag bag” (Figure 4-2), which is a rifle case made of canvasand covered with garnish similar to the ghillie suit.
(2) Optics. Optics used by the sniper team must also be camouflagedto breakup the outline and to reduce the possibility of light reflecting offthe lenses. Lenses can be covered with mesh-type webbing or nylonhose material.
(3) ALICE pack. If the sniper uses the ALICE pack while wearingthe ghillie suit, he must camouflage the pack the same as the suit.
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b. The sniper team alters its camouflage to blend in with changes invegetation and terrain in different geographic areas. Examples of suchchanges are as follows:
(1) Snow areas. Blending of colors is more effective than texturecamouflage in snowy areas. In areas with heavy snow or in wooded areaswith trees covered with snow, a full white camouflage suit should be worn.In areas with snow on the ground but not on the trees, white trousers withgreen and brown tops should be worn.
(2) Desert areas. In sandy desert areas that have little vegetation, theblending of tan and brown colors is important. In these areas, the sniperteam must make full use of the terrain and the vegetation that is availableto remain unnoticed.
(3) Jungle areas. In jungle areas, textured camouflage, contrastingcolors, and natural vegetation must be used.
(4) Urban areas. In urban areas, the sniper team’s camouflageshould be a blended color (shades of gray usually work best).Texutred camouflage is not as important in these environments.
c. The sniper team must be camouflage conscious from the time itdeparts on a mission until it returns. It must constantly use the terrain,vegetation, and shadows to remain undetected. At no other time duringthe mission will the sniper team have a greater tendency to be carelessthan during its return to a friendly area. Fatigue and undue haste mayoverride caution and planning. Therefore, the team needs to pay closeattention to its camouflage discipline on return from missions.
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4-6. COVER AND CONCEALMENTThe proper understanding and application of the principles of cover andconcealment used with the proper application of camouflage protects thesniper team from enemy observation.
a. Cover is natural or artificial protection from the fire ofenemy weapons. Natural cover (ravines, hollows, reverse slopes) andartificial cover (fighting positions, trenches, walls) protect the sniper teamfrom flat trajectory fires and partly protect it from high-angle fires and theeffects of nuclear explosions. Even the smallest depression or fold in theground may provide some cover when the team needs it most. A 6-inchdepression, properly used, may provide enough cover to save the sniperteam under fire. Snipers must always look for and take advantage of allthe cover that the terrain provides. By combining this habit with propermovement techniques, the team can protect itself from enemy fire. To getprotection from enemy fire when moving, the team uses routes that putcover between itself and the enemy.b. Concealment is natural or artificial protection from enemyobservation. The surroundings may provide natural concealment thatneeds no change before use (bushes, grass, and shadows). The sniperteam creates artificial concealment from materials such as burlap andcamouflage nets, or it can move natural materials (bushes, leaves, andgrass) from their original location. The sniper team must consider theeffects of the change of seasons on the concealment provided by bothnatural and artificial materials. ‘he principles of concealment includethe following
(1) Avoid unnecessary movement. Remain still—movement attractsattention. The position of the sniper team is concealed when the teamremains still, but the sniper’s position is easily detected when theteam moves. Movement against a stationary background makes the teamstand out clearly. When the team must change positions, it movescarefully over a concealed route to a new position, preferably duringlimited visibility. Snipers move inches at a time, slowly and cautiously,always scanning ahead for the next position.
(2) Use all available concealment. Available concealment includesthe following(a) Background. Background is important the sniper team mustblend with it to prevent detection. The trees, bushes, grass, earth, andman-made structures that form the background vary in colorand appearance. This makes it possible for the team to blend with them.The team selects trees or bushes to blend with the uniform and to absorbthe figure outline. Snipers must always assume they are under observation.
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(b) Shadows. The sniper team in the open stands out clearly, but thesniper team in the shadows is difficult to see. Shadows exist under mostconditions, day and night. A sniper team should never fire from the edgeof a wood line; it should fire from a position inside the wood line (in theshade or shadows provided by the tree tops).
(3) Stay low to observe. A low silhouette makes it difficult for theenemy to see a sniper team. Therefore, the team observes from a crouch,a squat, or a prone position.(4) Avoid shiny reflections. Reflection of light on a shiny surfaceinstantly attracts attention and can be seen from great distances.The sniper uncovers his rifle scope only when indexing and aiming ata target. He uses optics cautiously in bright sunshine because of thereflections they cause.(5) Avoid skylining. Figures on the skyline can be seen from a greatdistance, even at night, because a dark outline stands out against thelighter sky. The silhouette formed by the body makes a good target.(6) Alter familiar outlines. Military equipment and the human bodyare familiar outlines to the enemy. The sniper team alters or disguisesthese revealing shapes by using the ghillie suit or outer smock that iscovered with irregular patterns of garnish. The team must alter its outlinefrom the head to the soles of the boots.(7) Observe noise discipline. Noise, such as talking, can be picked upby enemy patrols or observation posts. The sniper team silences gearbefore a mission so that it makes no sound when the team walks or runs.

Section IIMOVEMENT
A sniper team’s mission and method of employment differ in many waysfrom those of the infantry squad. One of the most noticeable differencesis the movement technique used by the sniper team. Movement by teamsmust not be detected or even suspected by the enemy. Because of this, asniper team must master individual sniper movement techniques.
4-7. RULES OF MOVEMENTWhen moving, the sniper team should always remember the following rulesa. Always assume the area is under enemy observation.b. Move slowly. A sniper counts his movement progress by feetand inches.c. Do not cause overhead movement of trees, bushes, or tall grassesby rubbing against them.d. Plan every movement and move in segments of the route at a time.
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e. Stop, look, and listen often.f. Move during disturbances such as gunfire, explosions, aircraftnoise, wind, or anything that will distract the enemy’s attention or concealthe team’s movement.
4-8. INDIVIDUAL MOVEMENT TECHNIQUESThe individual movement techniques used by the sniper team are designedto allow movement without being detected. These movement techniquesare sniper low crawl, medium crawl, high crawl, hand-and-knees crawl,and walking.a. Sniper LoW Crawl. The sniper low crawl (Figure 4-3) is used whenconcealment is extremely limited, when close to the enemy, or whenoccupying a firing position.

b. Medium Crawl. The medium crawl (Figure 4-4) is used whenconcealment is limited and the team needs to move faster-than the sniperlow crawl allows. The medium crawl is similar to the infantryman’slow crawl.c. High Crawl. The high crawl (Figure 4-5) is used whenconcealment is limited but high enough to allow the sniper to raise hisbody off the ground. The high crawl is similar to the infantry high crawl.
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d. Hand-and-knees Crawl. The hand-and-knees crawl (Figure 4-6)is used when some concealment is available and the sniper team needs to.move faster than the medium crawl.

e. Walking. Walking (Figure 4-7) is used when there is goodconcealment, it is not likely the enemy is close, and speed is required.
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4-9. SNIPER TEAM MOVEMENT AND NAVIGATIONDue to lack of personnel and firepower, the sniper team cannot afforddetection by the enemy nor can it successfully fight the enemy in sustainedengagements.
a. When possible, the sniper team should be attached to a securityelement (squad/platoon). The security element allows the team to reachits area of operations quicker and safer than the team operating alone.Plus, the security element provides the team a reaction force should theteam be detected. Snipers use the following guidelines when attached toa security element:
(1) The security element leader is in charge of the team while it isattached to the element.
(2) The sniper team always appears as an integral part of the element.
(3) The sniper team wears the same uniform as the element members.
(4) The sniper team maintains proper intends and positions inall formations.
(5) The sniper weapon system is carried in line and close to the body,hiding its outline and barrel length.
(6) All equipment that is unique to sniper teams is concealed fromview (optics, ghillie suits, and so forth).
b. Once in the area of operation, the sniper team separates from thesecurity element and operates alone. Two examples of a sniper teamseparating from security elements are as follows:
(1) The security element provides security while the team preparesfor operation.
(a) The team dons the ghillie suits and camouflages itself and itsequipment (if mission requires).
(b) The team ensures all equipment is secure and caches anynonessential equipment (if mission requires).
(c) Once the team is prepared, it assumes a concealed position, andthe security element departs the area.
(d) Once the security element has departed, the team waits inposition long enough to ensure neither itself nor the security element hasbeen compromised. Then, the team moves to its tentative position.
(2) The security element conducts a short security halt at the separationpoint. The sniper team halts, ensuring they have good available concealmentand know each other’s location. The security element then proceeds, leavingthe sniper team in place. The sniper team remains in position until thesecurity element is clear of the area. The team then organizes itself as
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required by the mission and moves on to its tentative position. This typeof separation also works well in MOUT situations.
c. When selecting routes, the sniper team must remember itsstrengths and weaknesses. The following guidelines should be used whenselecting routes:
(1) Avoid known enemy positions and obstacles.
(2) Seek terrain that offers the best cover and concealment.
(3) Take advantage of difficult terrain (swamps, dense woods, andso forth).
(4) Do not use trails, roads, or footpaths.
(5) Avoid built-up or populated areas.
(6) Avoid areas of heavy enemy guerrilla activity.
d. When the sniper team moves, it must always assume its area isunder enemy observation. Because of this and the size of the team withthe small amount of firepower it has, the team uses only one type offormation-the sniper movement formation. Characteristics of theformation are as follows:
(1) The observer is the point man; the sniper follows.
(2) The observer's sector of security is 3 o’clock to 9 o’clock; thesniper’s sector of security is 9 o’clock to 3 o’clock (overlapping).
(3) Visual contact must be maintained even when lying on the ground.
(4) An interval of no more than 20 meters is maintained.
(5) The sniper reacts to the point man’s actions.
(6) The team leader designates the movement techniques androutes used.
(7) The team leader designates rally points.
e. A sniper team must never become decisively engaged withthe enemy. The team must rehearse immediate action drills to the extentthat they become a natural and immediate reaction should it makeunexpected contact with the enemy. Examples of such actions areas follows:
(1) Visual contact. If the sniper team sees the enemy and the enemydoes not see the team, it freezes. If the team has time, it will dothe following
(a) Assume the best covered and concealed position.
(b) Remain in position until the enemy has passed.
NOTE: The team will not initiate contact.
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(2) Ambush. In an ambush, the sniper team’s objective is to breakcontact immediately. One example of this involves performingthe following
(a) The observer delivers rapid fire on the enemy.(b) The sniper throws smoke grenades between the observer andthe enemy.(c) The sniper delivers well-aimed shots at the most threateningtargets until smoke covers the area.
(d) The observer then throws fragmentation grenades and withdrawstoward the sniper, ensuring he does not mask the sniper’s fire.
(e) The team moves to a location where the enemy cannot observeor place direct fire on it.(f) If contact cannot be broken, the sniper calls for indirect fires or asecurity element (if attached).
(g) If team members get separated, they should return to thenext-to-last designated en route rally point.
(3) Indirect fire. When reacting to indirect fires, the team must moveout of the area as quickly as possible. This sudden movement can resultin the team’s exact location and direction being pinpointed. Therefore, theteam must not only react to indirect fire but also take actions to concealits movement once it is out of the impact area.(a) The team leader moves the team out of the impact area using thequickest route by giving the direction and distance (clock method).
(b) Team members move out of the impact area the designateddistance and direction.
(c) The team leader then moves the team farther away from theimpact area by using the most direct concealed route. They continue themission using an alternate route.
(d) If team members get separated, they should return to thenext-to-last designated en route rally point.
(4) Air attack.(a) Team members assume the best available covered and concealedpositions.(b) Between passes of aircraft, team members move to positions thatoffer better cover and concealment.(c) The team does not engage the aircraft.
(d) Team members remain in positions until attacking aircraft depart.
(e) If team members get separated, they return to the next-to-lastdesignated en route rally point.
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f. To aid the sniper team in navigation, the team should memorizethe route by studying maps, aerial photos, or sketches. The team notesdistinctive features (hills, streams, roads) and its location in relation tothe route. It plans an alternate route in case the primary route cannotbe used. It plans offsets to circumvent known obstacles to movement.The team uses terrain countdown, which involves memorizing terrainfeatures from the start point to the objective, to maintain the route.During the mission, the sniper team mentally counts each terrain feature,thus ensuring it maintains the proper route.
g. The sniper team maintains orientation at all times. As it moves,it observes the terrain carefully and mentally checks off the distinctivefeatures noted in the planning and study of the route. Many aids areavailable to ensure orientation. The following are examples:
(1) The location and direction of flow of principal streams.
(2) Hills, valleys, roads, and other peculiar terrain features.
(3) Railroad tracks, power lines, and other man-made objects.

Section IIISELECTION, OCCUPATION, AND CONSTRUCTIONOF SNIPER POSITIONS
Selecting the location for a position is one of the most important tasks asniper team accomplishes during the mission planning phase ofan operation. After selecting the location, the team also determines howit will move into the area to locate and occupy the final position.
4-10. SELECTIONUpon receiving a mission, the sniper team locates the target area and thendetermines the best location for a tentative position by using one or moreof the following sources of information: topographic maps, aerialphotographs, visual reconnaissance before the mission, and informationgained from units operating in the area.

a. The sniper team ensures the position provides an optimumbalance between the following considerations:Maximum fields of fire and observation of the target area.
Concealment from enemy observation.
Covered routes into and out of the position.
Located no closer than 300 meters from the target area.
A natural or man-made obstacle between the position and thetarget area.
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b. A sniper team must remember that a position that appears to bein an ideal location may also appear that way to the enemy. Therefore,the team avoids choosing locations that are—On a point or crest of prominent terrain features.
Close to isolated objects.
At bends or ends of roads, trails, or streams.
In populated areas, unless it is required.

c. The sniper team must use its imagination and ingenuity inchoosing a good location for the given mission. The team chooses alocation that not only allows the team to be effective but also must appearto the enemy to be the least likely place for a team position. The followingare examples of such positions:Under logs in a deadfall area.
Tunnels bored from one side of a knoll to the other.
Swamps.
Deep shadows.
Inside rubble piles.

4-11. OCCUPATIONDuring the mission planning phase, the sniper also selects an objectiverally point. From this point, the sniper team reconnoiters the tentativeposition to determine the exact location of its final position. The locationof the ORP should provide cover and concealment from enemy fire andobservation, be located as close to the selected area as possible, and havegood routes into and out of the selected area.a. From the ORP, the team moves foward to a location that allows theteam to view the tentative position area (Figure 4-8 page 4-16). One memberremains in this location to cover the other member who reconnoiters thearea to locate a final position. Once a suitable location has been found,the covering team member moves to the position. While conducting thereconnaissance or moving to the position, the team—Moves slowly and deliberately, using the sniper low crawl.
Avoids unnecessary movement of trees, bushes, and grass.
Avoids making any noises.
Stays in the shadows, if there are any.
Stops, looks, and listens every few feet.

b. When the sniper team arrives at the firing position, it—Conducts a detailed search of the target area.
Starts construction of the firing position, if required.
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Organizes equipment so that it is easily accessible.
Establishes a system of observing eating resting, and latrine calls.

4-12. CONSTRUCTIONA sniper mission always requires the team to occupy some type of position.These positions can range from a hasty position, which a team may use fora few hours, to a more permanent position, which the team could occupy.for a few days. The team should always plan to build its position duringlimited visibility.
a. Sniper Position Considerations. Whether a sniper team is in aposition for a few minutes or a few days, the basic considerations in.choosing a type of position remain the same.
(1) Location:
(a) Type of terrain and soil. Digging and boring of tunnels can be verydifficult in hard soil or in fine, loose sand. The team takes advantage ofwhat the terrain offers (gullies, holes, hollow tree stumps, and so forth).
(b) Enemy location and capabilities. Enemy patrols in the area maybe close enough to the position to hear any noises that may accidentallybe made during any construction. The team also considers the enemy’snight vision and detection capabilities.
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(2) Time:(a) Amount of time to be occupied. If the sniper team’s missionrequires it to be in position for a long time, the team constructs a positionthat provides more survivability. This allows the team to operate moreeffectively for a longer time.(b) Time required for construction. The time required to build aposition must be considered, especially during the mission planning phase.
(3) Personnel and equipment:(a) Equipment needed for construction. The team plans for the use ofany extra equipment needed for construction (bow saws, picks, axes, andso forth).(b) Personnel needed for construction. Coordination is made if theposition requires more personnel to build it or a security element tosecure the area during construction.
b. Construction Techniques. Belly and semipermanent hidepositions can be constructed of stone, brick, wood, or turf. Regardless ofmaterial, every effort is made to bulletproof the front of the hide position.The team can use the following techniques:Pack protective jackets around the loophole areas.

Emplace an angled armor plate with a loophole cut into it behindthe hide loophole.
Sandbag the loopholes from the inside.

(1) Pit. Hide construction begins with the pit since it protects thesniper team. All excavated dirt is removed (placed in sandbags, takenaway on a poncho, and so forth) and hidden (plowed fields, under a log,or away from the hide site).(2) Overhead cover. In a semipermanent hide position, logs shouldbe used as the base of the roof. The sniper team places a dust cover overthe base (such as a poncho, layers of empty sandbags, or canvas), a layerof dirt, and a layer of gravel, if available. The team spreads another layerof dirt, and then adds camouflage. Due to the various materials, the roofis difficult to conceal if not countersunk.(3) Entrance. To prevent detection, the sniper team should constructan entrance door sturdy enough to bear a man’s weight.(4) Loopholes. The construction of loopholes (Figure 4-9, page 4-18)requires care and practice to ensure they afford adequate fields of fire.Loopholes must be camouflaged by foliage or other material that blendswith or is natural to the surroundings.(5) Approaches. It is vital that the natural appearance of the groundremains unaltered and camouflage blends with the surroundings.
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Construction time is wasted if the enemy observes a team entering thehide; therefore, approached must be concealed. Teams try to enter thehide during darkness, keeping movement to a minimum and adhering totrail discipline. In built-up areas, a secure and quiet approach is needed.Teams must avoid drawing attention to the mission and carefullyplan movement. A possible ploy is to use a house search with sniper gearhidden among other gear. Sewers may be used for movement also. -

c. Hasty Position. A hasty position is used when the sniper team isin a position for a short time and cannot construct a position due to thelocation of the enemy, or immediately assumes a position. The hastyposition is characterized by the following(1) Advantages:(a) Requires no construction The sniper team uses what is availablefor cover and concealment.
(b) Can be occupied in a short time. As soon as a suitable position isfound, the team need only prepare loopholes by moving small amounts ofvegetation or by simply backing a few feet away from the vegetation thatis already thereto conceal the weapon’s muzzle blast.
(2) Disadvantages:
(a) Affords no freedom of movement. Any movement that is not slowand deliberate may result in the team being compromised.
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(b) Restricts observation of large areas. This type of position isnormally used to observe a specific target area (intersection, passage,or crossing).(c) Offers no protection from direct or indirect fires.(d) Relies heavily on personal camouflage. The team’s only protectionagainst detection is personal camouflage and the ability to use theavailable terrain.
(3) Occupation time. The team should not remain in this type ofposition longer than eight hours.
d. Expedient Position. When a sniper team is required to remain inposition for a longer time than the hasty position can provide, anexpedient position (Figure 4-10) should be constructed. The expedientposition lowers the sniper’s silhouette as low to the ground as possible,but it still allows him to fire and observe effectively. The expedientposition is characterized by the following(1) Advantages:(a) Requires little construction. This position is constructed by digginga hole in the ground just large enough for the team and its equipment.Soil dug from this position can be placed in sandbags and used for buildingfiring platforms.(b) Conceals most of the body and equipment. The optics, rifles, andheads of the sniper team are the only items that are above ground level inthis position.(c) Provides some protection from direct fires due to its lower silhouette.
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(2) Disadvantages:
(a) Affords little freedom of movement. The team has more freedomof movement in this position than in the hasty position. Team memberscan lower their heads below ground level slowly to ensure a targetindicator is not produced.(b) Allows little protection from indirect fires. This position does notprotect the team from shrapnel and debris falling into the position.
(c) Exposes the head, weapons, and optics. The team must relyheavily on the camouflaging of these exposed areas.
(3) Construction time: 1 to 3 hours (depending on the situation).
(4) Occupation time: 6 to 12 hours.
e. Belly Hide. The belly hide (Figure 4-11) is similar to the expedientposition, but it has overhead cover that not only protects the team fromthe effects of indirect fires but also allows more freedom of movement.This position can be dugout under a tree, a rock, or any available objectthat provides overhead protection and a concealed entrance and exit.The belly hide is characterized by the following
(1) Advantages:
(a) Allows some freedom of movement. The darkened area inside thisposition allows the team to move freely. The team must remember tocover the entrance/exit door so outside light does not silhouette the teaminside the position or give the position away.
(b) Conceals all but the rifle barrel. All equipment is inside theposition except the rifle barrels. Depending on the room available toconstruct the position, the rifle barrels may also be inside.
(c) Provides protection from direct and indirect fires. The team shouldtry to choose a position that has an object that will provide good overheadprotection (rock tracked vehicle, rubble pile, and so forth), or prepare itin the same manner as overhead cover for other infantry positions.
(2) Disadvantages:
(a) Requires extra construction time.
(b) Requires extra materials and tools. Construction of overheadcover requires saws or axes, waterproof material, and so forth.
(c) Has limited space. The sniper team will have to lay in the bellyhide without a lot of variation in body position due to limited space anddesign of the position.
(3) Construction time: 4 to 6 hours.
(4) Occupation time: 12 to 48 hours.
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f. Semipermanent Hide. The semipermanent hide (Figure 4-12,page 4-22) is used mostly in defensive situations. This position requiresadditional equipment and personnel to construct. However, it allows sniperteams to remain in place for extended periods or to be relieved in place byother sniper teams. Like the belly hide, this position can be constructed bytunneling through a knoll or under natural objects already in place.The semipermanent hide is characterized by the following
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(1) Advantages:(a) Offers total freedom of movement inside the position. The teammembers can move about freely. They can stand, sit, or even lie down.(b) Protects against direct and indirect fires. The sniper team shouldlook for the same items as mentioned in the belly hide.(c) Is completely concealed. Loopholes are the only part of theposition that can be detected. They allow for the smallest exposurepossible; yet they still allow the sniper and observer to view the target area.These loopholes should have a large diameter (10 to 14 inches) in the interiorof the position and taper down to a smaller diameter (4 to 8 inches) on theoutside of the position. A position may have more than two sets of loopholesif needed to cover large areas. The entrance/exit to the position must becovered to prevent light from entering and highlighting the loopholes.Loopholes that are not in use should be covered from the inside with a pieceof canvas or suitable material.(d) Is easily maintained for extended periods. This position allows theteam to operate effectively for a longer period.
(2) Disadvantages:(a) Requires extra personnel and tools to construct. This positionrequires extensive work and extra tools. It should not be constructed nearthe enemy. It should be constructed during darkness and be completedbefore dawn.
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(b) lncreases risk of detection. Using a position for several days orhaving teams relieve each other in a position always increases the riskof detection.
(3) Construction time: 4 to 6 hours (4 personnel).
(4) Occupation time: 48 hours plus (relieved by other teams).
g. Routines in Sniper Team positions. Although the construction ofpositions may differ, the routines while in position are the same.The sniper and the observer should have a good firing platform. This givesthe sniper a stable platform for the sniper weapon and the observer aplatform for the optics. When rotating observation duties, the sniperweapon should remain in place, and the optics are handed from onemember to the other. Sniper data book, observation logs, range cards,and the radio should be placed between the team where both membershave easy access to them. A system of resting, eating, and latrine callsmust be arranged between the team. All latrine calls should be doneduring darkness, if possible. A hole should be dug to conceal any tracesof latrine calls.

4-13. POSITIONS IN URBAN TERRAINPositions in urban terrain are quite different than positions in the field.The sniper team normally has several places to choose. These can rangefrom inside attics to street-level positions in basements. This type ofterrain is ideal for a sniper, and a sniper team can stop an enemy’s advancethrough its area of responsibility.
a. When constructing an urban position, the sniper team must beaware of the outside appearance of the structure. Shooting throughloopholes in barricaded windows is preferred; the team must make sureall other windows are also barricaded. Building loopholes in otherwindows also provides more positions to engage targets. When buildingloopholes, the team should make them different shapes (not perfectsquares or circles). Dummy loopholes also confuse the enemy. Positions inattics are also effective. The team removes the shingles and cuts outloopholes in the roof; however, they must make sure there are othershingles missing from the roof so the firing position loophole isnot obvious.
(1) The sniper team should not locate the position againstcontrasting background or in prominent buildings that automaticallydraw attention. It must stay in the shadows while moving, observing, andengaging targets.
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(2) The team must never fire close to a loophole. It should alwaysback away from the hole as far as possible to hide the muzzle flash and toscatter the sound of the weapon when it fires. The snipers may be locatedin a different room than the loophole; however, they can make a holethrough a wall to connect the rooms and fire from inside one room.The team must not fire continually from one position. (More than oneposition should be constructed if time and situation permit.)When constructing other positions, the team makes sure the target areacan be observed. Sniper team positions should never be used by anypersonnel other than a sniper team.
b. Common sense and imagination are the sniper team’s onlylimitation in the construction of urban hide positions. Urban hidepositions that can be used are the room hide, crawl space hide, andrafter hide. The team constructs and occupies one of these positions ora variation thereof.

WARNINGWHEN MOVING THROUGH SEWERS, TEAMS MUST BEALERT FOR BOOBY TRAPS AND POISONOUS GASES.

(1) Room hide position. In a room hide position, the sniper teamuses an existing room and fires through a window or loophole (Figure4-13). Weapon support may be achieved through the use of existingfurniture-that is, desks or tables. When selecting a position, teamsmust notice both front and back window positions. To avoid.silhouetting, they may need to use a backdrop such as a dark-coloredblanket, canvas, carpet, and a screen. Screens (common screeningmaterial) are important since they allow the sniper teams maximumobservation and deny observation by the enemy. They must not.remove curtains; however, they can open windows or remove panes ofglass. Remember, teams can randomly remove panes in other windowsso the position is not obvious.
(2) Crawl space hide position. The sniper team builds a crawl spacehide position in the space between floors in multistory buildings(Figure 4-14). Loopholes are difficult to construct, but a damagedbuilding helps considerably. Escape routes can be holes knocked into thefloor or ceiling. Carpet or furniture placed over escape holes or replacedceiling tiles will conceal them until needed.
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(3) Rafter hide position. The sniper team constructs a rafter hideposition in the attic of an A-frame-type building. These buildings normallyhave shingled roofs (A and B, Figure 4-15). Firing from inside the atticaround a chimney or other structure helps prevent enemy observationand fire.

c. Sniper teams use the technique best suited for the urbanhide position.
(1) The second floor of a building is usually the best location forthe position. It presents minimal dead space but provides the team moreprotection since passersby cannot easily spot it.
(2) Normally, a window is the best viewing aperture/loophole.
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(a) If the window is dirty, do not clean it for better viewing.
(b) If curtains are prevalent in the area, do not remove those inthe position. Lace or net-type curtains can be seen through from theinside, but they are difficult to see through from the outside.
(c) If strong winds blow the curtains open, staple, tack, orweight them.
(d) Firing a round through a curtain has little effect on accuracyhowever, ensure the muzzle is far enough away to avoid muzzle blast.
(e) When area routine indicates open curtains, follow suit. Set upwell away from the loophole; however, ensure effective coverage of theassigned target area.
(3) Firing through glass should be avoided since more than one shotmay be required. The team considers the following options:
(a) Break or open several windows throughout the position beforeoccupation. This can be done during the reconnaissance phase of theoperation; however, avoid drawing attention to the area.
(b) Remove or replace panes of glass with plastic.
(4) Other loopholes/viewing apertures are nearly unlimited.Battle damage.

Drilled holes (hand drill).
Brick removal.
Loose boards/derelict houses.

(5) Positions can also beset up in attics or between the ceiling and roof.(See rafter hide positions.)
Gable ends close to the eaves (shadow adding to concealment).
Battle damage to gables and or roof.
Loose or removed tiles, shingles, or slates.
Skylights.

(6) The sniper makes sure the bullet clears the loophole. The muzzlemust be far enough from the loophole to ensure the bullet’s path is not inline with the bottom of the loophole.
(7) Front drops, usually netting, may have to be changed (if thesituation permits) from dark to light colors at BMNT/EENT due tosunlight or lack of sunlight into the position.
(8) If the site is not multiroomed, partitions can be made byhanging blankets or nets to separate the operating area from therest/administrative area.
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(9) If sandbags are required, they can be filled and carried inside ofrucksacks or can be filled in the basement, depending on thesituation/location of the position site.
(10) Always plan an escape route that leads to the objectiverally point. When forced to vacate the position, the team meets thesecurity element at the ORP. Normally, the team will not be able to leavefrom the same point at which it gained access; therefore, a separate escapepoint may be required in emergency situations. The team must considerwindows (other than the viewing apertures); anchored ropes to climbdown buildings, or a small, preset explosive charge situated on a wall orfloor for access into adjoining rooms, buildings, or the outside.(11) The type of uniform or camouflage to be worn by the team willbe dictated by the situation, how they are employed, and area of operation.The following applies:(a) Most often, the BDU and required equipment are worn.(b) Urban-camouflaged uniforms can be made or purchased.Urban areas vary in color (mostly gray [cinder block]; red [brick]; white[marble]; black [granite]; or stucco, clay, or wood). Regardless of areacolor, uniforms should include angular-line patterns.(c) When necessary, most woodland-patterned BDUs can be worninside out as they are a gray or green-gray color underneath.(d) Soft-soled shoes or boots are the preferred footwear in theurban environment.(e) Civilian clothing can be worn (native/host country populace).(f) Tradesmen’s or construction worker’s uniforms and accessoriescan be used.

Section IVOBSERVATION
Throughout history, battles have been won and nations conquered basedon an accurate accounting and description of the opposing forces strength,equipment, and location. As the sniper team performs the secondarymission of collecting and reporting battlefield intelligence, thecommander can act, rather than react. The purpose of observation is togather facts and to provide information for a specific intent. Observationuses all of the sniper team’s five senses but often depends on sightand hearing. For example, the sniper team is issued a PIR or OIR for aspecific mission. Information gathered by the sniper team is reported,analyzed, and processed into intelligence reports. The sniper team’ssuccess depends upon its powers of observation. In addition to thesniperscope, the sniper team has an observation telescope, binoculars,
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night vision sight, and night vision goggles to enhance its ability to observeand engage targets. Team members must relieve each other when usingthis equipment since prolonged use can cause eye fatigue, greatlyreducing the effectiveness of observation. Team members rotate periodsof observation. During daylight, observation should be limited to10 minutes followed by a l0-minute rest. When using night visiondevices, the observer should limit his initial period of viewing to10 minutes followed by a 10-minute rest. After several periods of viewing,he can extend the viewing period to 15 minutes and then a 15-minute rest.
4-14. HASTY AND DETAILED SEARCHESWhile observing a target area, the sniper team alternately conducts twotypes of visual searches: hasty and detailed.a. A hasty search is the first phase of observing a target area.The observer conducts a hasty search immediately after the team occupiesthe firing position. A hasty search consists of quick glances withbinoculars at specific points, terrain features, or other areas that couldconceal the enemy. The observer views the area closest to the team’sposition first since it could pose the most immediate threat. The observerthen searches farther out until the entire target area has been searched.When the observer sees or suspects a target, he uses an M49 observationtelescope for a detailed view of the target area. The telescope should notbe used to search the area because its narrow field of view would take muchlonger to cover an area; plus, its stronger magnification can cause eyefatigue sooner than the binoculars.

b. After a hasty search has been completed, the observer thenconducts a detailed search of the area. A detailed search is a closer, morethorough search of the target area, using 180-degree area or sweeps,50 meters in depth, and overlapping each previous sweep at least 10 metersto ensure the entire area has been observed (Figure 4-16, page 4-30).Like the hasty search, the observer begins by searching the area closest tothe sniper team position.
c. This cycle of a hasty search followed by a detailed search should berepeated three or four times. This allows the sniper team to becomeaccustomed to the area; plus, the team will look closer at various pointswith each consecutive pass over the area. After the initial searches, theobserver should view the area, using a combination of both hasty anddetailed searches. While the observer conducts the initial searches of thearea, the sniper should record prominent features, reference points, anddistances on a range card. The team members should alternate the taskof observing the area about every 30 minutes.
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4-15. ELEMENTS OF OBSERVATIONThe four elements in the process of observation include awareness,understanding, recording, and response. Each of these elements may beaccomplished as a separate processor accomplished at the same time.
a. Awareness. Awareness is being consciously attuned to a specific fact.A sniper team must always be aware of the surroundings and take nothing.for granted. The team also considers certain elements that influence anddistort awareness.
(1) An object’s size and shape can be misinterpreted if viewedincompletely or inaccurately.
(2) Distractions degrade the quality of observations.
(3) Active participation or degree of interest can diminish towardthe event.
(4) Physical abilities (five senses) have limitations.
(5) Environmental changes affect accuracy.
(6) Imagination may cause possible exaggerations or inaccuracy.
b. Understanding. Understanding is derived from education,training, practice, and experience. It enhances the sniper team’s
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knowledge about what should be observed, broadens its ability to view andconsider all aspects, and aids in its evaluation of information.c. Recording. Recording is the ability to save and recall whatwas observed. Usually, the sniper team has mechanical aids, such aswriting utensils, sniper data book, sketch kits, tape recorders, andcameras, to support the recording of events; however, the most accessiblemethod is memory. The ability to record, retain, and recall depends onthe team’s mental capacity (and alertness) and ability to recognize whatis essential to record. Added factors that affect recording include(1) The amount of training and practice in observation.(2) Skill gained through experience.(3) Similarity of previous incidents.(4) Time interval between observing and recording.(5) The ability to understand or convey messages through oral orother communications.
d. Response. Response is the sniper team’s action toward information.It may be as simple as recording events in a sniper data book, making acommunications call, or firing a well-aimed shot.
NOTE: See Chapter 9 for discussion on the keep-in-memory(KIM) game.

4-16. TWILIGHT TECHNIQUESTwilight induces a false sense of security, and the sniper team must beextremely cautious. The enemy is also prone to carelessness and morelikely to expose himself at twilight. During twilight, snipers should bealert to OP locations for future reference. The M3A telescope reticle isstill visible and capable of accurate fire 30 minutes before BMNT and30 minutes after EENT.
4-17. NIGHT TECHNIQUESWithout night vision devices, the sniper team must depend upon eyesight.Regardless of night brightness, the human eye cannot function at nightwith daylight precision. For maximum effectiveness, the sniper teammust apply the following principles of night vision:a. Night Adaptation. The sniper team should wear sunglasses orred-lensed goggles in lighted areas before departing on a mission.After departure, the team makes a darkness adaptation and listening haltfor 30 minutes.b. Off-Center Vision. In dim light, an object under direct focus blurs,appears to change, and sometimes fades out entirely. However, when the
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eyes are focused at different points, about 5 to 10 degrees away from anobject, peripheral vision provides a true picture. This aIlows thelight-sensitive portion of the eye, that not used during the day, to be used.c. Factors Affecting Night Vision. The sniper team has control overthe following night vision factors:(1) Lack of vitamin A impairs night vision. However, an overdoseof vitamin A will not improve night vision capability.(2) Colds, fatigue, narcotics, headaches, smoking, and alcohol reducenight vision.(3) Exposure to bright light degrades night vision and requires areadaption to darkness.
4-18. ILLUMINATION AIDSThe sniper team may occasionally have artificial illumination forobserving and firing. Examples are artillery illumination fire, campfires,or lighted buildings.a. Artillery Illumination Fire. The M301A2 illuminating cartridgeprovides 50,000 candlepower.b. Campfires. Poorly disciplined enemy soldiers may use campfires,or fires may be created by battlefield damage. These opportunities givethe sniper enough illumination for aiming.c. Lighted Buildings. The sniper can use lighted buildings toeliminate occupants of the building or personnel in the immediate areaof the light source.

Section VTARGET DETECTION AND SELECTION
Recording the type and location of targets in the area helps the sniperteam to determine engageable targets. The sniper team must select keytargets that will do the greatest harm to the enemy in a given situation.It must also consider the use of indirect fire on targets. Some targets, dueto their size or location, may be better engaged with indirect fire.
4-19. TARGET INDEXINGTo index targets, the sniper team uses the prepared range card for areference since it can greatly reduce the engagement time. When indexing atarget to the sniper, the observer locates a prominent terrain feature nearthe target. He indicates this feature and any other information to thesniper to assist in finding the target. Information between team membersvaries with the situation. The observer may sound like an FO giving a callfor fire to an FDC depending on the condition of the battlefield and thetotal number of possible targets from which to choose.
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a. Purpose. The sniper team indexes targets for the following reasons:(1) Sniper teams may occupy an FFP in advance of an attack to locate,index, and record target locations; and to decide on the priority of targets.(2) Indiscriminate firing may alert more valuable and closerenemy targets.(3) Engagement of a distant target may result in disclosure of the FFPto a closer enemy.(4) A system is needed to remember location if several targets aresighted at the same time.
b. Considerations. The sniper team must consider the followingfactors when indexing targets:(1) Exposure times. Moving targets may expose themselves for onlya short time The sniper team must note the point of disappearance ofeach target, if possible, before engagement. By doing so, the team may beable to take several targets under fire in rapid succession.(2) Number of targets. If several targets appear and disappear at thesame time, the point of disappearance of each is hard to determine;therefore, sniper teams concentrate on the most important targets.
(3) Spacing/distance between targets. The greater the distancebetween targets, the harder it is to see their movement. In such cases, theteam should locate and engage the nearest targets.(4) Evacuation of aiming points. Targets that disappear behind goodaiming points are easily recorded and remembered, targets with pooraiming points are easily lost. Assuming that two such targets are of equalvalue and danger, the team should engage the more dangerous aimingpoint target first.
c. Determination of Location of Hidden Fires. When using thecrack-thump method, the team listens for the crack of the round and thethump of the weapon being fired. By using this method, the sniper canobtain both a direction and a distance.(1) Distance to firer. The time difference between the crack and thethump can be converted into an approximate range. A one-second lapsebetween the two is about 600 yards with most calibers; a one-half-secondlapse is about 300 yards.(2) Location of firer. By observing in the direction of the thump andnear the predetermined range, the sniper team has a good chance of seeingthe enemy’s muzzle flash or blast from subsequent shots.(3) Limitations.The crack-thump method has the following limitations(a) Isolating the crack and thump is difficult when many shots arebeing fired.
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(b) Mountainous areas, tall buildings, and so forth cause echoes andmake this method ineffective.
d. Shot-Hole Analysis. Locating two or more shot holes in trees,walls, dummy heads, and so forth may make it possible to determine thedirection of the shots. The team can use the dummy-head pencil methodand triangulate on the enemy sniper’s position. However, this methodonly works if all shots come from the same position.

4-20. TARGET SELECTIONTarget selection may be forced upon the sniper team. A target movingrapidly may be lost while obtaining positive identification. The sniperteam considers any enemy threatening its position as a high-value target.When selecting key targets, the team must consider the following factors:a. Threat to the Sniper Team. The sniper team must consider thedanger the target presents. This can be an immediate threat, such as anenemy element walking upon its position, or a future threat, such as enemysnipers or dog tracking teams.b. Probability of First-Round Hit. The sniper team must determinethe chances of hitting the target with the first shot by consideringthe following:

c.

Distance to the target.
Direction and velocity of the wind.
Visibility of the target area.
Amount of the target that is exposed.
Amount of time the target is exposed.
Speed and direction of target movement.
Certainty of Target’s Identity. The sniper team must be reasonably certain that the target it is considering is the key target.d. Target Effect on the Enemy. The sniper team must consider whateffect the elimination of the target will have on the enemy’s fighting ability It must determine that the target is the one available target that will causethe greatest harm to the enemy.

e. Enemy Reaction to Sniper Fire. The sniper team must considerwhat the enemy will do once the shot has been fired. The team must beprepared for such actions as immediate suppression by indirect fires andenemy sweeps of the area.
f. Effect on the Overall Mission. The sniper team must consider howthe engagement will affect the overall mission. The mission may be oneof intelligence gathering for a certain period. Firing will not only alert
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the enemy to a team’s presence, but it may also terminate the mission ifthe team has to move from its position as a result of the engagement.
4-21. KEY TARGETS
Key personnel targets can be identified by actions or mannerisms, bypositions within formations, by rank or insignias, and or by equipmentbeing worn or carried. Key targets can also include weapon systemsand equipment. Examples of key targets areas follows:

a. Snipers. Snipers are the number one target of a sniper team.The enemy sniper not only poses a threat to friendly forces, but he is alsothe natural enemy of the sniper. The fleeting nature of a sniper is reasonenough to engage him because he may never be seen again.
b. Dog Tracking Teams. Dog tracking teams pose a great threat tosniper teams and other special teams that may be working in the area. It ishard to fool a trained dog. When engaging a dog tracking team, the snipershould engage the dog’s handler first. This confuses the dog, and otherteam members may not be able to control it.
c. Scouts. Scouts are keen observers and provide valuable informationabout friendly units. This plus their ability to control indirect fires makethem dangerous on the battlefield. Scouts must be eliminated.
d. Officers. Officers are another key target of the sniper team.Losing key officers in some forces is such a major disruption to theoperation that forces may not be able to coordinate for hours.
e. Noncommissioned Officers. Losing NCOs not only affects theoperation of a unit but also affects the morale of lower ranking personnel,
f. Vehicle Commanders and Drivers. Many vehicles are rendereduseless without a commander or driver.
g. Communications Personnel. In some forces, only highly trainedpersonnel know how to operate various types of radios. Eliminating thesepersonnel can be a serious blow to the enemy’s communication network.
h. Weapon Crews. Eliminating weapon crews reduces the amount offire on friendly troops.
i. Optics on Vehicles. Personnel who are in closed vehicles arelimited to viewing through optics. The sniper can blind a vehicle bydamaging these optic systems.
j. Communication and Radar Equipment. The right shot in the right placecan completely ruin a tactically valuable radar or communication system.Also, only highly trained personnel may attempt to repair these systemsin place. Eliminating these personnel may impair the enemy’s ability toperform field repair.
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k. Weapon Systems. Many high-technology weapons, especiallycomputer-guided systems, can be rendered useless by one well-placedround in the guidance controller of the system.
Section VIRANGE ESTIMATION

A sniper team is required to accurately determine distance, to properlyadjust elevation on the sniper weapon system, and to preparetopographical sketches or range cards. Because of this, the team has tobe skilled in various range estimation techniques.
4-22. FACTORS AFFECTING RANGE ESTIMATIONThree factors affect range estimation: nature of the target, nature of theterrain, and light conditions.a. Nature of the Target.(1) An object of regular outline, such as a house, appears closer thanone of irregular outline, such as a clump of trees.(2) A target that contrasts with its background appears to be closerthan it actually is.(3) A partly exposed target appears more distant than it actually is.

b. Nature of the Terrain.(1) As the observer’s eye follows the contour of the terrain, he tendsto overestimate distant targets.(2) Observing over smooth terrain, such as sand, water, or snow,causes the observer to underestimate distant targets.(3) Looking downhill, the target appears farther away.(4) Looking uphill, the target appears closer.
c. Light Conditions.(1) The more clearly a target can be seen, the closer it appears.(2) When the sun is behind the observer, the target appears tobe closer.(3) When the sun is behind the target, the target is more difficult tosee and appears to be farther away.

4-23. RANGE ESTIMATION METHODSSniper teams use range estimation methods to determine distancebetween their position and the target.a. Paper-Strip Method. The paper-strip method (Figure 4-17) isuseful when determining longer distances (1,000 meters plus). When usingthis method, the sniper places the edge of a strip of paper on the map and
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ensures it is long enough to reach between the two points. Then he
pencils in a tick mark on the paper at the team position and another at
the distant location. He places the paper on the map’s bar scale, located
at the bottom center of the map, and aligns the left tick mark with the 0 on
the scale. Then he reads to the right to the second mark and notes the
corresponding distance represented between the two marks.

b. 100-Meter-Unit-of-Measure Method. To use this method
(Figure 4-18, page 4-38), the sniper team must be able to visualize adistance of 100 meters on the ground. For ranges up to 500 meters, the
team determines the number of 100-meter increments between the two
objects it wishes to measure. Beyond 500 meters, it must select a point
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halfway to the object and determine the number of 100-meter increments
to the halfway point, then double it to find the range to the object.

c. Appearance-of-Object Method. This method is a means of
determining range by the size and other characteristic details of the object.
To use the appearance-of-object method with any degree of accuracy, the
sniper team must be familiar with the characteristic details of the objects
as they appear at various ranges.d. Bracketing Method. Using this method, the sniper team assumes
that the target is no more than X meters but no less than Y meters away. 
An average of X and Y will be the estimate of the distance to the target.

e. Range-Card Method. The sniper team an also use a range card
to quickly determine ranges throughout the target area. Once a target is
seen, the team determines where it is located on the card and then reads
the proper range to the target.f. Mil-Relation Formula. The mil-relation formula is the preferred
method of range estimation. This method uses a mil-scale reticle locatedin the M19 binoculars (Figure 4-19) or in the M3A sniperscope
(Figure 4-20). The team must know the target size in inches or meters.
Once the target size is known, the team then compares the target size to
the mil-scale reticle and uses the following formula:
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(To convert inches to meters, multiply the number of inchesby .0254.)
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g. Combination Method. In a combat environment, perfectconditions rarely exist. Therefore, only one method of range estimationmay not be enough for the team’s specific mission. Terrain with muchdead space limits the accuracy of the 100-meter method. Poor visibilitylimits the use of the appearance-of-object method. However, by using acombination of two or more methods to determine an unknown range, anexperienced sniper team should arrive at an estimated range close to thetrue range.
4-24. LASER RANGE FINDERWhen the sniper team has access to a laser observation set, AN/GVS-5,the set should always be used. It can provide the sniper team range to aspecific target with great accuracy. When aiming the laser at a specifictarget, the sniper should support it much the same as his weapon toensure accuracy. If the target is too small, aiming the laser at a largerobject near the target will suffice (that is, a building, vehicle, tree, orterrain feature.)
4-25. ESTIMATION GUIDELINESIf mirage is too heavy to distinguish the bottom of a target, it should be halved.

EXAMPLE
When the target is estimated to be 70 inches high, dividethe height into one-half. Use the following mil-relationformula:

By using this technique, estimate range to targets that are only partlyvisible. Such as:
The normal distance from the breastbone to the top of thehead is 19 inches.

OR
Normal height of the human head is 10 inches.
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This example may prove to be ofspecific use when facing anenemy entrenched in bunkers orin dense vegetation.
a. The sniper team shouldkeep a sniper data book completewith measurements.(1) Vehicles.Height of road wheels.

Vehicle dimensions.
Length of main gun tubeson tanks.
Lengths/sizes of differentweapon systems.

(2) Average height of humantargets in area of operation.
(3) Urban environment.Average size of doorways.

Average size of windows.
Average width of streetsand lanes (average widthof a paved road in theUnited States is 10 feet).
Height of soda machines.

b. As the sniper teamdevelops a sniper data book, allmeasurements are convertedinto constants and computedwith different mil readings.An example of this is Table 4-1,which has already been computedfor immediate use. This tableshould be incorporated into thesniper data book
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Section VIIINFORMATION RECORDS
The secondary mission of the sniper team is the collection and reportingof information. To accomplish this, the sniper team not only needs to bekeen observers, but it also must accurately relay the information it hasobserved. To record this information, the team uses the sniper data book,which contains a range card, a military sketch, and an observation log.
4-26. RANGE CARDThe range card represents the target area drawn as seen from above withannotations indicating distances throughout the target area. Informationis recorded on DA Form 5787-R (Sniper’s Range Card) (Figure 4-21).(A blank copy of this form is located in the back of this publication forlocal reproduction.) The range card provides the sniper team with aquick-range reference and a means to record target locations, since it haspreprinted range rings on it. These cards can be divided into sectors byusing dashed lines. This provides the team members with a quickreference when locating targets-for example: “The intersection insector A.” A range card can be prepared on any paper the teamhas available. The sniper team position and distances to prominentobjects and terrain features are drawn on the card. There is not a setmaximum range on the range card, because the team may also label anyindirect fire targets on its range card. Information contained on rangecards includes:a. Name, rank, SSN, and unit.b. Method of obtaining range.c. Left and right limits of engageable area.d. Major terrain features, roads, and structures.e. Ranges, elevation, and windage needed at various distances.f. Distances throughout the area.g. Temperature and wind. (Cross out previous entry whenevertemperature, wind direction, or wind velocity changes.)h. Target reference points (azimuth, distance, and description).
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4-27. MILITARY SKETCH
DA Form 5788-R (Military Sketch) is used to record information abouta general area, terrain features, or man-made structures that are notshown on a map. Military sketches provide intelligence sections adetailed, on-the-ground view of an area or object that is otherwiseunobtainable. These sketches not only let the viewer see the area indifferent perspectives but also provide detail such as type of fences,number of telephone wires, present depth of streams, and so forth.There are two types of military sketches as stated in FM 21-26 panoramicsketches and topographic sketches. Information is recorded onDA Form 5788-R. (A blank copy of this form is located in the back of thispublication for local reproduction.)

a. Panoramic. A panoramic sketch (Figure 4-22, page 4-44) is arepresentation of an area or object drawn to scale as seen from the sniperteam’s perspective. It shows details about a specific area or aman-made structure. Information considered in a panoramic sketchincludes the following:
(1) Name, rank, SSN, and unit.
(2) Remarks section (two).
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(3) Sketch name.(4) Grid coordinates of sniper team’s position.(5) Weather. (6) Magnetic azimuth through the center of sketch.(7) Sketch number and scale of sketch.(8) Date and time.

b. Topographic Sketch. A topographic sketch (Figure 4-23) is a. .topographic representation of an area drawn to scale as seen from above.It provides the sniper team with a method for describing large areas while showing reliable distance and azimuths between major features. Thistype of sketch is useful in describing road systems, flow of streams/rivers,or locations of natural and man-made obstacles. ‘he field sketch can alsobe used as an overlay on the range card. Information contained in a fieldsketch includes the following(1) Grid coordinates of the sniper team’s position.(2) Name, rank, SSN, and unit.(3) Remarks.(4) Sketch name.
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(5) Grid coordinates.(6) Weather.(7) Magnetic azimuth.(8) Sketch number and scale.(9) Date and time.

c. Guidelines for Drawing Sketches. As with all drawings, artisticskill is an asset, but satisfactory sketches can be drawn by anyonewith practice. The following are guidelines when drawing sketches:(1) Work from the whole to the part. First determine the boundaries ofthe sketch. Then sketch the larger objects such as hills, mountains, oroutlines of large buildings. After drawing the large objects in the sketch,start drawing the smaller details.(2) Use common shapes to show common objects. Do not sketch eachindividual tree, hedgerow, or wood line exactly. Use common shapes toshow these types of objects. Do not concentrate on the fine details unlessthey are of tactical importance.(3) Draw in perspective; use vanishing points. Try to draw sketchesin perspective. To do this, recognize the vanishing points of the area to
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be sketched. Parallel lines on the ground that are horizontal vanish at apoint on the horizon (Figure 4-24). Parallel lines on the ground that slopedownward away from the observer vanish at a point below the horizon.Parallel lines on the ground that slope upward, away from the observervanish at a point above the horizon. Parallel lines that recede to the rightvanish on the right and those that recede to the left vanish on the left(Figure 4-24).

4-28. SNIPER DATA BOOKThe sniper data book is a written, chronological record of all activities andevents that take place in a sniper team’s area. It is used with militarysketches and range cards; this combination not only gives commanders and intelligence personnel information about the appearance of the area,but it also provides an accurate record of the activity in the area.Information is recorded on DA Form 5786-R (Sniper’s Observation Log)(Figure 4-25). (A blank copy of this form is in the back of this publicationfor local reproduction.) Information in the observation log includes:(Completion of this form is self-explanatory.)
a. Sheet number and number of total sheets.
b. Observer’s name, rank, SSN, and unit.
c. Date and time of observation and visibility.
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d. Grid coordinates of the sniper team’s position.e. Series number, time, and grid coordinates of each event.f. The event that has taken place.g. Action taken and remarks.
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CHAPTER 5
MISSION PREPARATION

The sniper team uses planning factors to estimate the amount oftime, coordinating and effort that must be expended to support theimpending mission. Arms, ammunition, and equipment areMETT-T dependent.
Section IPLANNING AND COORDINATION

Planning and coordination are essential procedures that occur during thepreparation phase of a mission.
5-1. MISSION ALERTThe sniper team may receive a mission briefing in either written or oral form(FRAGO). Usually, the team mission is stated specifically as to who, what,when, where, and why/how. On receipt of an order, the sniper analyzes hismission to ensure he understands it, then plans the use of available time.
5-2. WARNING ORDERNormally, the sniper team receives the mission briefing. However, if thesniper receives the briefing, he prepares to issue a warning orderimmediately after the briefing or as soon as possible. He informs theobserver of the situation and mission and gives him specific andgeneral instructions. If the sniper team receives the mission briefing, thesniper should still present the warning order to the observer to clarify andemphasize the details of the mission briefing.
5-3. TENTATIVE PLANThe sniper makes a tentative plan of how he intends to accomplish the mission.When the mission is complex and time is short, he makes a quick, mental
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estimate; when time is available, he makes a formal, mental estimate. Thesniper learns as much as he can about the enemy and mission requirementsand applies it to the terrain in the assigned area. Since an on-the-groundreconnaissance is not tactically feasible for most sniper operations, thesniper uses maps, pictomaps, or aerial photographs of the objective andsurrounding area to help formulate his tentative plan. This plan is thebasis for team preparation, coordination, movement, and reconnaissance.
5-4. COORDINATION CHECKLISTSCoordination is continuous throughout the planning phase of theoperation (see coordination checklists) (for example, aircraft, parachutes,or helicopters). Other items are left for the sniper to coordinate.He normally conducts coordination at the briefing location. To savetime, he assigns tasks to the observer and has him report back withthe results. However, the sniper is responsible for all coordination.He uses coordination checklists to verify mission-essential equipment forthe mission. He coordinates directly with appropriate staff sections orthe S3, or the SEO will provide the necessary information. The snipermay carry a copy of the coordination checklists to ensure he does notoverlook an item that may be vital to the mission. Coordination withspecific staff sections includes the following:

NOTE: Items may need coordination with more than one staffsection; therefore, some items are listed under more than one heading.
a. Intelligence. The S2 informs the sniper of any changes in thesituation as given in the OPORD or mission briefing. The sniperconstantly updates the tentative plan with current information.(1)(2)(3)

(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)

Identification of the unit.Weather and light data.Terrain update.Aerial photos.
Trails and obstacles not on map.
Known or suspected enemy locations.weapons.Strength.Probable courses of action.Recent enemy activity.Reaction time of reaction forces.(10) Civilian activity in area.

(11) Priority intelligence requirements and information requirements.(12) Challenge and password.
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b. Operations. The sniper coordinates with the operations sectionto receive the overall status of the mission.
(1) Identification of the unit.(2) Changes in the friendly situation.
(3) Route selections and LZ and PZ selections.(4) Linkup procedure.
(5) Transportation (other than air).(6) Resupply (along with S4).(7) Signal plan.
(8) Departure and reentry of forward units.(9) Special equipment requirements.
(10) Adjacent units operating in the area of operations.(11) Rehearsal areas.(12) Method of insertion/extraction.(13) Frequencies and call signs.
c. Fire Support. Usually, the sniper coordinates fire support withthe fire support officer.(1) Identification of the unit.
(2) Mission and objective.(3) Routes to and from the objective (including alternate routes).
(4) Time of departure and expected time of return.(5) Unit target list (fire plan).(6) Fire support means available (artillery, mortar, naval gunfire,and aerial fire support to include Army, Navy, and Air Force).
(7) Ammunition available (to include different fuzes).
(8) Priority of fires.(9) Control measures for fire support.Checkpoints.

Boundaries.
Phase lines.
Fire support coordination measures.
Priority targets (list TRPs).
RFA.
RFL.
No-fire areas.
Precoordinate authentication.

(10) Communications (include primary and alternate means, emergencysignals, and code words and signals).
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d. Coordination with Forward Unit. A sniper team that must movethrough a friendly forward unit must coordinate with the unit commanderfor a smooth, orderly passage. If there is no coordination time and place,the sniper sets the time and place with the S2 and S3. Then, he informsthe forward unit and arranges assistance for the team’s departure.Coordination is a two-way exchange of information.(1) Identification (team leader, observer, and unit).(2) Size of team.(3) Time(s) and place(s) of departure and return, location(s) ofdeparture point(s), IRPs, and detrucking points.(4) General area of operation.(5) Information on terrain and vegetation.(6) Known or suspected enemy positions or obstacles.(7) Possible enemy ambush sites.(8) Latest enemy activity.(9) Detailed information on friendly positions (for example,crew-served weapons or final protective fire).(10) Fire and barrier plan.(11) Support the forward unit can furnish. How long and what canthey do? Fire support.
Litter teams.
Navigational signals and aids.Guides.Communications.
Reaction units.
Other.

(12) Call signs and frequencies and exchange of Vinson crypto-graphic variables.Pyrotechnic plans.Challenge and password.
Emergency signals and codewords.
Relieved unit (pass information to the relieving unit).

e. Adjacent Unit Coordination. Immediately after receiving theOPORD or mission briefing, the sniper coordinates with other units usingthe same area. If he is not aware of other units, he should check with theS3 to arrange coordination. The sniper exchanges the followinginformation with other units or snipers operating in the same area:(1) Identification of the unit.(2) Mission and size of unit.
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(3) Planned times and points of departure and reentry.(4) Route.(5) Fire support (planned) and control measures.(6) Frequency, call signs, and exchange of Vinson cryptographicvariables.(7) Challenge and password and or number.(8) Pyrotechnic plans.(9) Any information that the unit may have about the enemy.
f. Rehearsal Area Coordination. The sniper coordinates with the S2or S3.(1) Identification of own unit.(2) Mission.(3) Terrain similar to objective site.(4) Security of the area.(5) Availability of aggressors.(6) Use of blanks, pyrotechnics, live ammunition.(7) Mockups available.(8) Time the area is available (preferably when light conditions areclose to the expected light conditions for the mission).(9) Transportation.(10) Coordination with other units using the area.
g. Army Aviation Coordination. The sniper coordinates with thesupporting aviation unit commander through the S3 or S3 Air.(1) Situation:(a) Enemy forces: Location, activity, probable course of action, andenemy air defense.(b) Weather: Decision time/POC any delay for the mission.(c) Friendly forces: Main mission, activity, boundaries, axisof movement.
(2) Mission: Task and purpose.
(3) Execution:(a) Concept of the operation: Overview of what requesting unit wantsto accomplish with the air assault/air movement.(b) Coordinating instructions (PZ operation):Direction of landing.

Time of landing/flight direction.
Location of PZ/alternate PZ.
Loading procedures.
Marking of PZ (panel, smoke, smoke munitions, lights).
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Flight route planned (start point, air control point, rally point).
Formation of landing/flight/landing (LZ).
Code words: PZ secure (before landing); PZ clear (lead plane,last plane); alternate PZ (at PZ en route, at landing zone);names of PZ/alternate PZ.TAC air/artillery.
Number of passengers/planes for entire lift.
Equipment carried by individuals.
Secure PZ or not.
Marking of key leaders (LZ operations).
Direction of landing.
Time of landing, false insertions.Location of LZ or alternate LZ.
Marking of LZ (panel, smoke, SM, lights).
Formation of landing.
Codewords: LZ name, alternate LZ name.TAC air/artillery preparation, fire support coordination.
Secure LZ or not.

(4) Service support:(a) Number of aircraft, times, number of lifts.(b) Refuel/rearm during mission or not.(c) Special equipment/aircraft configuration for weapons earned byunit personnel.(d) Bump plan.
(5) Command and signal:(a) Frequency and call signs.(b) Location of air mission commander.
h. Vehicle Movement Coordination. The sniper coordinates withthe supporting unit through the S3.(1) Identification of the unit.(2) Supporting unit identification.(3) Number and type of vehicles and tactical preparation.(4) Entrucking point.(5) Departure/loading time.(6) Preparation of vehicles for movement.Driver responsibilities.

Sniper team responsibilities.
Special supplies/equipment required.
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(7) Availability of vehicles for preparation/rehearsal/inspection(time and location).(8) RoutePrimary.
Alternate.Checkpoints.

(9) Detrucking points.Primary.Alternate.
(10) March interval/speed.(11) Communications (frequencies, call signs, codes).(12) Emergency procedures and signals.

5-5. COMPLETION OF PLANAfter the warning order has been issued and a thorough map reconnaissancemade, most coordination should be completed. The sniper makes anintelligence update while the observer prepares himself and theequipment for the mission. The sniper completes his plan based on hismap reconnaissance and or any changes in the enemy situation. He mayor may not alter the tentative plan, but he can add detail. The sniper usesthe OPORD format as a guide to refine his concept. He places the mainfocus on actions in the objective area and carefully assigns the observerspecific tasks for all phases of the operation. He ensures all actions worksmoothly and efficiently.
5-6. OPERATION ORDERThe operation order is issued in the standard OPORD format.Extensive use of terrain models, sketches, and chalkboards should bemade to highlight important details such as routes, planned rally points,and actions at known danger areas. All aspects of the OPORD should bethoroughly understood by the sniper team to include memorizingthe followingIntelligence acquisition tasks.Situation—both friendly and enemy.Mission.

Execution plan.Administrative plans.Communications and electronics, including frequencies, callsigns, and antennas to be used.
SALUTE format.
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5-7. BRIEFBACKThe sniper team rehearses the briefback until it is near-perfect before
presenting it to the S3, sniper employment officer, or commander.A good briefback indicates the team’s readiness for the mission.(Figure 5-1 is an example of a sniper team briefback outline.)
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5-8. EQUIPMENT CHECKThe sniper team ensures needed equipment is operational before signingit out. Weapons are clean, functional, and test-fired to confirm zero.The team checks radios by making a communications check with the NCSof the net they will be using and night vision devices by turning them on(adding an extra battery). The team then double-checks all equipment.If they encounter problems, the sniper notifies the PSG or SEO.
5-9. FINAL INSPECTIONInspections reveal the team’s physical and mental state of readiness.The sniper ensures that all required equipment is present and functional,
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and that the observer knows and understands the mission. The followingitems should be inspected:Completeness and correctness of uniform and equipment.
Items such as pictures, papers, marked maps, and sniper databook that contain confidential material.
Hats and pockets.
Shine, rattles, and tie-downs.
Weapons (loaded or unloaded).
Fullness of canteens.

If unauthorized items are found, the sniper immediately corrects anydeficiencies. Then, he questions the observer to make sure he knows theteam plan, what his job is, and when he is to do it.
5-10. REHEARSALSRehearsals ensure team proficiency. During rehearsals, the sniperrechecks his plans and makes any needed changes. It is throughwell-directed and realistic rehearsals that the team becomes thoroughlyfamiliar with their actions on the mission.

a. The sniper team uses terrain similar to that on which they willoperate (if available), rehearsing all actions if time permits. A good wayto rehearse is to talk the team through each phase, describing the actionsof each sniper, and then perform the actions as a dry run. When actionsare understood, the sniper team goes through all the phases, using thesignals and commands to be used during the mission.
b. If there is no time for rehearsals, the sniper team conducts abriefback/talk-through. This method is used to supplement rehearsals orwhen security needs or a lack of time preclude dry runs and wet runs.In this method, the team leader talks the observer through his actions andthen has him orally repeat those actions. The sniper team establishes thesequence of actions to be rehearsed and, if time permits, conducts rehearsals in the same sequence as in the mission.

5-11. FINAL PREPARATIONSThe sniper makes any last-minute changes and corrects any deficienciesfound during initial inspections. Final inspection should be made by theSEO and an S3 representative. Again, pockets and rucksacks are emptiedand inspected. The inspection team looks for personal papers, markedmaps, and other unauthorized items. The sniper ensures all previousdiscrepancies are corrected; equipment is still operational; all needed
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items are present; and the observer is ready for the mission. Theinspection team randomly asks questions about the mission.
5-12. PREPARATION FOR DEBRIEFINGAfter the mission, the SEO or S3 representative directs the sniper teamto an area where they prepare for a debriefing. The team remains in thearea until called to the operations center. The sniper will bring the sniperdata book that contains a log sheet, a field sketch, a range card, and aroad/area sketch for debriefing.a. The sniper team—(1) Lays out and accounts for all team and individual equipment.(2) Consolidates all captured material and equipment.(3) Reviews and discusses the events listed in the mission logbookfrom insertion to return, including details of each enemy sighting.(4) Prepares an overlay of the team’s route, area of operations,insertion point, extraction point, and significant sighting locations.

b. An S3 representative controls the debriefing. He directsthe sniper—(1) To discuss any enemy sightings since the last communicationswith the radio base station.(2) To give a step-by-step amount of each event listed in the missionlogbook from insertion until reentry of the FFL,  including details of allenemy sightings.
c. When the debriefing is complete, the S3 representative releasesthe sniper team back to platoon control.

5-13. COUNTERSNIPER OPERATIONWhen an enemy sniper threat has been identified in the sniper team’s areaof operations, the team is employed to eliminate the enemy sniper.a. A sniper team identifies an existing sniper threat by using thefollowing indicators:(1) Enemy soldiers in special camouflage uniforms.(2) Enemy soldiers seen carrying weapons in cases or drag bags orweapons with long barrel lengths, mounted telescopes, and bolt-actionreceivers.(3) Single-shot fire.(4) Lack or reduction of enemy patrols during single-shot fire.(5) Light reflecting from optical lenses.(6) Reconnaissance patrols reporting small groups of (one to three)enemy soldiers.
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(7) Discovery  of single expended casings, such as 7.62-mm ammunition.
b. The sniper team then determines the best method to eliminate theenemy sniper. To accomplish this, the team gathers information anddetermines the pattern.
(1) Gathers information.
(a) Time of day precision fire occurs.(b) Location of encountered enemy sniper fire.
(c) Location of enemy sniper sightings.(d) Material evidence of enemy snipers, such as empty brass casingsor equipment.
(2) Determines patterns. The sniper team evaluates the informationto detect established patterns or routines. The team conducts a mapreconnaissance, studies aerial photographs, or carries out groundreconnaissance to determine the movement patterns. The sniper mustplace himself in the position of the enemy and ask, “How would Iaccomplish this mission?”
c. Once a pattern or routine is identified, the sniper team determinesthe best location and time to engage the enemy sniper. The team can alsorequest the following:
(1) Coordinating routes and fires.
(2) Additional preplotted targets (fire support).(3) Infantry support to canalize or ambush the enemy sniper.
(4) Additional sniper teams for mutual supporting fire.
(5) Baiting of likely engagement areas to deceive the enemy sniperinto commitment by firing.
(6) All elements in place 12 hours before the expected engage-ment time.

During a countersniper operation, the team must ignore battle activityand concentrate on the enemy sniper.
d. When an enemy sniper is operating in a unit’s area, the sniper team ensures the unit employs passive countermeasures to defend againstenemy sniper fire.
(1) Do not establish routines. For example, consistent meal times,ammunition resupply, assembly area procedures, or day-to-day activitiesthat have developed into a routine.
(2) Conduct all meetings, briefings, or gatherings of personnelundercover or during limited visibility.
(3) Cover or conceal equipment.
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(4) Remove rank from helmets and collars. Do not salute officers.Leaders should not use authoritative methods.(5) Increase OPs and use other methods to increase the unit’sobservation abilities.(6) Brief patrols on what to look for, such as single, expended roundsor different camouflage materials.(7) Do not display awareness of the enemy’s presence at any time.
5-14. REACTION TO ENEMY SNIPER FIREAlthough the sniper team’s mission is to eliminate the enemy sniper, theteam avoids engaging in a sustained battle with the enemy sniper. If theteam is pinned down by enemy sniper fire and the sniper’s position cannotbe determined, the sniper team attempts to break contact to vacate theenemy sniper’s kill zone.a. The sniper team uses either hand-held or artillery generatedsmoke to obscure the enemy sniper’s view. If the smoke providessufficient obscuration, the sniper team breaks contact and calls forindirect fire on the enemy sniper position. If the smoke does not providesufficient obscuration, the sniper team calls for an immediate suppressionmission against the enemy sniper position. The team then breaks contactunder the cover of indirect fire.b. The sniper team should expect indirect fire and increased enemypatrolling activity shortly after contact with an enemy sniper.

Section IIMISSION PACKING LISTS
The sniper team requires arms and ammunition as determinedby METT-T Some of the equipment mentioned in the example lists maynot be available. A sniper team carries only mission-essential equipmentnormally not associated with a standard infantryman.
5-15. ARMS AND AMMUNITIONAs a minimum, the sniper team requires arms and ammunition thatshould include the followinga. Sniper:M24 sniper weapon system with M3A scope.

M9 bayonet.
100 rounds M118 special ball.
M9 pistol.
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45 rounds 9-mm ball ammunition.
4 M67 fragmentation grenades; 2 CS grenades; 2 concussiongrenades (MOUT).
M18A1 mine, complete.

b. Observer:M16A1/A2/M203 with quadrant sight and AN/PVS-4 mounted.
M9 9-mm pistol.
M9 bayonet.
210 (plus) rounds 5.56-mm ball ammunition.
45 rounds 9-mm ball ammunition.
6 rounds 40-mm high-explosive ammunition.
3 rounds 40-mm antipersonnel ammunition.
4 M67 fragmentation grenade, 2 CS grenades; 2 concussiongrenades (MOUT).

5-16. SPECIAL EQUIPMENTThe sniper team requires special equipment that may include, but not belimited to the followinga. Sniper:M24 sniper weapon system deployment kit (tools andreplacement parts).
M9 pistol cleaning kit.
Extra handset for radio.
Extra batteries for radio (BA 4386 or lithium, dependent onmission length).
SOI.
M15 tripod.
M49 observation telescope.
AN/PVS-5/7 series, night vision goggles.
Extra BA-1567/U or AA batteries for night vision goggles.
Pace cord.
E-tool with carrier.
50-foot 550 cord.
1 green and 1 red star cluster.
2 HC smoke grenades.
Measuring tape (25-foot carpenter-type).
3 each 9-mm magazines
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b. Observer:M16A1/A2 cleaning kit.
M203 cleaning kit.
AN/PRC-77/AN-PRC-119/AN/PRC-104A radios.
Radio accessory bag, complete with long whip and base, tapeantenna and base, handset, and battery (BA-4386 or lithium).
300-feet WD-1 field wire (for field-expedient antenna fabrication).
Olive-drab duct tape (“100-mph” tape).
Extra batteries for radio (if needed).
Extra batteries (BA-1567/U) for AN/PVS-4.
M19/M22 binoculars.
Sniper’s data book, mission logbook, range cards, wind tables,and “slope dope.”
7 each 30-round capacity (5.56-mm) magazines.
3 each 9-mm magazines.
Calculator with extra battery.
Butt pack.
10 each sandwich-size waterproof bags.
2 HC smoke grenades.
Lineman’s tool.
Range estimation (sniper data book).

5-17. UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENTA recommended listing of common uniforms and equipment follows;however, weather and terrain will dictate the uniform. As a minimum,the sniper team should have the followingFootgear (jungle/desert/cold weather/combat boots).
2 sets BDUs (desert/woodland/camouflage).
Black leather gloves.
2 brown T-shirts.
2 brown underwear (optional).
8 pair olive-drab wool socks.
Black belt.
Headgear (BDU/jungle/desert/cold weather).
ID tags and ID card.
Wristwatch (sweep second hand with luminous dial/waterproof).
Pocket survival knife.
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Extra large ALICE pack, complete with frame and shoulder straps.
2 waterproof bags (for ALICE pack).
2 two-quart canteens with covers.
1 bottle water purification tablets.
LBE complete.
Red-lensed flashlight (angle-head type with extra batteries).
MREs (number dependent on mission length).
9-mm pistol holster and magazine pouch (attached to LBE).
2 camouflage sticks (METT-T dependent).
2 black ink pens.
2 mechanical pencils with lead.
2 black grease pencils.
Lensatic compass.
Map(s) of operational area and protractor.
Poncho.
Poncho liner.
1 each ghillie suit complete.
1 each protective mask/MOPP suit.
Foot powder.
Toiletries.
FM 23-10.

5-18. OPTIONAL EQUIPMENTCertain situations may require equipment for specialized tasks and isMETT-T dependent. The following equipment may prove useful indifferent climates/operational areas:M203 vest.
Desert camouflage netting.
Natural-colored burlap.
Glitter tape.
VS-17 panel.
Strobe light with filters.
Special patrol insertion/extraction system harness.
12-foot sling rope.
2 each snap links.
120-foot nylon rope.
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Lip/sunscreen.
Signal mirror.
Pen gun with flares.
Chemical lights (to include infrared).
Body armor/flak jacket.
Sniper veil.
Sewing kit.
Insect repellant.
Sleeping bag.
Knee and elbow pads.
Survival kit.
Rifle drag bag.
Pistol silencer/suppressor.
2.5-pounds C4 with caps, cord, fuze, and igniter.
Rifle biped/tripod.
Empty sandbags.
Hearing protection (earmuffs).
Thermometer.
Laser range finder.
Thermal imager.
Pocket binoculars.
35-mm automatic loading camera with appropriate lenses and film.
½-inch camcorder with accessories.
Satellite communications equipment.
Short-range radio with earphone and whisper microphone.
Field-expedient antennas.
Information reporting formats.
Encryption device for radio.

5-19. SPECIAL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT (MOUT)For operations in urban areas, the following tools and equipment are mostuseful; however, they are subject to availabilityPry bar.
Pliers.
Screwdriver.
Rubber-headed hammer.
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Glass cutter.
Masonry drill and bits.
Metal shears.
Chisel.
Auger.
Lock pick, skeleton keys, cobra pick.
Bolt cutters.
Hacksaw or handsaw.
Sledgehammer.
Axe.
Ram.
Power saw.
Cutting torch.
Shotgun.
Spray paint.
Stethoscope.
Maps/street plans.
Photographs, aerial and panoramic.
Whistle.
Luminous tape.
Flex cuffs.
Padlocks.
Intrusion detection system (booby traps).
Portable spotlights.
Money.
Civilian attire.

5-20. ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT TRANSPORTThe planned use of air and vehicle drops and caching techniqueseliminates the need for the sniper team to carry extra equipment.Another method is to use the stay-behind technique when operating witha security patrol. (See Chapter 7.) Through coordination with thesecurity patrol leader, the team’s equipment may be distributed amongthe patrol members. On arrival at the ORP, the security patrol may leavebehind all mission-essential equipment. After completing the mission,the team may cache the equipment for later pickup, or it may be returnedthe same way it was brought in.
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CHAPTER 6
OPERATIONS

The SEO aids the sniper team in coordination of air supportavailable for the three phases of operations: insertion, execution,and extraction and recovery. These techniques may be limited bythe type of unit to which the sniper team is assigned, depending onthe unit's resources. The team should adhere to the plan outlinedin this chapter.
Section IINSERTION

Insertion is the first critical phase of sniper operations. Regardless of themission, the team must pass through terrain where the enemy may usesophisticated detection devices. The selected method of insertiondepends on the mission, enemy situation, resources available, weather andterrain, depth of penetration, and mission priority.
6-1. PLANNING INSERTIONThe preferred method of insertion is the one that best reduces the chanceof detection. To provide the most current and specific details on the targetarea and infiltration routes from all sources, the headquarters and thesniper team adhere to the following:a. Intelligence. Base operational plans on timely and accurateintelligence. Place special emphasis on efforts to obtain information on theenemy’s ability to detect forces inserted by air, water, or land. The locationand capabilities of air defense radar and weapons systems are critical.b. Deception. Make plans to deny the enemy knowledge of the sniperteam’s insertion or to deceive him as to the location or intent ofthe operation. False insertions and other cover operations (such as airstrikes, ground attacks, and air assault operations), as well as the use of
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multiple routes and means of insertion, ECM, and false transmissions,contribute to sniper deception plans. Select unexpected means ofinsertion, times, places, and routes, coupled with speed and mobility tohelp deceive the enemy. Also include in plans diversionary fires to directthe enemy’s attention away from the team. Specific techniques may includethe following(1) Multiple airdrops, water landings, or both.(2) Dispersion of insertion craft (air or water) if more than one, bothin time and location.(3) Landing a force in an area closer to other potential targets thanto the actual targets.(4) Leaks of false information.(5) False landings or insertions.(6) Diversionary actions, such as air strikes in other areas.(7) Increased reconnaissance flights over false areas.
c. Speed and Mobility. Tailor individual loads to enhance speed andmobility, and balance these loads with the mission-related items necessaryto achieve success. Speed is essential to limit the amount of time requiredto insert the team. If possible, carry only what is needed immediately andcache the rest to be retrieved.d. Stealth. Stress stealth to avoid detection or interception by theenemy at the time of insertion during movement along routes and whiletraveling from the insertion area to the target area.e. Suppression. Suppress enemy detection devices, weaponssystems, and command and control facilities by electronic jamming or bysuppressive fires. This detracts from the enemy’s ability to discoverthe team during infiltration. Deception techniques contribute tosuppression activities.f. Security. Emphasize security measures to prevent compromise ofthe impending operation during preparation. This includes the securityof rehearsal and training sites. Some measures that maybe used to assistin maintaining security areas follows:(1) Restrict access to the isolation area during planning.(2) Brief details of the operation to the team in the isolation area.(3) Limit knowledge of planned operations on a need-to-know basis.
g. Reconnaissance, Surveillance, and Target Acquisition. Increase theuse of RSTA equipment to detect and avoid enemy forces and theirdetection devices. Use passive night vision devices to achieve rapidassembly and reorganization. Also use these devices to help control andspeed of movement and to traverse seemingly impassable terrain.
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h. Rehearsals. Ensure rehearsals parallel, as close as possible, theactual conditions of insertion or extraction. Conduct rehearsals onterrain similar to that in the target area.i. Sand Tables. Use sand tables in the planning phase since they areeffective for orienting the team on unfamiliar DZs and surrounding terrain.The use of sand tables and terrain models enhance orderly and rapid assemblyon the ground during the issuance of prejump orders and briefings.
6-2. AIR INSERTIONAir insertion is the fastest way to infiltrate. Sniper teams and equipment maybe delivered by parachute (static-line or free-fall technique), fixed-wing(air landing), or helicopter (air landing, rappelling, or parachuting).a. Special Factors. When planning an air insertion, headquartersconsiders several factors.(1) A primary danger area is the perimeter (frontier area) where theenemy uses the most sophisticated weapons systems and air defenses.(a) Suppression of enemy air defense maybe necessary along theinfiltration corridor. This is done by a variety of sophisticated counter-measures applied against enemy equipment and by strikes against knownenemy positions. Artillery, aircraft, or naval gunfire may provide assistance.(b) Fire support, smoke screens, and suppressive measures may becritical since most of the enemy’s detection devices and air defenseweapons may be near the point of entry. Special equipment may berequired to counter the enemy’s RSTA effort whether moving by air,water, or land.

(2) If this area is within artillery or NGF range, fires should beplanned on known and suspected enemy antiaircraft locations and onprominent landforms along the route.(3) All flights over enemy territory should be routed overunoccupied areas, if possible. Flights should be planned to complementcover and deception phases and to avoid enemy air defenses.(4) Since the sniper team depends on the transporting unit duringthis phase, snipers must coordinate all aspects of the air insertion withthese units. To lower the chances of detection, the team makes thegreatest use of reduced visibility, tactical cover, and deception. Drop zonesand landing zones should be behind tree lines, in small forest clearings,or on other inconspicuous terrain.(5) The sniper team considers the chance of in-flight emergencies.It must know the route and the checkpoints along the route. The teamestablishes simple ground assembly plans for contingencies beforeboarding. In an emergency, the SEO decides whether to continue or
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abort the mission. In the absence of the SEO, the sniper makes thedecision based on METT-T factors, contingency plans, and the distance tothe target as compared to the distance back to forward friendly lines.Contingency provisions should be made for air and water rescue as well.
b. Special Airborne Assault Techniques. In airborne insertionsduring limited visibility, the headquarters emphasizes special delivery ornavigational techniques.(1) With the AWADS, personnel and equipment can be air-droppedduring bad weather, even during zero-visibility conditions. Insertions maybe made (day or night) without a pre-positioned USAF combat controlteam or an Army assault team. The supporting air unit requires bothextensive DZ intelligence and significant lead time. All forces involvedmust thoroughly plan and coordinate the operation.(2) HALO or HAHO jumps with high-performance parachutes allowparachutists to maneuver to a specific point on the ground. During theseoperations, they can use midair assembly procedures.
c. Assembly. The sniper team must be able to assemble andreorganize quickly and precisely because of its vulnerability to detection.The team develops assembly plans after careful consideration of METT-Tfactors, especially the location of the enemy, visibility, terrain, DZinformation, dispersion pattern, and cross-loading. The number ofassembly areas depends on the location, the size of available assemblyareas, and the enemy’s detection ability.(1) Terrain association may be used as a backup method of designatingassembly areas, but it has obvious disadvantages if the unit misses the DZor if an in-flight change in mission dictates use of a new drop zone.(2) A night vision plan is needed during landing, assembly, andmovement in reduced visibility.(3) Cold weather airborne insertion is difficult. Allocated timesmust be increased by at least 30 minutes for cold weather insertions.(4) The team must be aware of the location of the assembly areas inrelation to the direction of flight of the insertion aircraft. The directionof flight is 12 o’clock.
(5) During parachute insertion, team members must be ready forenemy engagement at all times, especially on the DZ. Immediate-actiondrills are required to counter enemy contact on the DZ.
d. Planning. The reverse planning process is of paramountimportance for the ground tactical plan. The ground tactical plan, asdeveloped from the mission assessment, is the first planning area to beconsidered. All other planning begins from this point.
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(1) The selection of PZs or LZs requires adequate planning andcoordination for effective use of air assets. Site selection must becoordinated face-to-face between the sniper team and the supportingaviation commander. The tactical situation is the key planning factor;others include the following:Size of landing points.
Surface conditions.
Ground slopes
Approach and departure directions.
Aircraft command and control.
PZ and LZ identification.
Rehearsals.

(2) The air movement plan coordinates movement of the team intothe zone of action in a sequence that supports the landing plan.Key considerations are flight routes, air movement tables, flightformation, in-flight abort plan, altitude, and air speed.
(3) The landing plan introduces the team into the target area at theproper time and place. Rehearsals cannot be overemphasized. The teamrapidly assembles, reorganizes, and leaves the insertion site. Fire support,if available, may be artillery, NGF, attack helicopters, or USAFtactical aircraft. The fire support plan must support all other plans.Supporting fires must be thoroughly coordinated with the airmission commander. Other planning considerations are evasion andescape, actions at the last LZ, assembly plan, downed aircraft procedures,control measures, weather delays, deception plans, and OPSEC.

6-3. AMPHIBIOUS INSERTIONWater insertion may be by surface swimming, small boat, submarine,surface craft, helocasting, or a combination thereof. The sniper teamneeds detailed information to plan and execute a small-boatlanding, which is the most difficult phase of a waterborne insertion.Close coordination is required with naval support units.
a. Planning. While on the transporting craft, the team plans for allpossible enemy actions and weather. Initial planning includes the following:
(1) Time schedule. The time schedule of all events from thebeginning until the end of the operation is used as a planning guide.Accurate timing for each event is critical to the success of the operation.
(2) Embarkation point. The embarkation point is the point where theteam enters the transporting craft.
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(3) Drop Site. The drop site is the site where the team leaves theprimary craft and loads into a smaller boat.
(4) Landing site. The landing site is the site where the team beachesthe boat or lands directly from amphibious craft.(5) Loading. Loads and lashings, with emphasis on waterproofing,are followed IAW unit SOPs. Supervisors must perform inspections.
b. Beach Landing Site Selection. The beach landing site must allowundetected approach. When possible, the team avoids landing sites thatcannot be approached from several different directions. The site chosenallows insertion without enemy detection. If sand beaches are used,tracks and other signs must be erased that may compromise the mission.Rural, isolated areas are preferred. The coastal area behind the landingsite should provide a concealed avenue of exit. Other factors consideredin each selection include enemy dispositions, distance to the target area,characteristics of landing and exit sites, and availability of cover andconcealment.c. Tactical Deception. Besides the water approach route plan, plansmust deny the enemy knowledge of the insertion. This may include useof ECM or diversionary fire support to direct the enemy’s attention awayfrom the insertion site.d. Routes. The route to the drop site should be planned to deceive theenemy. If possible, the route should be similar to that used in other types ofnaval operations (minelaying, sweeping, or patrolling). A major route changeimmediately after the team’s debarkation may compromise the mission.e. Navigation. Ship-to-shore navigation (to the landing site) maybeaccomplished by dead reckoning to a shoreline silhouette or radar.f. Actions at the Drop Site. Primary and alternate drop sites must beagreed upon. The drop site should be at least 1,500 meters offshore toprevent compromise by noise during loading and launching. (Some operationsmay permit landing directly from the transporting craft on shore.) If theenemy has surface radar capability, the drop site may need to be severalmiles offshore, or the use of ECM may be required.g. Actions at the Beach Landing Site. To plan actions at the landingsite, the team must consider the following:Actions during movement to the beach.

Noise and light discipline.
Navigational techniques and responsibilities.
Actions on the beach.
Plan for unloading boats (SOP).
Plan for disposal or camouflage of boats.
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h. Actions on the Beach. Once on the beach, sniper team membersmove to a covered and concealed security position to defend the landing site.The sniper team then conducts a brief listening halt and checks the beachlanding area for signs of enemy activity. The team may deflate, bury, orcamouflage the boat near the landing site or away from it, depending on theenemy situation, the terrain, and the time available. If the boat is to bedisposed of or hidden near the landing site, a member must be designated todig a hole or cut brush for camouflage. After the boat is disposed of, adesignated team member sweeps the beach to erase tracks and drag marks.i. Insertion by Air From Ship. Helicopters launched from a ship mayextend the range of sniper teams. They may be vectored from ships to apredetermined LZ. Once in the air, other aspects of landing andassembling are the same as for air movement operations.j. Helocasting. Helocasting combines a helicopter and small boat inthe same operation. It is planned and conducted much the same as airmovement operations, except that the LZ is in the water. While ahelicopter moves at low levels (20 feet) and low speeds (20 knots), thesniper team launches a small boat and enters the water. Members thenassemble, climb into the boat, and continue the mission.k. Contingency Planning. The following contingencies must becovered in the planning stage:Enemy contact en route.
Hot helocast site.
Flares.
Aerial attack.
Small arms.
Indirect fire.
Downed aircraft procedure (if applicable).
Evasion and escape.
High surf.
Adverse weather.
Separation.

l. Rehearsals. The team must rehearse all aspects of the amphibiousinsertion to include boat launching, paddling, boat commands, capsizedrills, beaching, and assembly.
6-4. LAND INSERTIONLand insertion from a departure point to the target area sometimes maybe the best (or only) way to accomplish a mission. Normally, this is
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so when the enemy has total air superiority or has established effectiveair defenses. The sniper team can accomplish land insertions over anytype of terrain, in any climate. However, thick forests, swamps, andbroken or steep terrain probably offer the best chance of success.a. Planning. Plans for overland movement enable the sniper teamto move to the target area with the least risk of detection. Planningconsiderations include the following
(1) Selecting concealed primary and alternate routes based on detailedmap reconnaissance and aerial photographs, ground reconnaissance, anddata on the enemy situation from other sources.
(2) Avoiding obstacles, populated areas, silhouetting enemy positions,main avenues of approach, and movements along heavily populatedroutes and trails.
(3) Selecting the time of insertion to take advantage of reducedvisibility and reduced alertness. The time is especially important duringcritical phases while passing through populated areas.
(4) Knowing routes, rendezvous points (and alternates), timeschedules, danger areas, and the enemy situation are critical to speedand stealth.
(5) Providing centralized coordination to ensure that members actIAW cover and deception plans. Insertion by land is characterized bycentralized planning and decentralized execution.
b. Actions on Enemy Contact. Once beyond the FFL, the sniperteam must be alert to avoid detection while en route to the target area.If the sniper team becomes aware of the enemy, it must try to move awaywithout an alert. The sniper team fights only when there is no alternative.Then, it breaks contact as quickly as possible. Following enemy contact,the sniper contacts the SEO for a decision to abort or continuethe mission. If continuing the mission, the sniper team may have toestablish a temporary position for resupply, extraction, or evacuationof wounded.
c. Stay-Behind Technique. The sniper team applies the stay-behindtechnique when the team moves with a security patrol. The teamestablishes an ORP, caches nonessential equipment, and changes intoghillie suits to prepare for movement to the TFFP. Once this isaccomplished, the security patrol departs for a predetermined location toact as a quick-reaction force for the team or returns to its operational base.Use of this technique requires the following considerations:Noise and light discipline.

Avoidance of enemy contact.
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Timing.
Rough, inaccessible terrain.
Medical evacuation.
Communications.
Method of extraction.
Evasion and escape.

d. Actions at the Insertion. The sniper team develops a detailedassembly plan, basing it on the insertion method and the terrain at theinsertion site.(1) The sniper team selects an assembly area that can be identifiedat night and is near the insertion site. It uses this assembly area if teammembers become separated during the insertion. During parachuteinsertion, the sniper team uses the assembly area as an assembly point.(2) The sniper team also designates an initial rally point that can beidentified at night. The rally point is normally no closer than severalhundred meters from the insertion site. The team uses the IRP forassembly if the insertion site is attacked either on insertion or shortly afterdeparting the insertion site.(3) When the insertion is complete, the sniper team accounts forequipment and supplies, and ensures any injuries are treated. If adisabling injury occurs during insertion, the sniper must decide, based onguidance, whether to continue the mission or to request extraction.(4) The sniper team’s most critical task is verifying the team’s location.The sniper verifies his location at the insertion site or after moving awayfrom the site.(5) The sniper team sterilizes the site and caches or discardsnonessential equipment. The preferred method is to bury discardsaway from the insertion site. The sniper team must camouflage thecache site.(6) The sniper team departs the insertion site, then halts to listen forsounds of pursuit and to become familiar with local sounds. It establishesa primary azimuth and immediately begins information collectionactivities and map update.
6-5. VEHICLE INSERTIONVehicle insertion uses wheeled or tracked vehicles to transport the sniperteam to its insertion site. Wheeled or tracked vehicle insertion requiresthe same planning considerations used in other insertion techniques.The team risks compromise if it uses vehicle insertion beyond the FLOTdue to noise. Enemy OPs and scout elements can easily detect and
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prevent infiltration of the sniper team. However, this technique can beeffectively used in support of immediate battle operations by usingdeceptive measures.
Section IIEXECUTION

The execution phase consists of movement from the insertion site to thetarget area, mission execution, and movement to the extraction site.
6-6. MOVEMENT TO TARGET AREAAfter leaving the insertion site, the sniper team transmits an initial entryreport as required by unit SOP. This report ensures operable radioequipment and provides the team’s status at the same time.a. Route Selection. No matter which means of insertion, the selectionof the route to the target area is critical.(1) Enemy location, detection devices, and defensive capabilities;terrain; weather; and man-made obstacles are all to be considered whenselecting the primary and alternate routes. En route checkpoints areselected to keep track of the team.

(2) The team uses NODs to operate during reduced visibility.The team’s extensive training and land navigation skills allow it to rapidlytraverse rugged terrain and to avoid detection.
b. Movement Interval. The interval between sniper team membersmay vary during movement into the target area. It is based on visibility,terrain, and enemy disposition. The team keys movement to thefollowing rules, which should be discussed in detail in the sniper SOP.
(1) Maintain visual contact at a normal interval. (Intervals canexpand and contract based on terrain and visibility.)
(2) Always maintain noise and light discipline.
(3) Observe the assigned sector of responsibility.(4) React together (for example, when one gets down, they bothget down.)
(5) Ensure the sniper team leader positions himself to the rear ofthe observer.
(6) Move on routes that best conceal movement from enemyobservation and cover movement from direct enemy fire.
(7) Ensure the interval between members closes when movingthrough obstructions (darkness, smoke, heavy brush, narrow passes, andmine fields); ensure the interval opens when obstructions to movementand control lessen.
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c. Movement Security. Each sniper team member must be securityconscious, maintaining constant all-round security. During movement,each team member is responsible for an assigned security sector.The sniper team’s route makes the best use of cover and concealment, andsecurity or listening halts are made, as needed. Personal and equipmentcamouflage is enforced at all times.d. Arm-and-Hand Signals. The sniper establishes standardarm-and-hand signals to reduce oral communications and to assistin control. These signals should conform to those listed in FM 21-75 andthe sniper SOP.
6-7. OCCUPATION OF POSITIONThe tentative final firing position, ORP, and route are selected during themission planning phase by map and aerial photograph reconnaissance.The sniper team moves close to the TFFP and sets up an objectiverally point. It then moves forward to search for a TFFP, ensuring the siteis suitable and the target area can be observed at ground level. At thispoint, the TFFP becomes an FFP. Reconnaissance should be madeduring limited visibility. The team returns to the ORP, secures allmission-essential equipment, and moves to the FFP and occupies it.The sniper team watches and listens for the enemy before constructingthe hide position (METT-T dependent).
6-8. SITE SELECTIONSelection of the firing position is METT-T dependent. As a minimum, thesniper team uses the following criteria when selecting an FFP:a. Ensures that an unrestricted observation of the target areais possible. The team can then place the designated target area underconstant, effective surveillance and within the range of RSTA devices andthe sniper’s weapon system.b. Selects an area that provides a concealed entrance and exit routes.c. Avoids man-made objects.d. Avoids dominant or unusual terrain features.e. Selects an area that is dry, or has good drainage and is not proneto flooding.f. Selects an area that the enemy would not occupy.g. Avoids the skyline or blending backgrounds.h. Avoids roads or trails.i. Avoids natural lines of movement (gullies, draws, or any terrainthat affords easy foot movement).j. Selects an area in which the team cannot be easily trapped.
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k. Ensures it has a natural obstacle to vehicles between the FFP andthe target area, if possible (roadside ditch, fence, wall, stream, or river).1. Selects an area downwind of inhabited areas, if possible.m. Selects an area in or near a suitable communications site.n. Avoids the normal line of vision of the enemy in the target area.o. Selects an area near a source of water.
6-9. REPORTSThe sniper team follows the communications procedures as outlined inthe unit SOP. The team members must ensure that communications aremaintained throughout the mission by the use of directional antennas,masking, and burst transmissions.a. The sniper team does not analyze information it only collects andreports based on SIR. The team must format information reporting IAWthe unit SOP and the type of communications equipment used.b. Other reports that the sniper team may use, such as emergencyresupply, communication checks, and emergency extraction, should alsobe formatted IAW the SOP.
6-10. MOVEMENT TO EXTRACTION SITEMovement to a planned extraction site will be necessary in many operations.The sniper team must observe the principles of route selection andmovement security.a. Priorities. The time that a sniper team remains beyond the FFLdepends on its mission and equipment. The extraction is critical from astandpoint of morale and mission accomplishment. Plans for extractionby air, ground, or water are made before the operation, with alternateplans for contingencies such as the evacuation of sick or injured personnel.During the mission, the sniper may be faced with an unforeseen situationthat may demand the utmost in flexibility, discipline, and leadership.b. Code Words. Each sniper team is given code words in the OPORDfor use during extraction. For example, one code word may mean that theteam is at its pickup zone. Another may mean that both the primary andalternate pickup zones are compromised and to abort the extraction.c. No Communication. When a sniper team has missed a certainnumber of required transmissions, the operations section assumes thatthe team has a communications problem, is in trouble, or both. At thattime, the no-communication extraction plan is used.d. Alternatives. Extraction of the sniper team may be by meansother than air. The OPORD may specify to extract the team by land orwater, or to link up with friendly forces in an offensive operation. Any of
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these means may also be planned as alternates to avoid capture or if thesniper team cannot be extracted by air.e. Ground Extraction. Despite the desirability of extracting theteam by aircraft or linkup, use of these methods may be prevented bysecurity of the sniper team, poor communications, or enemy air defense.The sniper team must be thoroughly trained in exfiltration techniques sothey can walk out, either one at a time or together.
Section IIIEXTRACTION AND RECOVERY

The sniper team performs an extraction as quickly as possible after themission is accomplished. An extraction site is always planned andcoordinated with supporting forces. However, the situation may dictate thatthe sniper decides whether to use the planned extraction site or to exfiltrate.
6-11. PLANNINGThe sniper team must be prepared to exfiltrate over predetermined landroutes to friendly lines as a team (or individually) or to exfiltrate to anarea for extraction by air or water. Planning includes the following:a. Distance. Distance may prevent an all-land exfiltration. The initialphase may be by land, ending in extraction by air or water.b. Terrain. The terrain is important in selecting extraction means.The extraction site must offer favorable tactical considerations, tide data,PZ suitability, and cover from enemy direct-fire weapons. The sniperteam uses the most unlikely terrain for extraction such as swamps, jungles,and mountain areas.c. Enemy. Enemy pressure can develop during the extraction.Detailed plans must be made for contingency exfiltrations forced bythe enemy.d. Evasion and Escape. Preinsertion planning must include thedevelopment of a viable evasion and escape plan. The sniper team mustdo the following(1) Checks all factors that deal with survival and evasion opportunities.(2) Devises an evasion and escape plan that provides the best chanceof survival and return to friendly lines in view of the hazards involved andmission objectives.(3) Becomes familiar with the evasion and escape plans.
6-12. EVASION AND ESCAPE PLANEach mission has its specific problems associated with evasion and escape.The plan must conform to these unique problems while exploiting
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individual abilities, training of sniper team members, and supporting airor boat crews. The following general rules apply to evasion and escapeplans for sniper operations:a. The purpose of the plan is to attempt to save the individual whocan no longer complete the assigned mission.b. When sniper teams are behind enemy lines, the most successfulescapes may involve air or water movement away from enemy-held territory.c. Evasion and escape plans involve the following three phases:
(1) Phase one occurs during entry into the target area.
(2) Phase two occurs near the target area. It allows the sniper teamto pursue its mission with a reasonable chance of success.
(3) Phase three occurs after the mission is accomplished. It is oftenthe most difficult time to evade and escape.
d. The sniper team may be required to hide for several days to allowthe enemy to become complacent before the team tries to move.e. In selecting extraction sites, the sniper considers the danger ofcompromising other activities. He must prepare alternate plans forunforeseen developments.

6-13. AIR OR WATER EXTRACTIONExtraction by air or water is favored when resources are available andwhen it will not compromise the mission.a. Other considerations that favor this method areas follows:(1) Long distances must be covered.
(2) The time of return is essential.(3) The enemy does not have air and naval superiority.(4) Heavily populated hostile areas obstruct exfiltration.
(5) The team cannot be resupplied.
(6) Casualties must be extracted.
b. Several techniques maybe used to extract the team.
(1) Helicopter landing is the best method since the sniper team andits equipment can board the helicopter quickly.(2) The troop ladder is the second best method. It lets sniper teammembers board the helicopter, but the helicopter can liftoff while snipersare still on the ladder.
(3) The STABO extraction system allows rapid pickup of one to foursoldiers, who are suspended on lines beneath the helicopter. Soldiers arepicked up and moved to an area where the helicopter can land. The sniperteam then boards the helicopter.
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(4) The jungle penetrator retrieves soldiers from areas wherehelicopters cannot land. It can pickup 1 to 3 persons at a time.(5) The SPIES can extract soldiers from areas where helicopterscannot land. It can pickup 1 to 10 soldiers at a time.
6-14. LAND EXFILTRATIONThis method is favored when snipers are not too far from friendly lines orno other means of extraction is available. It is also used when the terrainprovides cover and concealment for foot movement and limits theemployment of enemy mobile units against the exfiltrating team.Other considerations favoring this method are as follows:a. Areas along exfiltration routes are uninhabited.b. The enemy force is widely dispersed or is under such pressure thatit is difficult for them to concentrate against the exfiltrating team.c. The enemy force can stop an air or water extraction.
6-15. VEHICLE EXTRACTIONVehicle extraction involves the exfiltration of the sniper team to anextraction site for extraction by a wheeled or tracked vehicle.Planning and coordination must be made during the preinsertion phase.Contingency plans must also be made to avoid compromise or anyunforeseen situations.
6-16. RECOVERYRecovery is the last phase of a sniper operation. It consists of the sniperteam’s return to the operations base, debriefing, equipment maintenanceand turn-in, and stand-down. At the end of this phase, the sniper teamprepares for future missions. (See Chapter 5.)
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CHAPTER 7
COMMUNICATIONS

The basic requirement of combat communications is to providerapid, reliable, and secure interchange of information.
Section IFIELD-EXPEDIENT ANTENNAS

Communications are a vital aspect in successful mission accomplishment.The information in this section helps the sniper team maintain effectivecommunications and correct any radio antenna problems.
7-1. REPAIR TECHNIQUESAntennas are sometimes broken or damaged, causing either acommunications failure or poor communications. If a spare antenna isavailable, the damaged antenna is replaced. When there is no spare, thesniper team may have to construct an emergency antenna. The followingparagraphs contain suggestions for repairing antennas and antennasupports and the construction and adjustment of emergency antennas.

DANGERSERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH CAN RESULT FROMCONTACT WITH THE RADIATING ANTENNA OF AMEDIUM-POWER OR HIGH-POWER TRANSMITTER.TURN THE TRANSMITTER OFF WHILE MAKINGADJUSTMENTS TO THE ANTENNA.
a. Whip Antennas. When a whip antenna is broken into twosections, the part of the antenna that is broken off can be connected tothe part attached to the base by joining the sections. (Use the method
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shown in A, Figure 7-1, when both parts of the broken whip are availableand usable.) (Use the method in B, Figure 7-1, when the part of the whipthat was broken off is lost or when the whip is so badly damaged that itcannot be used.) To restore the antenna to its original length, a piece ofwire is added that is nearly the same length as the missing part of the whip.The pole support is then lashed securely to both sections of the antenna.The two antenna sections are cleaned thoroughly to ensure good contactbefore connecting them to the pole support. If possible, the connectionsare soldered.

b. Wire Antennas. Emergency repair of a wire antenna may involvethe repair or replacement of the wire used as the antenna or transmissionline; or the repair or replacement of the assembly used to supportthe antenna.(1) When one or more wires of an antenna are broken, the antennacan be repaired by reconnecting the broken wires. To do this, lower theantenna to the ground, clean the ends of the wires, and twist thewires together. Whenever possible, solder the connection.
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(2) If the antenna is damaged beyond repair, construct a new one.Make sure that the length of the wires of the substitute antenna are thesame length as those of the original.(3) Antenna supports may also require repair or replacement.A substitute item may be used in place of a damaged support and, ifproperly insulated, can be of any material of adequate strength. If theradiating element is not properly insulated, field antennas may be shortedto ground and be ineffective. Many commonly found items can be usedas field-expedient insulators. The best of these items are plastic or glassto include plastic spoons, buttons, bottle necks, and plastic bags.Though less effective than plastic or glass but still better than no insulatorat all are wood and rope. The radiating element—the actual antennawire-should touch only the antenna terminal and should be physicallyseparated from all other objects, other than the supporting insulator.(See Figure 7-2 for various methods of making emergency insulators.)

7-2. CONSTRUCTION AND ADJUSTMENTSniper teams may use the following methods to construct andadjust antennas.a. Construction.The best kinds of wire for antennas are copper andaluminum. In an emergency, however, snipers use any type of wire thatis available.
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(1) The exact length of most antennas is critical. The emergencyantenna should be the same length as the antenna it replaces.(2) Antennas supported by trees can usually survive heavy windstorms if the trunk of a tree or a strong branch is used as a support.To keep the antenna taut and to prevent it from breaking or stretching asthe trees sway, the sniper attaches a spring or old inner tube to one endof the antenna. Another technique is to pass a rope through a pulleyor eyehook. The rope is attached to the end of the antenna and loadedwith a heavyweight to keep the antenna tightly drawn.(3) Guidelines used to hold antenna supports are made of ropeor wire. To ensure the guidelines will not affect the operation of theantenna, the sniper cuts the wire into several short lengths and connectsthe pieces with insulators.
b. Adjustment. An improvised antenna may change the performanceof a radio set. The following methods can be used to determine if theantenna is operating properly(1) A distant station may be used to test the antenna. If the signalreceived from this station is strong, the antenna is operating satisfactorily.If the signal is weak, the sniper adjusts the height and length of the antennaand the transmission line to receive the strongest signal at a given settingon the volume control of the receiver. This is the best method of tuningan antenna when transmission is dangerous or forbidden.(2) In some radio sets, the sniper uses the transmitter to adjustthe antenna. First, he sets the controls of the transmitter to normal; then,he tunes the system by adjusting the antenna height, the antenna length,and the transmission line length to obtain the best transmission output.

7-3. FIELD-EXPEDIENT OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNASVertical antennas are omnidirectional. The omnidirectional antennatransmits and receives equally well in all directions. Most tacticalantennas are vertical; for example, the man-pack portable radio uses avertical whip and so do the vehicular radios in tactical vehicles. A verticalantenna can be made by using a metal pipe or rod of the correct length,held erect by means of guidelines. The lower end of the antenna shouldbe insulated from the ground by placing it on a large block of wood orother insulating material. A vertical antenna may also be a wiresupported by a tree or a wooden pole (Figure 7-3). For short verticalantennas, the pole may be used without guidelines (if properly supportedat the base). If the length of the vertical mast is not long enough tosupport the wire upright, it may be necessary to modify the connection atthe top of the antenna (Figure 7-4). (See FM 24-18.)
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a. End-Fed Half-Wave Antenna. An emergency, end-fed half-waveantenna (Figure 7-5, page 7-6) can be constructed from available materialssuch as field wire, rope, and wooden insulators. The electrical length of
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this antenna is measured from the antenna terminal on the radio set tothe far end of the antenna. The best performance can be obtained byconstructing the antenna longer than necessary and then shortening it, asrequired, until the best results are obtained. The ground terminal of theradio set should be connected to a good earth ground for this antenna tofunction efficiently.

b. Center-Fed Doublet Antenna. The center-fed doublet is ahalf-wave antenna consisting of two quarter wavelength sections on eachside of the center (Figure 7-6). Doublet antennas are directionalbroadside to their length, which makes the vertical doublet antennaomnidirectional. This is because the radiation pattern is doughnut-shapedand bidirectional.
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(1) Compute the length of a half-wave antenna by using the formulain paragraph 7-5. Cut the wires as close as possible to the correct length;this is very important.(2) Uses transmission line for conducting electrical energy from onepoint to another and for transferring the output of a transmitter toan antenna. Although it is possible to connect an antenna directly to atransmitter, the antenna is usually located some distance away.(3) Support center-fed half-wave FM antennas entirely with piecesof wood. (A horizontal antenna of this type is shown in A, Figure 7-7,page 7-8, and a vertical antenna in B, Figure 7-7.) Rotate these antennasto any position to obtain the best performance.(a) If the antenna is erected vertically, bring out the transmission linehorizontally from the antenna for a distance equal to at least one-half ofthe antenna’s length before it is dropped down to the radio set.(b) The half-wave antenna is used with FM radios (Figure 7-8,page 7-8). It is effective in heavily wooded areas to increase the range ofportable radios. Connect the top guidelines to a limb or pass it over thelimb and connect it to the tree trunk or a stake.
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7-4. FIELD-EXPEDIENT DIRECTIONAL ANTENNASThe vertical half-rhombic antenna (Figure 7-9) and the long-wireantenna (Figure 7-10) are two field-expedient directional antennas.These antennas consist of a single wire, preferably two or morewavelengths long, supported on poles at a height of 3 to 7 meters (10 to20 feet) above the ground. The antennas will, however, operatesatisfactorily as low as 1 meter (about 3 feet) above the ground—theradiation pattern is directional. The antennas are used mainly for eithertransmitting or receiving high-frequency signals.
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a. The V antenna (Figure 7-11) is another field-expedient directionalantenna. It consists of two wires forming a V with the open area of the Vpointing toward the desired direction of transmission or reception.To make construction easier, the legs should slope downward from theapex of the V; this is called a sloping-V antenna (Figure 7-12). The anglebetween the legs varies with the length of the legs to achieve maximumperformance. (to determine the angle and the length of the legs, use thetable in Table 7-l.)b. When the antenna is used with more than one frequency orwavelength, use an apex angle that is midway between the extreme angles
determined by the chart. To make the antenna radiate in only onedirection, add noninductive terminating resistors from the end of each leg(not at the apex) to ground. (See TM 11-666.)
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7-5. ANTENNA LENGTHThe length of an antenna must be considered in two ways: both a physicaland an electrical length. These two lengths are never the same. Thereduced velocity of the wave on the antenna and a capacitive effect (knownas end effect) make the antenna seem longer electrically than it isphysically. The contributing factors are the ratio of the diameter of theantenna to its length and the capacitive effect of terminal equipment, suchas insulators and clamps, used to support the antenna.
a. To calculate the physical length of an antenna, use a correction of0.95 for frequencies between 3.0 and 50.0 MHz The figures given beloware for a half-wave antenna.

Length (meters) = 150 x 0.95 = 142.5
Frequency in MHz Frequency in MHz

Length (feet) = 492 X 0.95 = 468
Frequency in MHz Frequency in MHz

b. Use the following formula to calculate the length of a long-wireantenna (one wavelength or longer) for harmonic operation:
Length (meters) = 150 (N–0.05)

Frequency in MHz
Length (feet) = 492 (N-0.05)

Frequency in MHz

N equals the number of half-wavelengths in the total length of theantenna. For example, if the number of half-wavelengths is 3 andthe frequency in MHz is 7, then—

Length (meters) = 150(N-0.05) = 1 50(3-.05) =
Frequency in MHz 7

150 X 2.95 = 442.50 = 63.2 meters
7 7
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7-6. ANTENNA ORIENTATIONIf the azimuth of the radio path is not provided, the azimuth should bedetermined by the best available means. The accuracy required indetermining the azimuth of the path depends on the radiation pattern ofthe directional antenna. In transportable operation, the rhombic and Vantennas may have such a narrow beam as to require great accuracy inazimuth determination. The antenna should be erected for thecorrect azimuth. Great accuracy is not required in erecting broad-beamantennas. Unless a line of known azimuth is available at the site, thedirection of the path is best determined by a magnetic compass.
7-7. IMPROVEMENT OF MARGINAL COMMUNICATIONSUnder certain situations, it may not be feasible to orient directionalantennas to the correct azimuth of the desired radio path. As a result,marginal communications may suffer. To improve marginal communi-cations, the following procedure can be used:a. Check, tighten, and tape cable couplings and connections.b. Return all transmitters and receivers in the circuit.c. Ensure antennas are adjusted for the proper operating frequency.d. Change the heights of antennas.e. Move the antenna a short distance away and in different locationsfrom its original location.

Section IIRADIO OPERATIONS UNDER UNUSUAL CONDITIONS
The possibility of being deployed to different parts of the world presentsmany problems for the sniper team due to extremes in climate and terrain.This section informs the sniper team of these common problems andpossible solutions to eliminate or reduce adverse effects.
7-8. ARCTIC AREASSingle-channel radio equipment has certain capabilities and limitationsthat must be carefully considered when operating in cold areas.However, in spite of limitations, radio is the normal means of commun-ications in such areas. One of the most important capabilities of the radio inArctic-like areas is its versatility. Man-packed radios can be carried to anypoint accessible by foot or aircraft. A limitation on radio communicationsthat radio operators must expect in extremely cold areas is interference byionospheric disturbances. These disturbances, known as ionosphericstorms, have a definite degrading effect on skywave propagation. Moreover,either the storms or the auroral (such as northern lights) activity can causecomplete failure of radio communications. Some frequencies may be
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blocked completely by static for extended periods during storm activity.Fading, caused by changes in the density and height of the ionosphere, canalso occur and may last from minutes to weeks. The occurrence of thesedisturbances is difficult to predict. When they occur, the use of alternatefrequencies and a greater reliance on FM or other means of communicationsare required.a. Antenna Installation. Antenna installation in Arctic-like areaspresents no serious problems. However, installing some antennas maytake longer because of adverse working conditions. Some suggestions forinstalling antennas in extremely cold areas areas follows:(1) Antenna cables must be handled carefully since they becomebrittle in low temperatures.(2) Whenever possible, antenna cables should be constructedoverhead to prevent damage from heavy snow and frost. Nylon ropeguidelines, if available, should be used in preference to cotton or hempbecause nylon ropes do not readily absorb moisture and are less likely tofreeze and break.(3) An antenna should have extra guidelines, supports, and anchorstakes to strengthen it to withstand heavy ice and wind.(4) Some radios (usually older generation radios) adjusted to aspecific frequency in a relatively warm place may drift off frequency whenexposed to extreme cold. Low battery voltage can also cause frequency drift.When possible, a radio should warmup several minutes before placing itinto operation. Since extreme cold tends to lower output voltage of a drybattery, warming the battery with body heat before operating the radio setcan reduce frequency drift.(5) Flakes or pellets of highly electrically charged snow is sometimesexperienced in northern regions. When these particles strike theantenna, the resulting electrical discharge causes a high-pitched staticroar that can blanket all frequencies. To overcome this static, antennaelements can be covered with polystyrene tape and shellac.
b. Maintenance Improvement in Arctic Areas. The maintenance ofradio equipment in extreme cold presents many problems. Radio setsmust be protected from blowing snow since snow will freeze to dials andknobs and blow into the wiring to cause shorts and grounds. Cords mustbe handled carefully as they may lose their flexibility in extreme cold.All radio equipment must be properly winterized. The appropriatetechnical manual should be checked for winterization procedures.Some suggestions for maintenance in Arctic areas include:(1) Batteries. The effect of cold weather conditions on wet and drycell batteries depends on the following factors: the type and kind of
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battery, the load on the battery, the specific use of the battery, and thedegree of exposure to cold temperatures.(2) Winterization. The radio set technical manual should rechecked forspecial precautions for operation in extremely cold climates. For example,normal lubricants may solidify and cause damage or malfunctions.They must be replaced with the recommended Arctic lubricants.(3) Microphone. Moisture from the sniper’s breath may freeze on theperforated cover plate of his microphone. Standard microphone coverscan be used to prevent this. If standard covers are not available, a suitablecover can be improvised from rubber or cellophane membranes or fromrayon or nylon cloth.(4) Breathing and sweating. A radio set generates heat when itis operated. When turned off, the air inside the radio set cools andcontracts, and draws cold air into the set from the outside. This iscalled breathing. When a radio breathes and the still-hot parts come incontact with subzero air, the glass, plastic, and ceramic parts of the set maycool too rapidly and break. When cold equipment is brought suddenlyinto contact with warm air, moisture condenses on the equipment parts.This is called sweating. Before cold equipment is brought into a heatedarea, it should be wrapped in a blanket or parka to ensure that it warmsgradually to reduce sweating. Equipment must be thoroughly dry beforeit is taken into the cold air or the moisture will freeze.
7-9. JUNGLE AREASRadio communications in jungle areas must be carefully planned, becausethe dense jungle growth reduces the range of radio transmission.However, since single-channel radio can be deployed in manyconfigurations, especially man-packed, it is a valuable communicationsasset. The capabilities and limitations of single-channel radio must becarefully considered when used by forces in a jungle environment.The mobility and various configurations in which a single-channel radiocan be deployed are its main advantages in jungle areas. Limitations onradio communications in jungle areas are due to the climate and thedensity of jungle growth. The hot and humid climate increasesmaintenance problems of keeping the equipment operable. Thick junglegrowth acts as a vertically polarized absorbing screen for radio frequencyenergy that, in effect, reduces transmission range. Therefore, increasedemphasis on maintenance and antenna siting is a must when operating injungle areas.a. Jungle Operational Techniques. The main problem in establishingradio communications in jungle areas is the siting of the antenna.
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The following techniques can be applied to improve communications inthe jungle:
(1) Locate antennas in clearings on the edge farthest from the distantstation and as high as possible.
(2) Keep antenna cables and connectors off the ground to lessen theeffects of moisture, fungus, and insects. This also applies to all power andtelephone cables.
(3) Use complete antenna systems, such as ground planes anddipoles, for more effect than fractional wavelength whip antennas.
(4) Clear vegetation from antenna sites. If an antenna touches anyfoliage, especially wet foliage, the signal will be grounded.
(5) When wet, vegetation acts like a vertically polarized screen andabsorbs much of a vertically polarized signal. Use horizontally polarizedantennas in preference to vertically polarized antennas.
b. Maintenance Improvement in the Jungle. Due to moisture andfungus, the maintenance of radio sets in tropical climates is more difficultthan intemperate climates The high relative humidity causes condensationto form on the equipment and encourages the growth of fungus.Operators and maintenance personnel should check appropriate technicalmanuals for special maintenance requirements. Some techniques forimproving maintenance in jungle areas follow:
(1) Keep the equipment as dry as possible and in lighted areas toretard fungus growth.
(2) Clear all air vents of obstructions so air can circulate to cool anddry the equipment.
(3) Keep connectors, cables, and bare metal parts as free of fungusgrowth as possible.
(4) Use moisture and fungus-proofing paint to protect equipmentafter repairs are made or when equipment is damaged or scratched.
c. Expedient Antennas. Sniper teams can improve their ability tocommunicate in the jungle by using expedient antennas. While moving, theteam is usually restricted to using the short and long antennas that comewith the radios. However, when not moving, snipers can use theseexpedient antennas to broadcast farther and to receive more clearly.However, an antenna that is not “tuned” or “cut” to the operatingfrequency is not as effective as the whips that are supplied with the radio.Circuits inside the radio “load” the whips properly so that they are “tuned”to give the greatest output. Whips are not as effective as a tuned doubletor tuned ground plane (namely RC 292-type), but the doublet or ground
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plane must be tuned to the operating frequency. This is especially criticalwith low-power radios such as the AN/PRC-77.
(1) Expedient 292-type antenna. The expedient 292-type antennawas developed for use in the jungle and, if used properly, can increasethe team’s ability to communicate. In its entirety, the antenna is bulky,heavy, and not acceptable for sniper team operations. The team can,however, carry only the mast head and antenna sections, mountingthese on wood poles or hanging them from trees; or, the team can makea complete expedient 292-type antenna (Figure 7-13, page 7-18), usingWD-1, wire, and other readily available material. The team can alsouse almost any plastic, glass, or rubber objects for insulators. Drywood is acceptable when nothing else is available. (See Figure 7-2 fortypes of insulators that may be used.) The following describes how tomake this antenna:
(a) Use the quick-reference table (Table 7-2, page 7-19) to determinethe length of the elements (one radiating and three ground planes) for thefrequency that will be used. Cut these elements (A, Figure 7-13,page 7-18) from WD-1 field wire (or similar wire). Cut spacing sticks(B, Figure 7-13) the same length. Place the ends of the sticks together toform a triangle and tie the ends with wire, tape, or rope. Attach aninsulator to each corner. Attach a ground-plane wire to each insulator.Bring the other ends of the ground-plane wires together, attach them toan insulator (C, Figure 7-13, page 7-18), and tie securely. Strip about3 inches of insulation from each wire and twist them together.
(b) Tie one end of the radiating element wire to the other side ofinsulator C and the other end to another insulator (D, Figure 7-13).Strip about 3 inches of insulation from the radiating element atinsulator C.
(c) Cut enough WD-1 field wire to reach from the proposed locationof the antenna to the radio set. Keep this line as short as possible, becauseexcess length reduces the efficiency of the system. Tie a knot at each endto identify it as the “hot” lead. Remove insulation from the “hot” wireand tie it to the radiating element wire at insulator C. Remove insulationfrom the other wire and attach it to the bare ground-plane element wiresat insulator C. Tape all connections and do not allow the radiatingelement wire to touch the ground-plane wires.
(d) Attach a rope to the insulator on the free end of the radiatingelement and toss the rope over the branches of a tree. Pull the antennaas high as possible, keeping the lead-in routed down through the triangle.Secure the rope to hold the antenna in place.
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(e) At the radio set, remove about 1 inch of insulation from the “hot”lead and about 3 inches of insulation from the other wire. Attach the“hot” line to the antenna terminal (doublet connector, if so labeled).Attach the other wire to the metal case-the handle, for example. Be sureboth connections are tight or secure.
(f) Set up correct frequency, turn on the set, and proceed withcommunications.

(2) Expedient patrol antenna. This is another antenna that is easyto carry and quick to set up (Figure 7-14, page 7-20). The two radiatingwires are cut to the length shown in Table 7-2 for the operatingfrequency. For the best results, the lead-in should extend at least 1.8meters (6 feet) at right angles (plus or minus 30 degrees) to theantenna section before dropping to the radio set. The easiest way toset up this antenna is to measure the length of the radiating elementsfrom one end of the lead-in (WD-1) and tie a knot at that point. Thetwo wires are separated: one is lifted vertically by a rope and insulator;
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the other is held down by a rock or other weight and a rope and insulator.The antenna should be as high as possible. The other end of thelead-in is attached to the radio set as described in paragraph 7-9c(l),expedient 292-type antenna.
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7-10. DESERT AREASRadio is usually the primary means of communications in the desert. It canbe employed effectively in desert climate and terrain to provide a highlymobile means of communications demanded by widely dispersed forces.a. Techniques for Better Operations. For the best operation in thedesert, radio antennas should be located on the highest terrain available.In the desert, transmitters using whip antennas lose one-fifth to one-thirdof their normal range due to the poor electrical grounding common to desertterrain. For this reason, complete antenna systems must be used such ashorizontal dipoles and vertical antennas with adequate counterpoises.b. Equipment Considerations. Some radios automatically switch ontheir second blower fan if their internal temperature rises too high.Normally, this happens only in temperate climates when the radiosare transmitting. This may disturb soldiers unaccustomed to radiooperation in the desert environment. Operation of the second fan,however, is quite normal. Radio frequency power amplifiers used in AMand single sideband sets may overheat and burn out. Such equipmentshould be turned on only when necessary (signal reception is not affected).Since the RF power amplifiers take about 90 seconds to reach theoperating mode, the SOP of units using the equipment allows for delaysin replying. Dust affects communications equipment such as SSB/AMRF
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power amplifiers and radio teletypewriter sets. Radio teletypewriter setsare prone to damage due to the vulnerability of the oil lubrication system,which attracts and holds dust particles. Dust covers, therefore, should beused when possible. Some receiver-transmitter units have ventilatingports and channels that can get clogged with dust. These must be checkedregularly and kept clean to prevent overheating.c. Batteries. Dry battery supplies must be increased, since hotweather causes batteries to fail more rapidly.
d. Electrical Insulation. Wind-blown sand and grit damageelectrical wire insulation over time. All cables that are likely to bedamaged should be protected with tape before insulation becomes worn.Sand also finds its way into parts of items, such as “spaghetti cord” plugs,either preventing electrical contact or making it impossible to join theplugs together. A brush, such as an old toothbrush, should be carried andused to clean such items before they are joined.e. Condensation. In deserts with relatively high dew levels and highhumidity, overnight condensation can occur wherever surfaces are coolerthan the air temperature, such as metals exposed to air. This condensationcan affect electrical plugs, jacks, and connectors. All connectors likely tobe affected by condensation should be taped to prevent moisture fromcontaminating the contacts. Plugs should be dried before inserting theminto equipment jacks. Excessive moisture or dew should be dried fromantenna connectors to prevent arcing.f. Static Electricity. Static electricity is prevalent in the desert. It iscaused by many factors, one of which is wind-blown dust particles.Extremely low humidity contributes to static discharges between chargedparticles. Poor grounding conditions aggravate the problem. All sharpedges (tips) of antennas should be taped to reduce wind-caused staticdischarges and the accompanying noise. If operating from a fixedposition, teams ensure that equipment is properly grounded.Since static-caused noise lessens with an increase infrequency, the highestfrequencies that are available and authorized should be used.
g. Maintenance Improvement. In desert areas, the maintenance ofradio sets becomes more difficult due to the large amounts of sand, dust, ordirt that enter the equipment. Sets equipped with servomechanisms areespecially affected. To reduce maintenance downtime, the team must keepsets in dustproof containers as much as possible. Air vent filters should alsobe kept clean to allow cool air to circulate to prevent overheating. Preventivemaintenance checks should be made often. Also, the team should closelycheck the lubricated parts of the equipment. If dust and dirt mix with thelubricants, moving parts may be damaged.
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7-11. MOUNTAINOUS AREASOperation of radios in mountainous areas have many of the sameproblems as in northern or cold weather areas. The mountainous terrainmakes the selection of transmission sites a critical task In addition, terrainrestrictions often require radio relay stations for good communications.Due to terrain obstacles, radio transmissions often have to be by lineof sight. Also, the ground in mountainous areas is often a poor electricalconductor. Thus, a complete antenna system, such as a dipole orground-plane antenna with a counterpoise, should be used.The maintenance procedures required in mountainous areas are the sameas for northern or cold weather areas. The varied or seasonal temperatureand climatic conditions in mountainous areas make flexible maintenanceplanning a necessity.
7-12. URBANIZED TERRAIN
Radio communications in urbanized terrain pose special problems.Some problems are similar to those encountered in mountainous areas.Some problems include obstacles blocking transmission paths, poorelectrical conductivity due to pavement surfaces, and commercial powerline interference.

a. Very high frequency radios are not as effective in urbanized terrainas they are in other areas. The power output and operating frequenciesof these sets require a line of sight between antennas. Line of sight atstreet level is not always possible in built-up areas.
b. High frequency radios do not require or rely on line of sight asmuch as VHF radios. This is due to operating frequencies being lowerand power output being greater. The problem is that HF radio sets arenot organic to small units. To overcome this, the VHF signals mustbe retransmitted.
c. Retransmission stations in aerial platforms can provide the mosteffective means if available. Organic retransmission is more likely tobe used. The antenna should be hidden or blended in with surroundings.This helps prevent the enemy from using it as a landmark to “home in”his artillery bombardment. Antennas can be concealed by water towers,existing civilian antennas, or steeples.

7-13. NUCLEAR BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT
One of the realities of fighting on today’s battlefield is the presence ofnuclear weapons. Most soldiers are aware of the effects of nuclear blast,heat, and radiation. The ionization of the atmosphere by a nuclear
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explosion will have degrading effects on communications due to static andthe disruption of the ionosphere.a. Electromagnetic pulse results from a nuclear explosion andpresents a great danger to our radio communications. An EMP is a strongpulse of electromagnetic radiation, many times stronger than the staticpulse generated by lightning. This pulse can enter the radio through theantenna system, power connections, and signal input connections. In theequipment, the pulse can break down circuit components such astransistors, diodes, and integrated circuits. It can melt capacitors,inductors, and transformers, destroying a radio.b. Defensive measures against EMP call for proper maintenance,especially the shielding of equipment. When the equipment is not in use,all antennas and cables should be removed to decrease the effect of EMPon the equipment.
Section IIICOMMUNICATIONS FORMATS

Timely, accurate information reporting reduces the unknown aspects ofthe enemy and the area of operations, contributing to the commander’srisk assessment and successful application of combat power. This sectionprovides the sniper team with a means of organized and rapid informationdelivery through reporting formats.
7-14. SPOT REPORT

This paragraph complies with STANAG 2022.
The sniper team uses the SPOTREP to report intelligence information.Each report normally describe a single observed event. When reportinggroups of enemy vehicles, personnel report the location of the center ofmass or indicate “from—to” coordinates. Higher headquarters sets theSPOTREP format, but the report usually follows the SALUTE format.
LINE 1  The size of the enemy force observed.
LINE 2   What the enemy was doing.
LINE 3   Where the enemy was located.
LINE 4    The unit to which the enemy belongs specified by markingson vehicles, distinctive features on uniforms, or specialequipment that may identify the type enemy unit.
LINE 5  Time the enemy was observed.
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LINE 6     Equipment the enemy carried, wore, or used.
Example: “C12, THIS IS STRIKER 1, SPOTREP, OVER.”“STRIKER 1, THIS IS Cl2 SEND MESSAGE, OVER.”“C12, THIS IS STRIKER 1. LINE 1: 3. LINE 2 MOVING IN AWESTERLY DIRECTION. LINE 3: GL024396. LINE 4:UNKNOWN. LINE 5: 2709911437. LINE 6: 1 SVD WITH PSO-1TELESCOPE. CAMOUFLAGED OVERGARMENT ANDRUCKSACK TWO INDIVIDUALS CARRYING AKM-74 RIFLES.9-MM MAKAROV PISTOLS WITH SHOULDER HOLSTERS ANDRUCKSACKS.”
7-15. SITUATION REPORT

This paragraph complies with STANAG 2020.
The sniper team submits the SITREP to higher headquarters to reporttactical situations and status. The team submits the report daily by0600 hours after significant events or as otherwise required by the SEOor commander. The sender says, “SITREP,” to alert the receiver of thetype of report being sent. The following explains the reporting formataccording to line number:
LINE 1  Report as of date-time group.
LINE 2   Brief summary of enemy activity, casualties inflicted, prisonerscaptured.
LINE 3   Your location (encrypted—if not using secure communications).
LINE 4  Combat vehicles, operational.

a. Improved TOW vehicle.
b. M3 Bradley/Ml13Al.
c. Ml.
d. M60A3 tanks.
e. M106A1 mortar carriers.
f. Armored vehicle launched bridges (AVLB).

LINE 5  Defensive obstacles encoded.
a. Coordinates of mine fields.
b. Coordinates of demolitions executed.
c. Coordinates of reserve demolition targets.
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LINE 6  Personnel strength.
a. Green (full strength, 90 percent or better on hand).
b. Amber (reduced strength, 80 to 89 percent on hand).
c. Red (reduced strength, 60 to 79 percent on hand, mission-capable).
d. Black (reduced strength, 59 percent or lesson hand).

LINE 7      Class III and V for combat vehicles.
a. Ammunition—green, amber, red, or black.
b. Fuel—green, amber, red, or black.

LINE 8 Summary of tactical intentions.
Example: “RED 1, THIS IS RED 5; BLUE 2. LINE 1: 062230. LINE 2:NEGATIVE CONTACT. LINE 3: I SET ES, STA NEL. LINE 4B: 1.LINE 5: ABATIS, 1 SET XB, RDJ ALT. LINE 6: GREEN. LINE 7A:GREEN. LINE 7B: AMBER. LINE 8: CONTINUING MISSION.”
7-16. RECONNAISSANCE REPORT

This paragraph complies with STANAG 2096.
Due to the length and detail of a reconnaissance report, it should besent by messenger rather than transmitted by radio. Graphic overlaysand sketches are normally included with the report. The followingexplains the reporting format according to line number:
LINE 1 OR HEADING (collection data).

a. DTG information collected.
b. DTG information received.
c. Reporting unit.

LINE 2 OR 3 CAPITAL ROUTE CLASSIFICATION (data for aroute classification).
a. Start point.
b. Checkpoint/release point.
c. Classification (code).
d. Trafficability (code).
e. Movement (code).
f. Location of critical points.
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LINE 3 OR BRIDGE CLASSIFICATION (data for a bridgeclassification).
a. Location.
b. One-way class.
c.  Two-way class.
d. Overhead clearance.
e. Bypass location.
f. Bypass (code).
g. Slope of entry bank.
h. Slope of exit bank.

LINE 4 OR FORDING/SWIM SITE (data for a ford or swim site).
a. Location.
b. Velocity (water speed).
c. Depth.
d. Type bottom (code).
e. Width.
f. Length.
g. Slope of entry bank.
h. Slope of exit bank.

LINE 5 OR TUNNEL CLASSIFICATION (data for a tunnel classification).
a. Location.
b. Usable width.
c. Overhead clearance.
d. Length.
e. Bypass location.

LINE 6 OR OBSTACLES (obstacle information).
a. Location.
b. Slope (code).
c. Type (code).
d. Length.
e. Bypass location.
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f. Dimensions.
(1) From:
(2) To:
(3) To:

CODES: Classification
GREEN - all vehicles.
AMBER - no AVLBs.
RED - armed personnel carriers/BFVs.
BLACK -1 l/4-ton wheels or less.

Trafficability
X - all weather.
Y - limited weather.
Z - fair weather.

Movement
F - fast.
S - slow.

Bypass
E - easy.
D - difficult.

Type bottom
M - mud.
C  - clay.
S - sand.
G - gravel.
R - rock.
P - paving.

Slope
A - less than 7 percent.
B - 7 or 10 percent.
C - 10 to 14 percent.
D - Over 14 percent.
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Type obstacle
MF - mine field.
TD - tank ditch.
RF - rockfall or slide.
CH - chemical.
NBC - radiological.
RB - roadblock.
AB - abatis.
O - other.

NOTES:     1. During reconnaissance., report items as they occur, sincethey are time-sensitive.
2. If time permits, submit overlays to the S2 during briefing.The S2 routinely consolidates details of terrain features andpasses them to higher headquarters at the end of the debriefing.

Example: “C12, THIS IS STRIKER 1, RECONREP OVER.”“STRIKER 1, THIS IS Cl2; SEND MESSAGE, OVER.”“C12, THIS IS STRIKER 1. LINE 1A: 2609910800. LINE lC: ST 1.LINE 2A: I SET DL, JAR CMN. LINE 2B: SIL MNC. LINE 2C:GREEN. LINE 2D: X. LINE 2E: F.“

7-17. MEACONING, INTRUSION, JAMMING, ANDINTERFERENCE REPORT.
This paragraph complies with STANAG 6004.

When the sniper team knows or suspects that the enemy is jamming, orknows or suspects that the enemy is intruding on the net, the incident isreported immediately by secure means to higher headquarter. Suchinformation is vital for the protection and defense of friendly radiocommunications. The sniper who is experiencing the MIJI incidentforwards this report through the chain of command to the unit OP. Healso submits a separate report for each MIJI incident. An example of aMIJI 1 report follows:
ITEM 1-022 (encrypted) or MIJI 1.
ITEM 2-3 (encrypted) or JAMMING.
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ITEM 3 - 1 (encypted) or RADIO.
ITEM 4 - 46.45 (encyypted if being transmitted over a nonsecurecommunications means).
ITEM 5 - N6B85S.
ITEM 6 - FA86345964 (encrypted if being transmitted over anonsecure communications means).
a. Item 1 - Type of Report. When transmitted over nonsecurecommunications means, the numerals 022 are encrypted asItem 1 of the MIJI report. When transmitted over securecommunications means, the term MIJI 1 is used as Item 1 ofthe MIJI 1 report.
b. Item 2 - Type of MIJI Incident. When transmitted overnonsecure communications means, the appropriate numeralpreceding one of the items below is encrypted as Item 2 of theMIJI report. When transmitted over secure communicationsmeans, the appropriate term below is used as Item 2 of theMIJI 1 report.

Meaconing.
Intrusion.
Jamming.
Interference.

c. Item 3 - Type of Equipment Affected. When transmittedover nonsecure communications means, the appropriatenumeral preceding one of the terms below is encrypted as Item3 of the MIJI 1 report. When transmitted over securecommunications means, the appropriate term below is used asItem 3 of the MIJI report.
Radio.
Radar.
Navigational aid.
Satellite.
Electro-optics.

d. Item 4 - Frequency or Channel Affected. When transmittedover nonsecure communications means, the frequency orchannel affected by the MIJI incident is encrypted as Item 4 ofthe MIJI 1 report. When transmitted over secure
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communications means, the frequency or channel affected bythe MIJI incident is Item 4 of the MIJI 1 report.
e. Item 5 - Victim Designation and Call Sign of AffectedStation Operator. The complete call sign of the affectedstation operator is Item 5 of the MIJI 1 report over both secureand nonsecure communications means.
f. Item 6 - Coordinates of the Affected Station. Whentransmitted over nonsecure communications means, thecomplete grid coordinates of the affected station are encryptedas Item 6 of the MIJI 1 report. When transmitted over securecommunications means, the complete grid coordinates of theaffected station are Item 6 of the MIJI 1 report.

7-18. SHELLING REPORTS
This paragraph complies with STANAG 2934.

The sniper team prepares and submits a SHELREP when it receivesincoming rockets, mortars, or artillery rounds (FM 6-121). The teamalso uses this format for bombing attacks and mortars. The SHELREPformat is as follows:
ALPHA: Unit call sign.
BRAVO: Location of observer.
CHARLIE: Azimuth to flash or sound.
DELTA: Time shelling started.
ECHO: Time shelling ended.
FOXTROT: Location of shelled area.
GOLF: Number, type, and caliber (fire support team personnelonly).
HOTEL: Nature of fire (barrage, harassment, or registration).
INDIA: Number of rounds.
JULIET: Time of flash to bang.
KILO: Damage.
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7-19. ENEMY PRISONER OF WAR/CAPTURED MATERIELREPORT

This paragraph complies with STANAG 2084.
The sniper team immediately tags EPWs and captured materiel. Thisensures that information of intelligence value (place, time, andcircumstances of capture) is not lost during evacuation. Only EPWs ormateriel of immediate tactical importance are reported to the troop orbattalion TOG Snipers use the following formats to report EPWs andcaptured materiel:

a. Enemy Prisoners of War.
LINE 1 - Type of report.
LINE 2 - Item captured.
LINE 3 - Date/time of capture.
LINE 4 - Place of capture-grid coordinates.
LINE 5 - Capturing unit-all sign.
LINE 6 - Circumstances of capture (be brief).

b. Captured Materiel.
LINE 1 - Type of report.
LINE 2 - Item captured.
LINE 3 - Type document/equipment.
LINE 4 - Date/time captured.
LINE 5 - Place of capture-call sign.
LINE 6 - Capturing unit—call sign.
LINE 7 - Circumstances of capture (be brief).

After the report is given to the company/team/commander, dispositioninstructions will be provided if needed.
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7-20. NBC 1 REPORT
This paragraph complies with STANAG 2103.

The sniper team uses the NBC 1 report to submit initial and subsequentinformation on an NBC attack, transmitting over the command oroperation and intelligence net immediately after an NBC attack.
LINE 1 OR EVENT - Type of attack-nuclear, chemical, orbiological.
LINE 2 OR BRAVO - Grid location of observer.
LINE 3 OR CHARLIE - Direction from observer toattack—mils or degree—true, grid, or magnetic.
LINE 4 OR DELTA - Date-time group of detonation or star of attack.
LINE 5 OR ECHO - Illumination time in seconds for nuclear attack.
LINE 6 OR ECHO BRAVO - End time for biological/chemical attack
LINE 7 OR FOXTROT - Actual or estimated (state which) gridcoordinates for location of attack.
LINE 8 OR GOLF - Means of delivery.
LINE 9 OR HOTEL - Height of nuclear burst in feet ormeters and or type of burst.
LINE 10 OR HOTEL BRAVO - Type of biological/chemicalattack and height of burst.
LINE 11 OR INDIA BRAVO - Number of munitions or aircraft.
LINE 12 OR EFFECTS - Effects of burst/agent on personnel.
LINE 13 OR JULIETT - Flash-to-bang time in seconds fornuclear attack.
LINE 14 OR KILO - Crater (yes or no) and width in meters.
LINE 15 OR KILO BRAVO - Vegetation chemical/biological.
LINE 16 OR LIMA - Nuclear burst angular cloud width,measured at five minutes after detonation in mils or degrees.
LINE 17 OR MIKE - Stabilized cloud top height, in feet or meters,or angular cloud top angle, in degrees or mils, measured at H+10minutes after detonation and stabilized cloud height, in feet ormeters, or angular cloud bottom angle, in degrees or mils,measured at H+10.
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LINE 18 OR PAPA ALPHA- Grid of predicted outline ofexternal contours of hazardous cloud or area.
LINE 19 OR PAPA BRAVO - Downwind direction of nuclearcloud or duration of hazard in days.
LINE 20 OR SIERRA - Date-time group of reading for nuclearor detection time for biological/chemical.
LINE 21 OR YANKEE BRAVO - Effective downwind directionand wind speed.
LINE 22 OR ZULU ALPHA STABILITY - Air stability indicator.
LINE 23 OR ZULU ALPHA TEMPERATURE - Surface airtemperature.
LINE 24 OR ZULU ALPHA HUMIDITY - Relative humidityrange.
LINE 25 OR ZULU ALPHA WEATHER - Significant weatherphenomena.
LINE 26 OR ZULU ALPHA COVER - Cloud cover.
LINE 27 OR NARRATIVE - Other significant observation.
LINE 28 - Not used.
LINE 29 OR AUTHENTICATION - Self-authentication, if required.

7-21. MEDICAL EVACUATION REQUEST
This paragraph complies with STANAG 3204.

The sniper team sends a MEDEVAC request to the medical team onthe company command net.
a. When air assets are not available, the sniper team uses theground evacuation format.

LINE 1 - Evacuation.
LINE 2 - Location for pickup (encode).
LINE 3 - Number of casualties.
LINE 4 - Category of patient(s).

A Urgent.
B Priority.
C Routine.
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Use the letter of the appropriate subparagraph from Line 4 with thenumber of casualties in Line 3—for example, a2 means there are twourgent patients for evacuation.
b. When air assets are available, the sniper team uses the airevacuation format.

LINE 1 - Location.
LINE 2 - Radio frequency, call sign, and suffix.
LINE 3 - Precedence:

URGENT__ PRIORITY__ ROUTINE__ TACTICALIMMEDIATE—
LINE 4 - Special equipment.
LINE 5 - Number of patients by type:

Little__ Ambulator__
LINE 6 - Security of pickup site.
LINE 7 - Method of marking pickup size.
LINE 8 - Patient’s nationality and status.
LINE 9 - NBC contamination.

c. The definitions of the categories of precedence follow:
(1) Urgent. Used for emergency cases for evacuation assoon as possible and no more than two hours to save life,limb, and eyesight.
(2) Priority. Used when the patient should be evacuatedwithin four hours or his medical condition will deteriorateto an URGENT precedence.
(3) Routine. Requires evacuation, but the patient’s conditionis not expected to deteriorate within the next 24 hours.
(4) Tactical immediate. Used when the patient’s conditionis not urgent or priority, but evacuation is required as soonas possible so as not to endanger the requesting unit’stactical mission.
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CHAPTER 8
TRACKING/COUNTERTRACKING

When a sniper follows a trail, he builds a picture of the enemy in hismind by asking himself questions: How many persons am Ifollowing? What is their state of training? How are they equipped?Are they healthy? What is their state of morale? Do they know theyare being followed? To answer these questions, the sniper usesavailable indicators to track the enemy. The sniper looks for signsthat reveal an action occurred at a specific time and place.For example, a footprint in soft sand is an excellent indicator, sincea sniper can determine the specific time the person passedBy comparing indicators, the sniper obtains answers to hisquestions. For example, a footprint and a waist-high scuff on a treemay indicate that an armed individual passed this way.
Section ITRACKING

Any indicator the sniper discovers can be defined by one of sixtracking concepts: displacement, stains, weather, litter, camouflage, andimmediate-use intelligence.
8-1. DISPLACEMENTDisplacement takes place when anything is moved from itsoriginal position. A well-defined footprint or shoe print in soft, moistground is a good example of displacement. By studying the footprint orshoe print, the sniper determines several important facts. For example, aprint left by worn footgear or by bare feet may indicate lack ofproper equipment. Displacement can also result from clearing a trail bybreaking or cutting through heavy vegetation with a machete. These trailsare obvious to the most inexperienced sniper who is tracking. Individuals may
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unconsciously break more branches as they follow someone who is cuttingthe vegetation. Displacement indicators can also be made by personscarrying heavy loads who stop to rest; prints made by box edges can helpto identify the load. When loads are set down at a rest halt or campsite,they usually crush grass and twigs. A reclining soldier also flattensthe vegetation.a. Analyzing Footprints. Footprints may indicate direction, rate ofmovement, number, sex, and whether the individual knows he isbeing tracked.(1) If footprints are deep and the pace is long, rapid movementis apparent. Long strides and deep prints with toe prints deeper than heelprints indicate running (A, Figure 8-l).(2) Prints that are deep, short, and widely spaced, with signs ofscuffing or shuffling indicate the person is carrying a heavy load (B,Figure 8-l).(3) If the party members realize they are being followed, they may tryto hide their tracks. Persons walking backward (C, Figure 8-1) have ashort, irregular stride. The prints have an unnaturally deep toe, and soilis displaced in the direction of movement.(4) To determine the sex (D, Figure 8-l), the sniper should study thesize and position of the footprints. Women tend to be pigeon-toed, whilemen walk with their feet straight ahead or pointed slightly to the outside.Prints left by women are usually smaller and the stride is usually shorterthan prints left by men.
b. Determining Key Prints. The last individual in the file usuallyleaves the clearest footprints; these become the key prints. The snipercuts a stick to match the length of the prints and notches it to indicate thewidth at the widest part of the sole. He can then study the angle of thekey prints to the direction of march. The sniper looks for an identifyingmark or feature, such as worn or frayed footwear, to help him identifythe key prints. If the trail becomes vague, erased, or merges with another,the sniper can use his stick-measuring devices and, with close study, canidentify the key prints. This method helps the sniper to stay on the trail.A technique used to count the total number of individuals being trackedis the box method. There are two methods the sniper can use to employthe box method.(1) The most accurate is to use the stride as a unit of measure(Figure 8-2) when key prints can be determined. The sniper uses the setof key prints and the edges of the road or trail to box in an area to analyze.This method is accurate under the right conditions for counting up to18 persons.
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(2) The sniper may also use the the 36-inch box method (Figure 8-3)if key prints are not evident. To use the 36-inch box method, the sniperuses the edges of the road or trail as the sides of the box. He measures across section of the area 36 inches long, counting each indentation in thebox and dividing by two. This method gives a close estimate of the numberof individuals who made the prints; however, this system is not as accurateas the stride measurement.

c. Recognizing Other Signs of Displacement Foliage, moss, vines,sticks, or rocks that are scuffed or snagged from their original positionform valuable indicators. Vines may be dragged, dew droplets displaced,or stones and sticks overturned (A, Figure 8-4) to show a differentcolor underneath. Grass or other vegetation may be bent or broken inthe direction of movement (B, Figure 8-4).(1) The sniper inspects all areas for bits of clothing, threads, or dirt fromfootgear that can be torn or can fall and be left on thorns, snags, or the ground.(2) Flushed from their natural habitat, wild animals and birds areanother example of displacement. Cries of birds excited by unnaturalmovement is an indicator; moving tops of tall grass or brush on a windlessday indicates that someone is moving the vegetation.(3) Changes in the normal life of insects and spiders may indicatethat someone has recently passed. Valuable clues are disturbed bees, antholes uncovered by someone moving over them, or tom spider webs.Spiders often spin webs across open areas, trails, or roads to trapflying insects. If the tracked person does not avoid these webs, he leavesan indicator to an observant sniper.
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(4) If the person being followed tries to use a stream to cover his trail,the sniper can still follow successfully. Algae and other water plants canbe displaced by lost footing or by careless walking. Rocks can be displacedfrom their original position or overturned to indicate a lighter or darkercolor on the opposite side. The person entering or exiting a streamcreates slide marks or footprints, or scuffs the bark on roots or sticks(C, Figure 8-4). Normally, a person or animal seeks the path of leastresistance; therefore, when searching the stream for an indication ofdepartures, snipers will find signs in open areas along the banks.

8-2. STAINSA stain occurs when any substance from one organism or article is smearedor deposited on something else. The best example of staining is bloodfrom a profusely bleeding wound. Bloodstains often appear as spattersor drops and are not always on the ground; they also appear smeared onleaves or twigs of trees and bushes.a. By studying bloodstains, the sniper can determine thewound’s location.(1) If the blood seems to be dripping steadily, it probably came froma wound on the trunk.
(2) If the blood appears to be slung toward the front, rear, or sides,the wound is probably in the extremity.
(3) Arterial wounds appear to pour blood at regular intervals as ifpoured from a pitcher. If the wound is veinous, the blood pours steadily.(4) A lung wound deposits pink, bubbly, and frothy bloodstains.
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(5) A bloodstain from a head wound appears heavy, wet, and slimy.(6) Abdominal wounds often mix blood with digestive juices so thedeposit has an odor and is light in color.
The sniper can also determine the seriousness of the wound and how farthe wounded person can move unassisted. This proms may lead the sniperto enemy bodies or indicate where they have been carried.

b. Staining can also occur when muddy footgear is dragged over grass,stones, and shrubs. Thus, staining and displacement combine to indicatemovement and direction. Crushed leaves may stain rocky ground that istoo hard to show footprints. Roots, stones, and vines may be stained whereleaves or berries are crushed by moving feet.
c. The sniper may have difficulty in determining the differencebetween staining and displacement since both terms can be applied tosome indicators. For example, muddied water may indicate recentmovement; displaced mud also stains the water. Muddy footgear canstain stones in streams, and algae can be displaced from stones in streamsand can stain other stones or the bank. Muddy water collects in newfootprints in swampy ground; however, the mud settles and the water clearswith time. The sniper can use this information to indicate time; normally,the mud clears in about one hour, although time varies  with the terrain.

8-3. WEATHERWeather either aids or hinders the sniper. It also affects indicators incertain ways so that the sniper can determine their relative ages.However, wind, snow, rain, or sunlight can erase indicators entirely andhinder the sniper. The sniper should know how weather affects soil,vegetation, and other indicators in his area. He cannot determine the ageof indicators until he understands the effects that weather has on trail signs.
a. By studying weather effects on indicators, the sniper can determinethe age of the sign (for example, when bloodstains are fresh, they arebright red). Air and sunlight first change blood to a deep ruby-red color,then to a dark brown crust when the moisture evaporates. Scuff marks ontrees or bushes darken with time; sap oozes, then hardens when it makescontact with the air.
b. Weather affects footprints (Figure 8-5). By carefully studying theweather process, the sniper can estimate the age of the print. If particlesof soil are beginning to fall into the print, the sniper should becomea stalker. If the edges of the print are dried and crusty, the prints areprobably about one hour old. This varies with terrain and should beconsidered as a guide only.
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c. A light rain may round the edges of the print. By rememberingwhen the last rain occurred, the sniper can place the print into atime frame. A heavy rain may erase all signs.
d. Trails exiting streams may appear weathered by rain due to waterrunning from clothing or equipment into the tracks. This is especiallytrue if the party exits the stream single file. Then, each person depositswater into the tracks. The existence of a wet, weathered trail slowly fadinginto a dry trail indicates the trail is fresh.
e. Wind dries tracks and blows litter, sticks, or leaves into prints.By recalling wind activity, the sniper may estimate the age of the tracks.For example, the sniper may reason “the wind is calm at the present butblew hard about an hour ago. These tracks have litter in them, so theymust be over an hour old.” However, he must be sure that the litter wasnot crushed into them when the prints were made.
(1) Wind affects sounds and odors. If the wind is blowing toward thesniper, sounds and odors may be carried to him; conversely, if the wind isblowing away from the sniper, he must be extremely cautious since windalso carries sounds toward the enemy. The sniper can determine winddirection by dropping a handful of dust or dried grass fromshoulder height. By pointing in the same direction the wind is blowing,the sniper can localize sounds by cupping his hands behind his ears andturning slowly. When sounds are loudest, the sniper is facing the origin.
(2) In calm weather (no wind), air currents that may be too light todetect can carry sounds to the sniper. Air cools in the evening and movesdownhill toward the valleys. If the sniper is moving uphill late in the dayor at night, air currents will probably be moving toward him if no otherwind is blowing. As the morning sun warms the air in the valleys, itmoves uphill. The sniper considers these factors when plotting patrol
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routes or other operations. If he keeps the wind in his face, sounds andodors will be carried to him from his objective or from the party being tracked.(3) The sun should also be considered by the sniper. It is difficult tofire directly into the sun, but if the sniper has the sun at his back and thewind in his face, he has a slight advantage.
8-4. LITTERA poorly trained or poorly disciplined unit moving over terrain may leavea trail of litter. Unmistakable signs of recent movement are gum or candywrappers, food cans, cigarette butts, remains of fires, or human feces.Rain flattens or washes litter away and turns paper into pulp. Exposure toweather can cause food cans to rust at the opened edge; then, the rustmoves toward the center. The sniper must consider weather conditionswhen estimating the age of litter. He can use the last rain or strong windas the basis for a time frame.
8-5. CAMOUFLAGECamouflage applies to tracking when the followed party employstechniques to baffle or slow the sniper. For example, walking backwardto leave confusing prints, brushing out trails, and moving over rockyground or through streams.
8-6. IMMEDIATE-USE INTELLIGENCEThe sniper combines all indicators and interprets what he has seen to forma composite picture for on-the-spot intelligence. For example, indicatorsmay show contact is imminent and require extreme stealth.a. The sniper avoids reporting his interpretations as facts. He reportswhat he has seen rather than stating these things exist. There are manyways a sniper can interpret the sex and size of the party, the load, and thetype of equipment. Timeframes can be determined by weathering effectson indicators.b. Immediate-use intelligence is information about the enemy thatcan be used to gain surprise, to keep him off balance, or to keep him fromescaping the area entirely. The commander may have many sourcesof intelligence reports, documents, or prisoners of war. These sourcescan be combined to form indicators of the enemy’s last location, futureplans, and destination.c. Tracking, however, gives the commander definite information onwhich to act immediately. For example, a unit may report there are nomen of military age in a village. This information is of value only if it iscombined with other information to make a composite enemy picture in
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the area. Therefore, a sniper who interprets trail signs and reports thathe is 30 minutes behind a known enemy unit, moving north, and locatedat a specific location, gives the commander information on which he canact at once.
8-7. DOG/HANDLER TRACKING TEAMSDog/handler tracking teams are a threat to the sniper team. While smalland lightly armed, they can increase the area that a rear area security unitcan search. Due to the dog/handler tracking team’s effectiveness and itslack of firepower, a sniper team may be tempted to destroy such an“easy” target. Whether a sniper should fight or run depends on thesituation and the sniper. Eliminating or injuring the dog/handlertracking team only confirms that there is a hostile team operating inthe area.

a. When looking for sniper teams, trackers use wood line sweeps andarea searches. A wood line sweep consists of walking the dog upwind ofa suspected wood line or brush line. If the wind is blowing through thewoods and out of the wood line, trackers move 50 to 100 meters inside awooded area to sweep the wood’s edge. Since wood line sweeps tend tobe less specific, trackers perform them faster. An area search is used whena team’s location is specific such as a small wooded area or block of houses.The search area is cordoned off, if possible, and the dog/handler trackingteams are brought on line, about 25 to 150 meters apart, depending onterrain and visibility. The handler trackers then advance, each movingtheir dogs through a specific corridor. The handler tracker controls thedog entirely with voice commands and gestures. He remains undercover,directing the dog in a search pattern or to a likely target area. The searchline moves forward with each dog dashing back and forth inassigned sectors.b. While dog/handler tracking teams area potent threat, there arecounters available to the sniper team. The beat defenses are basic infantrytechniques: good camouflage and light, noise, and trash discipline.Dogs find a sniper team either by detecting a trail or by a point sourcesuch as human waste odors at the hide site. It is critical to try to obscureor limit trails around the hide, especially along the wood line or areaclosest to the team’s target area. Surveillance targets are usually themajor axis of advance. “Trolling the wood lines” along likely lookingroads or intersections is a favorite tactic of dog/handler tracking teams.When moving into a target area, the sniper team should take thefollowing countermeasures:
(1) Remain as faraway from the target area as the situation allows.
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(2) Never establish a position at the edge of cover and concealmentnearest the target area(3) Reduce the track. Try to approach the position area on hard, dryground or along a stream or river.(4) Urinate in a hole and cover it up. Never urinate in the same spot.(5) Bury fecal matter deep. If the duration of the mission permits,use MRE bags sealed with tape and take it with you.(6) Never smoke.(7) Carry all trash until it can be buried elsewhere.(8) Surround the hide site with a 3-cm to 5-cm band of motor oil tomask odor; although less effective but easier to carry, garlic may be used.A dead animal can also be used to mask smell, although it may attractunwanted canine attention.
c. If a dog/handler tracking team moves into the area, the sniper teamcan employ several actions but should first check wind directionand speed. If the sniper team is downwind of the estimated search area,the chances are minimal that the team’s point smells will probablybe detected. If upwind of the search area, the sniper team should attemptto move downwind. Terrain and visibility dictate whether the sniper teamcan move without being detected visually by the handlers of thetracking team. Remember, sweeps are not always conducted just outsideof a wood line. Wind direction determines whether the sweep will beparallel to the outside or 50 to 100 meters inside the wood line.(1) The sniper team has options if caught inside the search area of aline search. The handlers rely on radio communications and often do nothave visual contact with each other. If the sniper team has been generallylocalized through enemy radio detection-finding equipment, the searchnet will still be loose during the initial sweep. A sniper team has a smallchance of hiding and escaping detection in deep brush or in woodpiles.Larger groups will almost certainly be found. Yet, the sniper team mayhave the opportunity to eliminate the handler and to escape thesearch net.(2) The handler hides behind cover with the dog. He searches formovement and then sends the dog out in a straight line toward the front.Usually, when the dog has moved about 50 to 75 meters, the handler callsthe dog back. The handier then moves slowly forward and always fromcovered position to covered position. Commands are by voice andgesture with a backup whistle to signal the dog to return. If a handler iseliminated or badly injured after he has released the dog, but before hehas recalled it, the dog continues to randomly search out and away fromthe handler. The dog usually returns to another handler or to his former
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handler’s last position within several minutes. This creates a gap from25 to 150 meters wide in the search pattern. Response times by the othersearchers tend to be fast. Given the high degree of radio communication,the injured handler will probably be quickly missed from the radio net.Killing the dog before the handler will probably delay discovery onlyby moments. Dogs are so reliable that if the dog does not returnimmediately, the handler knows something is wrong.(3) If the sniper does not have a firearm, one dog can be dealt withrelatively easy if a knife or large club is available. The sniper must keeplow and strike upward using the wrist, never overhand. Dogs are quickand will try to strike the groin or legs. Most attack dogs are trained to gofor the groin or throat. If alone and faced with two or more dogs, thesniper should avoid the situation.
Section IICOUNTERTRACKING

If an enemy tracker finds the tracks of two men, this may indicate that ahighly trained team may be operating in the area. However, a knowledgeof countertracking enables the sniper team to survive by remainingundetected.
8-8. EVASIONEvasion of the tracker or pursuit team is a difficult task that requires theuse of immediate-action drills to counter the threat. A sniper team skilledin tracking techniques can successfully employ deception drills to lessensigns that the enemy can use against them. However, it is very difficultfor a person, especially a group, to move across any area without leavingsigns noticeable to the trained eye.
8-9. CAMOUFLAGEThe sniper team may use the most used and the least used routes to coverits movement. It also loses travel time when trying to camouflage the trail.a. Most Used Routes. Movement on lightly traveled sandy or softtrails is easily tracked. However, a sniper may try to confuse the trackerby moving on hard-surfaced, often-traveled roads or by mergingwith civilians. These routes should be carefully examined; if awell-defined approach leads to the enemy, it will probably be mined,ambushed, or covered by snipers.b. Least Used Routes. Least used routes avoid all man-made trailsor roads and confuse the tracker. These routes are normally magnetic
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azimuths between two points. However, the tracker can use the properconcepts to follow the sniper team if he is experienced and persistent.
c. Reduction of Trail Signs. A sniper who tries to hide his trailmoves at reduced speed; therefore, the experienced tracker gains time.Common methods to reduce trail signs areas follows:
(1) Wrap footgear with rags or wear soft-soled sneakers, which makefootprints rounded and leas distinctive.
(2) Brush out the trail. This is rarely done without leaving signs.
(3) Change into footgear with a differentfollowing a deceptive maneuver.
(4) Walk on hard or rocky ground.

8-10. DECEPTION TECHNIQUES

tread immediately

Evading a skilled and persistent enemy tracker requires skillfully executedmaneuvers to deceive the tracker and to cause him to lose the trail. An enemytracker cannot be outrun by a sniper team that is carrying equipment,because he travels light and is escorted by enemy forces designedfor pursuit. The size of the pursuing force dictates the sniper team’schances of success in employing ambush-type maneuvers. Sniper teamsuse some of the following techniques in immediate-action drills anddeception drills.
a. Backward Walking. One of the basic techniques used is that ofwalking backward (Figure 8-6) in tracks already made, and then steppingoff the trail onto terrain or objects that leave little sign. Skillful use ofthis maneuver causes the tracker to look in the wrong direction once hehas lost the trail.
b. Large Tree A good deception tactic is to change directions atlarge trees (Figure 8-7). To do this, the sniper moves in any given directionand walks past a large tree (12 inches wide or larger) from 5 to 10 paces.He carefully walks backward to the forward side of the tree and makes a90-degree change in the direction of travel, passing the tree on itsforward side. This technique uses the tree as a screen to hide the new trailfrom the pursuing tracker.

NOTE: By studying signs, a tracker may determine if an attemptis being made to confuse him. If the sniper team loses thetracker by walking backward, footprints will be deepened at thetoe and soil will be scuffed or dragged in the direction ofmovement. By following carefully the tracker can normally finda turnaround point.
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c. Cut the Corner. Cut-the-corner technique is used whenapproaching a known road or trail. About 100 meters from the road, thesniper team changes its direction of movement, either 45 degrees left or right.Once the road is reached, the sniper team leaves a visible trail in the samedirection of the deception for a short distance on the road. The trackershould believe that the sniper team “cut the corner” to save time.The sniper team backtracks on the trail to the point where it entered theroad, and then it carefully moves on the road without leaving a good trail.Once the desired distance is achieved, the sniper team changes directionand continues movement (Figure 8-8).

d. Slip the Stream. The sniper team uses slip-the-stream techniquewhen approaching a known stream. The sniper team executes thismethod the same as the cut the comer technique. The sniper teamestablishes the 45-degree deception maneuver upstream, then enters
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the stream. The sniper team moves upstream to prevent floating debrisand silt from compromising its direction of travel, and the sniper teamestablishes false trails upstream if time permits. Then, it movesdownstream to escape since creeks and streams gain tributaries that offermore escape alternatives (Figure 8-9).

e. Arctic Circle. The sniper team uses the arctic circle technique insnow-covered terrain to escape pursuers or to hide a patrol base.It establishes a trail in a circle (Figure 8-10, page 8-16) as large as possible.The trail that starts on a road and returns to the same start point is effective.At some point along the circular trail, the sniper team removes snowshoes(if used) and carefully steps off the trail, leaving one set of tracks. Thelarge tree maneuver can be used to screen the trail. From the hideposition, the sniper team returns over the same steps and carefully fillsthem with snow one at a time. This technique is especially effective if itis snowing.
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f. Fishhook. The sniper team uses the fishhook technique to doubleback (Figure 8-11) on its own trail in an overwatch position. The sniperteam can observe the back trail for trackers or ambush pursuers. If thepursuing force is too large to be destroyed, the sniper team strives toeliminate the tracker. The sniper team uses the hit-and-run tactics, thenmoves to another ambush position. The terrain must be used to advantage.
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CHAPTER 9
SNIPER SUSTAINMENT TRAINING

Repetitive training in long-range markmanship and field-craftskills ensures the best probability of effective engagement and theminimum risk of detection. Snipers must sustain basic soldier skillsand master and sustain critical mission skills to accomplishtheir objectives. Both sniper and observer are trained snipers andshould be highly skilled in the art of sniping. Sniping skills perishquickly; therefore, sniper teams must sustain and sharpen thoseskills regularly. To deny the importance and need to sustain snipertraining deprives the commander of a valuable asset. This chapteralso includes a 5-day sniper sustainment training program.
9-1. BASIC SKILLS SUSTAINMENTDue to the primary and secondary missions of the sniper, minimum skillsustainment should include observation, range estimation, concealment,concealed movement, and rifle firing. Sustainment of these skills maybest be accomplished through sniper training exercises and unit-levellive-fire exercises. (DA Pamphlet 350-38 outlines the frequency andammunition requirements needed to conduct sniper training.)Sniper training exercises provide snipers with practical experience indetecting and engaging realistic targets under field conditions on rangescomparable to a battlefield. This training also provides snipers with ameans to practice the various sniper training fundamentals that has beentaught previously, often collectively. These exercises mayor may not begraded; however, competition is a proven method to obtain thedesired results. At the end of the exercises, the trainer critiques eachsniper on his performance. These exercises include zeroing and practicefire, field fire (unknown distance), concealment, concealed movement targetdetection, range estimation, land navigation, memory enhancement
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exercise (KIM game), and communications. Each sniper will go throughthese training exercises.a. Zeroing and Pratice Fire. To engage targets effectively duringtraining exercises and in combat, the sniper must have his rifleaccurately zeroed. For this reson the zeroing exercises are normallyconducted on a measured known-distance range to ensure preciseadjustment, recording, and practice under ideal conditions and toeliminate variables that may prevent achieving an effective zero. The sniperrifle is zeroed using both the telescopic andiron sights. A bull’s-eye-typetarget should be used for zeroing. It is important to acquire apoint-of-aim, point-of-impact zero at 100 meters using the M24. As thedistance increases, the sniper must adjust his telescope to allow forelevation and wind to ensure the rounds stay in the center of the target.b. Field Fire. Practical firing exercises are designed to developsniper proficiency in the accurate and rapid engagement of variouscombat-type targets, as well as to provide practical work in otherfield techniques. Snipers should be given positions on the firing line andareas of the field fire course to observe and make range cards of the area.
(1) After the range cards have been completed, the snipers will berequired to fire the course by having one member call the wind and adjustthe other member’s fire. The ability to call the wind is important assuccessful engagement of the targets. After one member fires the course,they switch positions and repeat the fire course.(2) When firing the course, snipers should engage the targets in asequence that starts with the 200-meter target, then engage each targetout to 800 meters, then engage targets back to the 200-meter target.(Targets are engaged twice. Snipers will engage a target with no morethan two rounds per target.) The course consists of engaging 20 targetswith 30 rounds of ammunition within a 30-minute time iimit. The snipershould be scored as follows:10 points for first-round hits.

5 points for second-round hits.
200 points maximum.
140 points needed to pass (70 percent).

(3) To enhance training, snipers should also fire the field fire courseduring limited visibility with overhead illumination such asparachute flares. This puts stress on the sniper to determine the rangeand to engage a target in a short amount of time.
(4) lb provide the most realistic training environment trainers do notuse range commands to commence fire and cease fire in sniper exercises.
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The only exception to this is when an unsafe condition exists.The command CEASE FIRE should be given immediately. Snipers mustbe given a thorough orientation on each exercise (to include safetyrequirements) before they are permitted to move into position. After thesniper has assumed his firing position in the designated location, heshould be allowed to fire without further commands. Therefore, therange must be cleared for firing before the exercise begins. An NCO(assistant trainer) must be with each sniper to keep score and to maintainsafety during the exercise. When the sniper completes firing, the NCOensures the rifle is clear and signals the range officer.
NOTE: A blank copy of the forms that follow are located at theback of this manual for local reproduction.
c. Concealment. Concealment exercises develop and test thesniper’s ability to conceal himself in an expedient firing position whileobserving and engaging an observer-instructor. Figure 9-1, page 9-4, isan example of completed DA Form 7325-R, Concealment ExerciseScorecard.(1) In a cleared area with a wood line about 100 meters away, snipersconceal themselves within 10 minutes in the wood line. After the10-minute preparation, an observer-instructor 100 meters away visuallysearches the area for 2 minutes without the aid of optics. After 2 minutes,the observer-instructor searches the wood line (from his position) for18 minutes, using binoculars and the M49 observation telescope. If thereare more than 10 snipers in the exercise, two observer-instructors and twoassistant trainers may be needed. After the 20-minute period, an assistanttrainer with a radio moves within 10 feet of a sniper, who is ready to fireat an observer-instructor.(2) The sniper should be able to identify a white 5-inch number thatis painted on an 8-inch by 8-inch international orange panel. This panelis held over a vital part of the observer-instructor, and two blanks are firedat him without the sniper being detected. If the target detects the sniper,he radios the assistant trainer and directs him to the sniper. The exerciseshould be scored on a 10-point system, with 7 points being a passing score.(See Paragraph 9-4, Day 3, to score the concealment exercise.)
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d. Concealed Movement. Concealed movement exereise develops andtests the sniper’s ability to move and occupy a firing position undetected.Trainers record scores on DA Form 7326-R, Concealed MovementExercise Scorecard (Figure 9-2, page 9-6).(1) This exercise requires the same amount of trainers and equipmentas in the concealment exercises. Areas used should be observable for1,000 meters and have easily recognizable left and right limits. Ideally,snipers should train in a different type of area each time they performthese exercises.(2) The snipers move 800 to 600 meters toward two observer-instructors,occupy a firing position 100 to 200 meters away, identify in the samemanner as the concealment exercise, and fire two blanks at the targetswithout being detected at any time. If one of the observer-instructorsdetects a sniper, he radios one of the assistant trainers and directs him tothe sniper’s position. The sniper is given three hours to completethe exercise. The exercise is scored on a lo-point system, with 7 pointsbeing a passing wore. (See Paragraph 9-4, Day 4, to score concealedmovement exercise.)
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e. Target Detection. Target detection exercises sharpen the sniper’seyes by requiring him to detect, describe, and plot objects that cannot beeasily seen or described without the skillful use of optics. Scores arerecorded on DA Form 7327-R, Target Detection Exercise Scorecard(Figure 9-3, page 9-8).(1) Areas used for target detection should be partly cleared at least200 meters in depth and 100 meters in width with easily definable left andright limits. The area should have at least three TRPs that are easilyrecognized and positioned in different locations throughout the area.Ten military items are placed in the area. These items can be radio antennas,small-scale mock vehicles, batteries, map protractors, or weapons.Items should be placed so that they are undetectable with the naked eye,detectable but indescribable with the binoculars, and describable only byusing the M49 observation telescope.(2) Snipers are given an M49 observations telescope, M22 binoculars,pencil, clip board, and scorecard. Snipers are given 40 minutes to detect,describe, and plot each item in the area. Snipers remain in the proneposition throughout the exercise. After 15 minutes, they will move to adifferent position, left or right of the centerline of observation and remainthere for the next 15 minutes. For the last 10 minutes, they can choose aposition anywhere along the line. When an object is detected, the snipergives his location on the line of observation (A or B). Next, the snipermust describe the object using the categories of size, shape, color,condition, and appearance. Snipers receive 1/2 point for correctlyplotting a target and 1/2 point for correctly describing it. They mustachieve 7 points to receive a GO in this area.
NOTE: The trainer should sanitize the site before the exercise.If the sniper finds additional items to describe he may use theeleventh and twelfth lines of the scorecard. If the trainer allowsthe sniper can obtain credit for observation and detection skills.
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f. Range Estimation. Snipers must correctly estimate distance toeffectively fire weapons, complete accurate range cards, and give reliableintelligence reports. Range estimation exercises should be conducted inan area that allows unobstructed observation of a human-size target upto 1,000 meters away. Scores are recorded on DA Form 7328-R, RangeEstimation Exercise Scorecard (Figure 9-4, page 9-10). Personnel shouldbe placed at various ranges and stages of concealment to give the snipera challenging and realistic exercise. Snipers should be graded on theirability to estimate range by using the naked eye, M19/M22 binoculars, andthe M3A scope. Snipers must correctly estimate the distance to 7 of 10objects using their eyes (± 15 percent), 7 to 10 objects using the binoculars(± 10 percent), and 7 to 10 objects using the M3A telescope (± 5 percent).They must sketch their assigned sector on the back of the form, page 9-11.
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g. Land Navigation. This exercise develops the snipers’ proficiencyin specific field techniques such as movement, land navigation, andradiotelephone procedure. Snipers must move from a starting point to aspecific location and then report. During this exercise, snipers should befully equipped. (See Chapter 2.) To provide training under variedconditions, this exercise should be conducted at least twice, once duringdaylight and once during limited visibility.(1) This exercise can beheld at the same time as the firing exercises.Half of the training class or group could conduct the land navigationexercise, while the other half conducts the firing exercise. When theyfinish, they change over.(2) Snipers are assembled at the starting point and instructed on themission objective, the observation positions, and the radio call signs.Trainers conduct an equipment check and an exercise briefing.This exercise requires snipers to move from the starting point to thedesignated location in less than two hours. They are instructed to avoidthe observation positions, which represent the enemy. They must reporttheir location every 15 minutes and their arrival at the destination site.A team starts the exercise with 100 points. The following point deductionsare made for errors:(a) Take 1 point off for each minute over the authorized two hours.(b) Take 3 points off for every 5 meters that the sniper misses thedesignated destination.(c) Take 5 points off for each instance of improper radio procedureor reporting.(d) Take 10 points off for each time the sniper is seen by someone inthe observation positions.(e) Take 100 points off for being lost and failing to complete the exercise.
(3) At the end of this exercise, the trainer critiques the snipers’performance.
h. Memory Enhancement Exercise (KIM Game). A KIM game exerciseconsists of 10 variable military items on a table, covered with a blanket poncho,or anything suitable. Snipers observe the objects when uncovered butcannot touch the items or talk during the exercise. (Figure 9-5 is anexample of a locally fabricated KIM game exercise scoresheet format.)
(1) After a prescribed time, the items are covered, and the sniperswrite their observations on a score sheet. They write the details thataccurately describe the object, omitting unnecessary words. There aremany variations that can be incorporated into a KIM game, such as PT, anextended amount of time between observing and recording, distractions
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while observing and recording, or the use of different methods todisplay items. For example instead of a blanket uses towel or slides. At theend of the time limit, snipers turn in the score sheets, and trainers identifyeach item. Snipers describe each object in the following categories:(a) Size: The sniper describes the object by giving the roughdimensions in a known unit of measure or in relation to a known object.(b) Shape: The sniper describes the object by giving the shape suchas round, square, or oblong.(c) Color: The sniper records the color of the object.(d) Condition: The sniper describes the object by giving the generalor unusual condition of the object such as new, worn, or dented.(e) Appears to be: The sniper describes what the object appears tobe such as an AK-47 round or radio handset.
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(2) Snipers receive 1/2 point for indicating that there was an itemwith some sort of description and the other 1/2 point for either exactlynaming the item or giving a sufficiently detailed description using thecategories listed above. The description must satisify the trainer to theextent that the sniper had never seen the object before. The total possiblescore is 10 points. Experience in the exercise, time restraints, andcomplexity of the exercise determines a passing score. This is the trainer’sjudgment based on his own experience in KIM games (Figure 9-6).The first few games should be strictly graded, emphasizing details.When the snipers are familiar with the game pattern, the trainer maymake changes. The last game of the training should be identical tothe first. In this way, the sniper can see if he improved.

i. Communications. Snipers must be highly trained in using the SOIand proper communication procedures. Maintaining communication isa primary factor in mission success. Areas of emphasis should includethe following:
Operation and maintenance of radios.
Entering the net.
Authentication.
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Encoding/decoding.
Encrypting/decrypting.
Antenna repair.
Field-expedient antennas.

9-2. ADDITIONAL SKILLS SUSTAINMENTOther than basic skills, the trainer must include additional skills into thesniper sustainment training program. Once mastered, these skillsenhance the sniper’s chance of surviving and accomplishing the mission.a. Call for Fire. With advanced camouflage and movement techniques,snipers can move about the battlefield undetected. Snipers that have aworking knowledge in the use and application of artillery, NGF, and CASwill bean asset to the commander. (See FM 6-30.)
(1) Artillery fire. Artillery fire is the secondary weapon of the sniper.Each sniper should master call-for-fire procedures (Figure 9-7,page 9-16), target location methods (Figure 9-8, page 9-17), andindirect-weapon system capabilities (Table 9-1, page 9-19). Separateradio stations may beset up with one being a simulated FDC. After theFDC receives the call for fire, it determines how the target will be attacked.That decision is announced to the FO as a message to the observer, whichconsists of three elements as follows:Unit to fire for effect.

Any changes to requests in the call for fire.
Method of fire (number of rounds to be fired).

Snipers can simulate calls for fire using the example format in Figure 9-7,page 9-16.
(2) Naval gunfire and close air support. In today’s battlefield of“high-tech” munitions and delivery systems, a working knowledge ofacquiring NGF and CAS (helicopter and fixed-wing) enables snipers toinflict heavy damage on enemy forces.
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b. Insertion/Extraction Techniques. Practical application of
insertion/extraction techniques enables snipers to accomplish its mission
and to exfiltrate with confidence. Leaders should tailor these techniques
to unit assets; however, a working knowledge of all techniques listed in
Chapter 7 is an invaluable tool to the team.c. Tracking/Counterattacking.Footprints found by enemy trackersmay indicate that snipers are in the area. A knowledge of countertracking
techniques is a valuable tool to snipers not only to remain undetected but
also to collect battlefield information. (See Chapter 8.)

d. Survival Skills. Survival training, incorporated with evasion and
escape training, will better prepare the sniper in contingency planning
during exfiltration and, possibly, infiltration. Judging enemy reaction is
an impossible task therefore, the sniper may be forced to live off the land
until linkup can be established with friendly forces.
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e. First Aid. Adequate first-aid training can mean the differencebetween life and death until proper medical attention can be given.
f. Communications Reporting Procedures. A lack of timely,detailed reporting of battlefield information can hinder the overall successof maneuvering units. Properly formatted information (Chapter 6),precoordinated with communications personnel, ensures timely andaccurate intelligence gathering. Snipers must train to use informationreporting formats and procedures.

9-3. TRAINING NOTESSnipers should be trained IAW DA Pamphlet 350-38. Training includesknowledge of equipment, ammunition, range and terrain requirements,and techniques of training and sustaining the skills of the sniper team.
a. Equipment. During all FIXs, each sniper should be equipped asindicated in Chapter 2. Team equipment should be available as needed.
b. Known Distance Range Requirements. A standard known-distancerange, graduated in 100-meter increments from 100 to 1,000 meters,is required for zeroing and zero confirmation exercises. The targetdetection range facilities and procedures should permit observation andrange determination to 800 meters.
c. Field Firing Range Requirements. The ideal field firing rangeshould be on terrain that has been left in its natural state. The rangeshould be a minimum of 800 meters in depth with provisions along thefiring line for several sniper positions within each lane to provide a slightlydifferent perspective of the target area (Table 9-2). Where time preventsconstruction of a separate range, it may be necessary to superimpose thisfacility over an existing field firing range.
(1) Iron maidens can be made out of 3/4-inch steel plate with asupporting frame. They should be cut out in the form of silhouettes20 inches wide and 40 inches high. By painting these targets white, thesniper can easily detect where the bullet impacts on the target.
(2) Placing targets inside of window openings gives the sniperexperience engaging targets that can be found in an urban environment.This is done by cutting a 15-inch by 15-inch hole in the center of a 36-inchby 48-inch plywood board. Then an E-type silhouette is emplaced on ahit-kill mechanism 2 to 4 meters behind the plywood.
(3) Targets placed inside a bunker-type position allows the sniper togain experience firing into darkened openings. This position can be builtwith logs and sandbags with an E-type silhouette on a hit-kill mechanismplaced inside.
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(4) Moving targets can be used at distances between 300 and 500 metersto give the sniper practical experience and to develop skill in engaging amoving target. Two targets, one moving laterally and one moving at anoblique, present a challenge to the sniper.(5) Targets should be arranged to provide varying degrees ofconcealment to show enemy personnel or situations in logicallocations (Figure 9-9, page 9-24). The grouping of two or more targetsto indicate a crew-served weapon situation or a small unit is acceptable.Such arrangements, provided the targets can be marked, may requireselective engagement by the sniper. The automatic target devices providefor efficient range operation and scoring.
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9-4. EXAMPLE 5-DAY SNIPER SUSTAINMENTTRAINING PROGRAM
An example of a 5-day sniper sustainment training program is as follows:

DAY 1
TASK 1: Select sniper team routes and positions.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of selection of routes and positions, asituational sniper mission with a target area location that requires aminimum movement of 3,000 meters, a military map, a protractor, afelt-tip pen, an 8-inch-square clear plastic overlay, and one sheet ofletter-size paper.
STANDARDS: Select and plot a primary and alternate route, objectiverally point, and tentative final firing position that provides the best coverand concealment.

1. Prepare overlay with two grid reference marks; primary andalternate routes with arrows indicating direction of travel; minimumof three checkpoints, numbered in order; ORP; and a tentative finalfiring position.
2. Prepare a written log of movement. The sniper data book willcontain the from-to grid coordinates, magnetic azimuths, distance,checkpoint number, objective rally point, and tentative finalfiring position.
3. Prepare overlay and written log of movement within 30 minutes.

TASK 2: Move while using individual sniper movement techniques.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of sniper movement techniques, a sniperweapon, a ghillie suit, and a flat, open area that allows trainers to observemovement techniques.
STANDARDS: Move correctly while using the designated movementtechnique.

1. Sniper low crawl.
2. Medium crawl.
3. High crawl.
4. Hands-and-knee crawl.
5. Walking.
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NOTE: Trainers designate movement techniques and critiquesnipers on their movement.
TASK 3: React to enemy contact while moving as a member of a sniper team.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of sniper team movement techniques andreactions to enemy contact, sniper team’s basic equipment and weapons,and an area of varying terrain with at least one danger area.
STANDARDS: React correctly to designated situations or danger areas.

1. Visual contact.
2. Ambush.
3. Indirect fire.
4. Air attack.
5. Danger area (linear and open area).
NOTE: Trainers designate situations and critique sniper teamson movement.

TASK 4: Describe target detection, selection, and observation techniques.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of target detection, selection, andobservation techniques.
STANDARDS: Describe, orally or in writing, techniques used to observe,detect, and select targets.
TASK 5: Identify enemy uniforms, equipment, and vehicles.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of pictures or slides of enemy uniforms,equipment, and vehicles.
STANDARDS: Identify 7 of 10 enemy uniforms or rank insignia, 7 of 10pieces of enemy equipment, and 7 of 10 enemy vehicles.
TASK 6: Describe range estimation techniques.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of range estimation techniques usedby snipers.
STANDARDS: Describe, orally or in writing, range estimationtechniques used by the sniper.

1. Eye methods.
2. Use of binoculars.
3. Use of M3A scope/M49 observation telescope.
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TASK 7: Prepare a sniper range card.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of sniper range cards, a suitable targetarea, basic sniper equipment, and a sniper range card.
STANDARDS: Prepare a sniper range card complete with—

1. Grid coordinates of position.
2. Target reference point(s) (azimuth, distance, and description).
3. Left/right limits with azimuths.
4. Ranges throughout area.
5. Major terrain features.
6. Method of obtaining range/name.
7. Weather data.

TASK 8: Prepare a military sketch.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of sniper military sketching, a suitablearea or object to sketch, and a blank military sketch sheet.
STANDARDS: Prepare a sketch complete with—

1. Grid coordinates of position.
2. Magnetic azimuth through center of sketch.
3. Sketch name and number.
4. Scale of sketch.
5. Remarks section.
6. Name/rank.
7. Date/time.
8. Weather data.

TASK 9: Maintain a sniper data book.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of the sniper data book and 20 blanksheets stapled together as a booklet.
STANDARDS: Maintain a sniper data book with a chronological listingof events that take place during the next three days and containingthe following:

1. Grid coordinates of position.
2. Observer’s name.
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3. Date/time/visibility.
4. Sheet number/number of total sheets.
5. Series number/time and grid coordinate of each event.
6. Event.
7. Action taken.
NOTE: Trainers collect the sniper data books in three days.

DAY 2
TASK 1: Describe the fundamentals of sniper marksmanship.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of sniper marksmanship fundamentals.
STANDARDS: Describe, orally or in writing, the fundamentals of snipermarksmanship.

1. Position.
2. Breath control.
3. Aiming.
4. Trigger control.

TASK 2: Describe the effects of weather on ballistics.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of the effects of weather on ballistics.
STANDARDS: Describe, orally or in writing, the effects of weatheron ballistics.
TASK 3: Describe the sniper team method of engaging targets.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of the sniper team method of engagingtargets.
STANDARDS: Describe, orally or in writing, the sniper team method ofengaging targets.
TASK 4: Describe methods used to engage moving targets.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of methods used to engage moving targets.
STANDARDS: Describe, orally or in writing, methods used to engagemoving targets.
TASK 5: Describe methods used to engage targets at various rangeswithout adjusting the scope’s elevation.
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CONDITIONS: Given a review of methods used to engage targets atvarious ranges without adjusting the scope’s elevation.
STANDARDS: Describe, orally or in writing, the methods used to engagetargets at various ranges without adjusting the scope’s elevation.
TASK 6: Zero rifle scope.
CONDITIONS: Given a sniper weapon, an M49 observation telescope,a suitable firing range, and 7 rounds of 7.62-mm special ball (Ml 18)ammunition.
STANDARDS: Zero rifle scope within 7 rounds.

DAY 3
TASK 1: Zero iron sights.
CONDITIONS: Given a sniper weapon, a suitable firing range, and12 rounds of 7.62-mm special ball ammunition.
STANDARDS: Zero iron sights on a sniper weapon within 12 rounds.
TASK 2: Engage moving targets.
CONDITIONS: Given a sniper weapon, an M49 observation telescope,a suitable firing range, and 10 rounds of 7.62-mm special ball(M118) ammunition.
STANDARDS: Engage 10 moving targets, from 300 to 500 meters,achieving a minimum of 7 hits.
TASK 3: Estimate range.
CONDITIONS: Given a sniper weapon system (M24), M19 binoculars,and 10 targets out to 800 meters.
STANDARDS: Correctly estimate range to 7 of the 10 targets using eyeestimation (± 15 percent), binoculars (± 10 percent), or the M24 sniperweapon (± 5 percent).
TASK 4: Detect targets.
CONDITIONS: Given a suitable area with 10 military objects,binoculars, M49 observation telescope, and a scorecard.
STANDARDS: Detect, plot, and describe 7 of 10 military objects within40 minutes.
TASK 5: Participate in a concealment exercise.
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CONDITIONS: Given a sniper weapon, ghillie suit, three 7.62-mm blankrounds of ammunition, an area to conceal a sniper position, and10 minutes to prepare.
STANDARDS: Without being detected, occupy a position, identify, andfire three blank rounds at a target (located 100 to 200 meters away) whois equipped with binoculars and an M49 observation telescope.Must score 7 of 10 points (Figure 9-10).
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DAY 4
TASK 1: Quality on Qualification Table No. 1.
CONDITIONS: Given a sniper weapon, M49 observation telescope, asuitable firing range, Qualification Table No. 1 scorecard, and 40 roundsof 7.62-mm special ball (Ml 18) ammunition.
STANDARDS: Engage targets from 200 to 700 meters, achieving aminimum of 140 points.
TASK 2: Engage targets in MOPP.
CONDITIONS: During daylight, given a sniper weapon, suitable firingrange, MOPP suit, complete M25-series protective mask,M49 observation telescope, and 30 rounds of 7.62-mm special ball (M118)ammunition.
STANDARDS: While in MOPP, engage targets at 300 to 800 meters,achieving a minimum of 105 points.
TASK 3: Participate in a concealed movement exercise.
CONDITIONS: Given a sniper weapon, ghillie suit, two 7.62-mm blankrounds of ammunition, and a suitable area 1,000 meters long thatis observable.
STANDARDS: Within 4 hours, move 600 to 800 meters; without being detected, occupy a position, identify, and fire two blank rounds at anenemy target who is equipped with binoculars and an M49 observationtelescope. Must score 7 of 10 points (Figure 9-11).
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DAY 5
TASK 1: Qualify on Qualification Table No. 2.
CONDITIONS: Given a sniper weapon, M49 observation telescope, asuitable firing range, Qualification Table No. 2 scorecard, and 40 roundsof 7.62-mm special ball (Ml18) ammunition.
STANDARDS: Engage targets at 300 to 900 meters, achieving aminimum of 140 points.
TASK 2: Call for fire.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of call-for-fire procedures, twoAN/PRC-77 radios, and a fire mission.
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STANDARDS: Transmit the fire mission using proper radio proceduresand the elements of the call-for-fire mission in sequence:
1. Observer identification.
2. Warning order.
3. Target location.
4. Target description.
5. Method of engagement (optional).
6. Method of fire and control (optional).

TASK 3: Locate target by grid coordinates.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of locating targets using thegrid-coordinate method, a map of the target area, binoculars, compass,and a target.
STANDARDS: Determine and announce the six-digit coordinates of thetarget (within a 250-meter tolerance) within 30 seconds.
TASK 4: Locate a target by polar plot.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of target locating using the polar-plotmethod, a map of the target area, binoculars, a compass, and a target.
STANDARDS: Locate the target within 250 meters of the actual location.Announce the target location within 30 seconds after identification.Express direction to the nearest 10 roils and within 100 mils of actualdirection. Express distance to the nearest 100 meters.
TASK 5: Locate target by shift from a known point.
CONDITIONS: Given a review of locating targets using the shift from aknown-point method, a map of the target area, binoculars, a compass, aknown point, and a target.
STANDARDS: Locate the target within 250 meters of the actual locationand announce the target location within 30 seconds after identification.Express direction to the nearest 10 roils and within 100 roils of theactual direction. Express right or left corrections to the nearest 10 metersand range corrections to the nearest 100 meters.
TASK 6: Participate in a land navigation exercise during daylight.
CONDITIONS: Given a navigation course with at least four legs no lessthan 800 meters apart.
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STANDARDS: Navigate the course without being detected by theobserver-instructor. Preparing sketches, range cards, and or logs from thesniper data book can also be incorporated into the exercise.
NIGHT 5

TASK: Participate in a land navigation exercise during nightfall.
CONDITIONS: Given a navigation course (FM 21-26) with at least threelegs no less than 500 meters apart. Observer-instructors can be placed onthe course to detect any violations of noise and light discipline and deductpoints from the sniper’s score for violations.
STANDARDS: Navigate the course without being detected.
9-5. EMERGENCY DEPLOYMENT READINESS EXERCISETrainers use T&EOs from ARTEP 7-92-MTP: Move Tactically (7-5-1825);Select/Engage Targets (7-5-1869); Select/Occupy Firing Position(7-5-1871); Estimate Range (7-5-1872); and Debrief (7-5-1809) foradditional sustainment training. An example of a battalion EDRE follows:

TIME ACTION
0400 Battalion alerts sniper teams.

1. CQ relays uniform and packing list.
2. Sniper teams have two hours to report tobattalion.
3. Sniper team leaders report to SEO when all ofthe team is accounted for.
4. Sniper team receives FRAGO from the SEO.

0600 Snipers depart battalion area by air, truck, orroad march.
Sniper teams arrive at range.0800
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sniper teams receive range/safety briefing.
Snipers receive issued ammunition.
Snipers zero weapons.
Sniper teams field/record fire on a range withtargets positioned from 200 to 900 meters.

1100 Sniper teams depart range; move to concealedmovement site by truck, road march, or tacticalmovement by teams.
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TIME ACTION
1200 Sniper teams arrive at conceded movement site.

1. Sniper teams receive briefing.
2. Site should be 800 to 1,000 meters longpositioned with a observer- instructor as a targetat one end with field table, M19 binoculars,M49 observation telescope, 8-inch by 8-inchinternational orange panels with white 5-inchnumber (1 to 9) painted on them, and twoAN/PRC-77 radios for observer and assistanttrainer.
3. Sniper will have four hours to move into hisFFP, 50 to 200 meters from observer-instructor,and fire his first shot.
4. Sniper will have 30 seconds in which to identifynumber.
5. Sniper will fire second shot.

NOTE: All information is to be recorded in the sniper data book.
6. The entire exercise will be conducted without thesniper being detected by the observer-instructor.

1600 Sniper teams depart for day/night land navigationexercise.
1. Sniper teams start the exercise from a concealedmovement site.
2. Sniper teams will be required to move to threedifferent points. At each point they will performone of the following

Draw a militaty sketch.
Draw a range card.
Do a target detection exercise.
Collect information/data.

3. All movement will be performed without beingdetected.
Night navigation exercise.
1. Sniper teams start the exercise from thecommand post.

2000
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TIME ACTION
2.
3.
4.
5.

They will move undetected to three differentpoints.
They will perform a detection exercise with theuse of NODS.
They will record all information in the sniperdata book.
After collecting necessary data, they will move toan extraction point and construct a sniper hideposition. They will prepare for target reduction.

0500-0600 Target reduction.
1. Upon target reduction time, the sniper team willprepare for extraction.
2. At extraction time, they will return to thebattalion area.
3. The SEO will debrief the sniper team.
4. The SEO will conduct an after-action review.

NOTE: A written test could also be given as part of the EDRE.
9-6. RECORD FIRE TABLESIn accordance with DA Pamphlet 350-38, sniper qualification shouldoccur quarterly. Sniper qualification involves the firing of two fieldfire tables. Qualification Table No. 1 grades target engagementsprimarily between 200 and 700 meters. Scores are recorded onDA Form 7329-R, Qualification Table No. 1 Scorecard (Figure 9-12,page 9-38). Qualification Table No. 2 grades on the longer rangesbetween 300 to 900 meters. Scores are recorded on DA Form 7330-R, Qualification Table No. 2 Scorecard (Figure 9-13, page 9-39). Althoughthe sniper weapon system has an 800-meter maximum effective range, itcan effectively hit targets at 1,000 meters. This is a challenge to the sniperand, with successful engagement, is a confidence builder in his ability. Toqualify on firing tables No. 1 and No. 2, the sniper must adhere to thefollowing standards:

NOTE: Completion of the DA Forms 7329-R and 7330-R isself-explanatory. Blank copies of these forms are located at theback of this manual for local reproduction.
Achieve a 70 percent standard of 140 points out of apossible 200 points.
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Fire a first-round hit to equal 10 points.
Fire a second round if the first round misses the target.
Receive 5 points if the second round hits the target.
Receive a score of O if the second round misses the target.
Complete firing within 30 minutes. Total all first-round hits andmultiply by 10; total second-round hits and multiply by 5.
Add first-round and second-round hits for a total firing table score.
Meet the 70 percent standard (140 points). Trainer checkssatisfactory or unsatisfactory.

NOTE: Trainer and sniper sign the scorecard.
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9-7. M24 SNIPER MILES TRAININGMILES training is an invaluable tool to simulate realistic combat training.Other than actual combat, the sniper’s best means of displayingeffectiveness as a force multiplier is through the use of the M24 sniperweapon system (MILES).a. Characteristics of the MILES Transmitter. The M24 sniper weaponsystem MILES transmitter is a modified M16 transmitter. A specialmounting bracket attaches the laser transmitter to the right side of thebarrel (looking from the butt end) of the M24 and places it parallel withthe line of bore. The laser beam output has been amplified and tightenedto provide precision fire capability out to 1,000 meters. (For componentinformation and instructions on mounting, zeroing, and operation, seeTM 9-1265-211-10.)b. Training Value. Using the M24 MILES, the trainer can enhancesustainment training in target engagement.(1) Selection of firing positions. Due to transmitter modifications, thesniper must attain a firing position that affords clear fields of fire.Any obstruction (vegetation, terrain) can prevent a one-shot kill bydeflecting or blocking the path of the laser beam. By attaining this typeof position, the sniper will improve his observation and firing capabilities.(2) Target detection/selection. Using MILES against multiple/clustertargets requires the sniper to select the target that will have the greatesteffect on the enemy. The trainer provides instant feedback on the sniper’sperformance. Situations may be created such as bunkers, hostagesituations, and MOUT firing. The hit-miss indicating aspects of MILESare invaluable in this type of training.(3) Range estimation. The sniper must be highly skilled in rangeestimation (Chapter 3) to properly use the M24 sniper weapon system.The trainer’s evaluation of this ability is as simple as the sniper pullingthe trigger. When the range to the target is properly computed andelevation dialed on the M3A, one shot, either hit or miss, indicates astrength or weakness in the sniper’s range estimation ability (if thefundamentals of marksmanship were properly applied).(4) Markmanship. A target hit (kill) with MILES is the same as onewith live ammunition. Applying marksmanship fundamentals results ina first-round kill; the training value is self-evident.
c. MILES Training Limitations. The concept of MILES is to providerealistic training however, MILES is limited in its capabilities as appliedto the sniper’s mission of long-range precision fire.(1) Lack of external ballistics training. A laser is a concentrated beam oflight emitted by the MILES transmitter. It travels from the sniper’s
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weapon undisturbed by outside forces such as temperature, humidity,and wind. Lack of these effects may lull the sniper into a false senseof confidence. The trainer should constantly reinforce the importance ofthese factors. The sniper should make a mental note of changes thatshould be applied to compensate for these effects.(2) Engagement of moving targets. The engagement of moving targets(Chapter 3) requires the sniper to establish a target lead to compensatefor flight time of his bullet. Traveling in excess of 186,000 miles persecond (speed of light), the MILES laser nullifies the requirement fortarget lead. Again, the sniper may be lulled into a false sense of confidence.The trainer should enforce the principles of moving target engagement byhaving the sniper note appropriate target lead for the given situation.
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APPENDIX A
PRIMARY SNIPER WEAPONS OF THE

WORLD
Several countries have developed sniper weapon systemscomparable to the United States systems. These weapon systemsare sold to or copied by countries throughout the world. Within theeverchanging world of politics, it is impossible to predict how thefuture enemy may be armed. The designs and capabilities of theseweapon systems are sirnilar. However, the amount of training andexperience separates the sniper the marksman. This appendixdescribes the characteristics and capabilities of prevalent sniperweapon systems.

A-1. AUSTRIAThe Austrian Scharfschutzengewehr 69 (SSG-69) is the current sniperweapon of the Austrian Army and several foreign military forces. It isavailable in either 7.62-mm x 51 or the .243 Winchester calibers.The SSG-69 is a manually bolt-operated, 5-round rotary or 10-round box,magazine-fed, single-shot repeating rifle. Recognizable features aresynthetic stock hammer-forged, heavy barrel with a taper; two-stagetrigger, adjustable for length and weight of pull; and a machined,longitudinal rib on top of the receiver that accepts all types of mounts.The sighting system consists of the Kahles ZF69 6-power telescope ironsights are permanently affixed to the rifle for emergency use. The telescopecomes equipped with an internal bullet-drop compensator graduated to800 meters, and a reticle that consists of an inverted V with brokencross hairs. The weapon, magazine, and telescope together weigh10.14 pounds. This weapon has a barrel length of 25.59 inches and a totallength of 44.88 inches with a muzzle velocity of 2,819 feet per second.It has an accuracy of 15.75 inches at 800 meters using RWS Match rounds.
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A-2. BELGIUMThe Model 30-11 sniping FN rifle is the current sniper rifle of the Belgianand other armies. This weapon is a 7.62-mm x 51, 5-round internal or10-round detachable box, magazine-fed, manually bolt-operated rifle witha Mauser-action heavy barrel and, through the use of butt-spacer plates,an adjustable stock. Its sighting system is the FN 4-power,28-mm telescope and aperture sights with 1/6 MOA adjustmentcapability. The rifle weighs 10.69 pounds and, with its 19.76-inch barrel,is a total of 43.97 inches long. The Model 30-11 has a muzzle velocity of2,819 fps. Accessories include the biped of the MAG machine gun,butt-spacer plates, sling, and carrying case.
A-3. THE FORMER CZECHOSLOVAKIAThe current sniper weapon system is the VZ54 sniper rifle. It is amanually bolt-operated, l0-round box, magazine-fed 7.62-mm x 54 rimmedweapon and built upon bolt-action with a free-floating barrel. This weaponis similar to the M1891/30 sniping rifle (former Russian weapon)-onlyshorter and lighter. The rifle is 45.19 inches long and weighs 9.02 poundswith the telescope. It has a muzzle velocity of 2,659 fps with a maximumeffective range of 1,000 meters.
A-4. FINLAND
Finnish weapon technology introduces a 7.62-mm x 51 sniper rifle thatis equipped with an integral barrel/silencer assembly. It is a bolt-action,5-round box, magazine-fed weapon with a nonreflective plastic stock anda standard adjustable biped. Through the use of adaptors, any telescopicor electro-optical sight may be mounted. The weapon is not equippedwith metallic sights. The 7.62-mm Vaime SSR-1 (silenced sniper rifle)weighs 9.03 pounds and is 46.45 inches long.
A-5. FRANCEFrench sniper weapons consist of the FR-F1 and FR-F2.

a. FR-F1. The FR-F1 sniping rifle, known as the Tireur d’Elite, is amanually bolt-operated, 10-round detachable box, magazine-fed,7.62-mm x 51 or 7.5-mm x 54 weapon. The length of the stock may beadjusted with the butt-spacer plates. This weapon’s sighting systemconsists of the Model 53 bis 4-power telescopic sight and integral metallicsights with luminous spots for night firing. It weighs 11.9 pounds, has a barrellength of 21.7 inches, and a total length of 44.8 inches. This weapon hasa muzzle velocity of 2,794 fps and a maximum effective range of 800 meters.
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Standard equipment features a permanently affixed biped whose legs maybe folded forward into recesses in the fore-end of the weapon.
b. FR-F2. The FR-F2 sniping rifle is an updated version of the F1.Dimensions and operating characteristics remain unchanged; however,functional improvements have been made. A heavy-duty biped has beenmounted more toward the butt-end of the rifle, adding ease of adjustmentfor the firer. Also, the major change is the addition of a thick, plasticthermal sleeve around and along the length of the barrel. This additioneliminates or reduces barrel mirage and heat signature. It is alsochambered for 7.62-mm x 51 NATO ammunition.

A-6. GERMANYThe FRG has three weapons designed mainly for sniping the ModelSP66 Mauser, WA 2000 Walther, and Heckler and Koch PSG-1.
a. Model SP66 Mauser. The SP66 is not only used by the Germansbut also by about 12 other countries. This weapon is a heavy-barreled,manually bolt-operated weapon built upon a Mauser short-action.Its 26.8-inch barrel, completely adjustable thumbhole-type stock, andoptical telescopic sight provide a good-quality target rifle. The weaponhas a 3-round internal magazine fitted for 7.62-mm x 51 ammunition anda Zeiss-Diavari ZA 1.5-6-variable power x 42-mm zoom telescopic sight.The muzzle of the weapon is equipped with a flash suppressor andmuzzle brake.
b. WA 2000 Walther. The WA 2000 is built specifically for sniping.The entire weapon is built around the 25.6-inch barrel; it is 35.6 inches long.This uniquely designed weapon is chambered for .300 WinchesterMagnum, but it can be equipped to accommodate 7.62-mm x 51 NATOor 7.5-mm x 55 Swiss calibers. It is a gas-operated, 6-round box,magazine-fed weapon, and it weighs 18.3 pounds. The weapon’s triggeris a single- or two-staged type, and its optics consist of a 2.5-10-variablepower x 56-mm telescope. It has range settings of 100 to 600 meters andcan be dismounted and mounted without loss of zero.
c. Heckler and Koch PSG-1. The PSG-1 is a gas-operated, 5- or20-round, magazine-fed, semiautomatic weapon and is 47.5-inches longwith a 25.6-inch barrel and has a fully adjustable, pistol-grip-style stock.

Optics consist of a 6-power x 42-mm telescopic sight with six settings forrange from 100 to 600 meters. The 7.62-mm x 51 PSG-1 weighs 20.7 poundswith tripod and when fully loaded. The muzzle velocity is 2,558 to2,624 fps.
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A-7. ISRAELThe Israelis copied the basic operational characteristics and configurationof the 7.62-mm Galil assault rifle and developed a weapon to meet thedemands of sniping. The 7.62-mm x 51 Galil sniping rifle is a semiautomatic,gas-operated, 20-round bolt magazine-fed weapon. Like most servicerifles modified for sniper use, the weapon is equipped with a heavier barrelfitted with a flash suppressor it can be equipped with a silencer that firessubsonic ammunition. The weapon features a pistol-grip-style stock, a fullyadjustable cheekpiece, a rubber recoil pad, a two-stage trigger, and anadjustable biped mounted to the rear of the fore-end of the rifle.Its sighting system consists of a side-mounted 6-power x 40-mm telescopeand fixed metallic sights. The weapon is 43.89-inches long with a 20-inchbarrel without a flash suppressor and weighs 17.64 pounds with a biped,sling, telescope, and loaded magazine. When firing FN Match ammunition,the weapon has a muzzle velocity of 2,672 fps; when firing Ml18 specialball ammunition, it has a muzzle velocity of 2,557 fps.
A-8. ITALYThe Italian sniper rifle is the Berretta rifle. This rifle is a manuallybolt-operated, 5-round box, magazine-fed weapon, and fires the7.62-mm x 51 NATO rounds. Its 45.9-inch length consists of a 23-inchheavy, free-floated barrel, a wooden thumbhole-type stock with a rubberrecoil pad, and an adjustable cheekpiece. Target-quality, metallic sightsconsist of a hooded front sight and a fully adjustable, V-notch rearsight.The optical sight consists of a Zeiss-Diavari-Z 1.5-power x 6-mm zoomtelescope. The weapon weighs 15.8 pounds with biped and 13.75 poundswithout the biped. The NATO telescope mount allows almost anyelectro-optical or optical sight to be mounted to the weapon.
A-9. SPAINThe 7.62-mm C-75 special forces rifle is the current sniper rifle of Spain.This weapon uses a manually operated Mauser bolt-action. It is equippedwith iron sights and has telescope mounts machined into the receiver toallow for the mounting of most electro-optic or optic sights. The weaponweighs 8.14 pounds. An experienced firer can deliver effective fire out to1,500 meters using Match ammunition.
A-10. SWITZERLAND
The Swiss use the 7.62-mm x 51 NATO SG 51O-4SIG rifle with telescopic sight.The SG 510-4 is a delayed, blow-back-operated, 20-round, magazine-fed,semiautomatic or fully automatic weapon. With biped, telescope, and
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empty 20-round magazine, the weapon weighs 1229 pounds. It is39.9 inches long with a 19.8-inch barrel and a muzzle velocity of 2,591 fps.
A-11. UNITED KINGDOMThe United Kingdom has four weapons designed for use by militarysnipers: the L42A1, Models 82 and 85 Parker-Hale, and L96Al.

a. L42A1. The L42A1 is a 7.62-mm x 51 single-shot, manuallybolt-operated 10-round box magazine-fed conversion of the Enfield .303,Mark 4. It is 46.49 inches long with a barrel length of 27.51 inches. It comesequipped with metallic sights and 6-power x 42-mm LIAl telescope, andhas a muzzle velocity of 2,748 fps.
b. Model 82. The Model 82 sniper rifle is a 7.62-mm x 51 single-shot,manually bolt-operated, 4-round internal magazine-fed rifle built upon aMauser 98-action. It is equipped with metallic target sights or the morepopular V2S 4-variable power x 10-mm telescope. It can deliverprecision fire at all ranges out to 400 meters with a 99 percent chance offirst-round accuracy. The weapon weighs 10.5 pounds and is 45.7 inches long.It is made of select wood stock and has a 25.9-inch, freefloated heavy barrel.An optional, adjustable biped is also available.
c. Model 85. The Model 85 sniper rifle is a 7.62-mm x 51 single-shot,manually bolt-operated, 10-round box magazine-fed rifle designed forextended use under adverse conditions. Its loaded weight of 30.25 poundsconsists of an adjustable-for-length walnut stock with a rubber recoil padand cold-forged, free-floated 27.5-inch heavy barrel. The populartelescope is 6-power x 44-mm with a ballistic cam graduated from 200 to900 meters. This weapon is guaranteed first-round hit capability ontargets up to 600 meters. It also provides an 85 percent first-roundcapability at ranges of 600 to 900 meters. Features include:(1) An adjustable trigger.(2) A silent safety catch.
(3) A threaded muzzle for a flash suppressor.(4) A biped with lateral and swivel capabilities.
(5) An integral dovetail mount that accepts a variety of telescopesand electro-optical sights.
d. The L96A1 sniper rifle is a 7.62-mm x 51 single-shot, manuallybolt-operated, 10-round box magazine-fed rifle weighing 13.64 pounds.It features an aluminum frame with a high-impact plastic, thumbhole-typestock, a free-floated barrel; and a lightweight-alloy, fully adjustable biped.The rifle is equipped with metallic sights that can deliver accurate fire outto 700 meters and can use the LIA1 telescope. The reported accuracy of
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this weapon is 0.75 MOA at l,000 meters. One interesting feature of the stockdesign is a spring-loaded monopod concealed in the butt. FuIly adjustablefor elevation, the monopod serves the same purpose as the sand sock thatthe US Army uses.
A-12. UNITED STATESThe US Army sniper weapons are the M21 and M24 SWS. As with othercountries, earlier production sniper rifles are still being used abroad toinclude the Ml, MIA-EZ and the M21. Other sniper weapon systemsused by US forces are the USMC M40A1 and special application sniperrifles such as the RAI Model 500 and the Barrett Model 82.a. M40A1. The M40A1 sniping rifle is a manually bolt-operated,5-round internal magazine-fed 7.62-mm x 51 NATO weapon. This weaponis equipped with a Unertyl lo-power fixed telescope with a roil-dot reticlepattern as found in the M24’s M3A telescope. The M40A1 is 43.97 incheslong with a 24-inch barrel and weighs 14.45 pounds. It fires Ml 18 specialball ammunition and has a muzzle velocity of 2,547 fps and a maximumeffective range of 800 meters.

b. RAI Model 500. The RAl Model 500 long-range rifle is a manuallybolt-operated, single-shot weapon, and it is chambered for thecaliber .50 Browning cartridge. Its 33-inch heavy, fluted, free-floatingbarrel, biped, and fully adjustable stock and cheekpiece weigh a total of29.92 pounds. The weapon is equipped with a harmonic balancer thatdampens barrel vibrations, a telescope with a ranging scope base, and amuzzle brake with flash suppressor. The USMC and USN use thisweapon, which has a muzzle velocity of 2,912 fps.
c. Barrett Model  82. The Barrett Model 82 sniping rifle is arecoil-operated, 1 l-round detachable box, magazine-fed, semiautomaticweapon chambered for the caliber .50 Browning cartridge. Its 36.9-inchfluted barrel is equipped with a six-port muzzle brake that reduces recoilby 30 percent. It has an adjustable biped and can also be mounted on theM82 tripod or any mounting compatible with the M60 machine gun.This weapon has a pistol-grip-style stock, is 65.9 inches long, and weighs32.9 pounds. The sighting system consists of a telescope, but no metallicsights are provided. The telescope mount may accommodate any telescopewith l-inch rings. Muzzle velocity of the Model 82 is 2,849 fps.

A-13. THE FORMER RUSSIAThe Russians have a well-designed sniper weapon called the 7.62-mmDragunov sniper rifle (SVD). The SVD is a semiautomatic, gas-operated,10-round box, magazine-fed, 7.62-mm x 54 (rimmed) weapon. It is equipped
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with metallic sights and the PSO-1 4-power telescopic sight with abattery-powered, illuminated reticle. The PSO-1 also incorporates ametascope that can detect an infrared source. Used by the former WarsawPact armies, this thumbhole/pistol-grip-style stocked weapon weighs9.64 pounds with telescope and lo-round magazine. This weapon is48.2 inches long with a 21.5-inch barrel, a muzzle velocity of 2,722 fps, anda maximum effective range of 600 to 800 meters.
A-14. THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIAThe former Yugoslav armed forces use the M76 semiautomatic sniping rifle.The M76 is a gas-operated, 10-round detachable box, magazine-fed,optically equipped 7.92-mm weapon. Variations of the weapon may befound in calibers 7.62-mm x 54 and 7.62-mm x 51 NATO. Believed tobe based upon the FAZ family of automatic weapons, it featurespermanently affixed metallic sights, a pistol-grip-style wood stock, and a4-power telescopic sight much the same as the Soviet PSO-1. It isgraduated in NM-meter increments from 100 to 1,000 meters and has anoptical sight mount that allows the mounting of passive nightsights.The M76 is 44.7 inches long with a 21.6-inch-long barrel. It weighs11.2 pounds with the magazine and telescope, and it has a muzzle velocityof 2261 fps. A maximum effective range for the M76 is given as 800 meterswith a maximum range of 1,000 meters.
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APPENDIX B
M21 SNIPER WEAPON SYSTEM

The National Match M14 rifle (Figure B-1) and its scope makeupthe M21 sniper weapon system. The M21 is accurized IAW UnitedStates Army Marksmanship Training Unit specifications and hasthe same basic design and operation as the standard M14 rifle(FM 23-8), except for specially selected and hand-fitted parts.
Section IM21 SNIPER WEAPON SYSTEM

This section describes the general characteristics of the M21 SWS. The M21has been replaced by the M24 (Chapter 2); however, the M21 is still in usethroughout the US Army.
B-1. M21 DIFFERENCESSignificant differences exist between the M21 SWS and M24 SWS.These differences are as follows:a. The barrel is gauged and selected to ensure correct specificationtolerances. The bore is not chromium plated.b. The stock is walnut and impregnated with an epoxy.c. The receiver is individually custom fitted to the stock with afiberglass compound.d. The firing mechanism is reworked and polished to provide for acrisp hammer release. Trigger weight is between 4.5 to 4.75 pounds.e. The suppressor is fitted and reamed to improve accuracy andeliminate any misalignment.f. The gas cylinder and piston are reworked and polished to improveoperation and to reduce carbon buildup.g. The gas cylinder and lower band are permanently attached to each other.h. Other parts are carefully selected, fitted, and assembled.
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B-2. INSPECTIONIf the sniper discovers a deficiency while inspecting the rifle, he reports itto the unit armorer. The following areas should be inspected:a. Check the appearance and completeness of all parts. Shiny surfacesshould be treated.
b. Check the flash suppressor for misalignment, burrs, or evidenceof bullet tipping. The suppressor should be tight on the barrel.
c. Check the front sight to ensure that it is tight, that the blade issquare, and that all edges and comers are sharp.
d. Check the gas cylinder to ensure it fits tightly on the barrel. The gasplug should be firmly tightened.
e. Check the forward band on the stock to ensure it does not bindagainst the gas cylinder front band.
f. Check the handguard. It should not bind against the receiver, thetop of the stock, or the operating rod.
g. Check the firing mechanism to ensure the weapon does not firewith the safety “on,” and that it has a smooth, crisp trigger pull when thesafety is “off.”
h. Check the rear sight tension by turning the aperture up to the“10” position. Then press down on top of the aperture with a thumb.If the aperture can be pushed down, the tension must be readjusted.
i. Check the stock for splits or cracks.
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B-3. CARE AND MAINTANCEExtreme care has been used in building the sniper rifle. A similar degreeof attention must be devoted to its daily care and maintenance.a. The rifle should not be disassembled by the sniper for normalcleaning and lubrication. Disassembly is performed only by the armorerduring the scheduled inspections or repair. The armorer thoroughlycleans and lubricates the rifle at that time.b. The following materials are required for cleaning the rifle(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)(7)
(8)
(9)

Lubricating oil, general purpose (PL special).
Lubricating oil, weapons (for below zero operation).
Rifle bore cleaner.
Rifle grease.
Patches.
Bore brush.Shaving brush.
Toothbrush.
Cleaning rags.

c. The recommended procedures for cleaning and lubricating therifle are as follows:
(1) Wipe old oil, grease, and external dirt from the weapon.
(2) Clean the bore by placing the weapon upside down on a table orin a weapon cradle. hen, push a bore brush dipped in bore cleanercompletely through the bore. Remove the bore brush and pull the rod out.Repeat this process four or five times.
(3) Clean the chamber (Figure B-2) and bolt face with bore cleanerand a chamber brush or toothbrush.
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(4) Clean the chamber, receiver, and other interior areas withpatches dipped in RBC.
(5) Clean the bore by pulling clean patches through the bore untilthey come out of the bore clean.
(6) Wipe the chamber and interior surfaces with patches until clean.
(7) With the bolt and gas piston to the rear, place one drop of borecleaner in between the rear band of the gas system and the lower side ofthe barrel. DO NOT PUT BORE CLEANER in the gas port. It willincrease carbon buildup and restrict free movement of the gas piston.
(8) Lubricate the rifle by placing a light coat of grease on theoperating rod handle track, caroming surfaces in the hump of theoperating rod, the bolt’s locking lug track, and in between the frontband lip of the gas system and the metal band on the lower front ofthe stock.
(9) Place a light coat of PL special on all exterior metal parts.

B-4. LOADING AND UNLOADINGTo load the M21, the sniper locks the bolt to the rear and places theweapon in the SAFE position. He inserts the magazine into themagazine well by pushing up, then pulling the bottom of the magazineto the rear until the magazine catch gives an audible click. To chambera round, the sniper pulls the bolt slightly to the rear to release the boltcatch, then releases the bolt. To unload the M21, he locks the bolt tothe rear and places the weapon in the SAFE position. Then hedepresses the magazine release latch, and moves the magazine in aforward and downward motion at the same time.
B-5. REAR SIGHTSThe M21 sniper weapon system is equipped with National Match rearsights (Figure B-3). The pinion assembly adjusts the elevation of theaperture. By turning it clockwise, it raises the point of impact. Byturning it counterclockwise, it lowers the point of impact. Each clickof the pinion is 1 MOA (minute of angle). The hooded aperture is alsoadjustable and provides .5 MOA changes in elevation. Rotating theaperture so that the indication notch is at the top raises the point ofimpact .5 MOA. Rotating the indication notch to the bottom lowersthe strike of the round. The windage dial adjusts the lateral movementof the rear sight. Turning the dial clockwise moves the point of impactto the right and turning it counterclockwise moves the point of impactto the left. Each click of windage is .5 MOA.
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B-6. MALFUNCTIONS AND CORRECTIONSTable B-1 contains pertinent information for the operator and serves as
an aid to personnel who are responsible for restoring worn, damaged, or
inoperative materiel to a satisfactory condition. If the weapon becomes
unserviceable, it must be turned in for service by a school-trained National
Match armorer.
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Section IIM21 SIGHTING DEVICES
A scope mounted on the rifle allows the sniper to detect and engagetargets more effectively. The target’s image in the scope is in focus withthe aiming point (reticle). This allows for a more focused picture of thetarget and aiming point at the same time. Another advantage of the scopeis its ability to magnify the target. This increases the resolution of thetarget’s image, making it clearer and more defined. Keep in mind, a scopedoes not make a soldier a better sniper, it only helps him to see better.
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B-7. AUTO-RANGING TELESCOPEAuto-ranging telescopes are part of the M21 system. The two types ofARTs on the M21 system are the ART I and ART II. The basic design andoperating principle of both scopes are the same. Therefore, they will bedescribed together, but their differences will be pointed out.
B-8. ART I AND ART II SCOPESThe ART has a commercially procured 3- to 9-variable-power telescopicscopesight, modified for use with the sniper rifle. This scope has amodified reticle with a ballistic earn mounted to the power adjustmentring on the ART I (Figure B-4). The ART II (Figure B-5) has a separateballistic cam and power ring. The ART is mounted on a spring-loadedbase mount that is adapted to fit the M14. It is transported in a hardcarrying case when not mounted to the rifle. The scopes on the M21 sniperweapon system can also be used for rough range estimation. Once thesniper team is familiar with the M21 and is accustomed to ranging out ontargets, it makes a mental note of where the power adjust ring is set atvarious distances.
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a. Magnification. The ART’s increased magnification allows thesniper to seethe target clearly.
(1) The average, unaided human eye can distinguish detail of about1 inch at 100 meters (1 MOA). Magnification, combined withwell-designed optics, permit resolution of this 1 inch divided by themagnification. Thus, a 1/4 MOA of detail can be seen with a 4-powerscope at 100 meters, or 1 inch of detail can be seen at 600 meters with a6-power scope.
(2) The lens surfaces are coated with a hard film of magnesiumfluoride for maximum light transmission.
(3) The elevation and windage turrets have dials on them that arelocated midway on the scope barrel and are used for zeroing adjustments.These dials are graduated in .5 MOA increments.
(4) These telescopes also have modified retitles The ART I scopehas a basic cross hair design with two horizontal stadia lines that appearat target distances, 15 inches above and 15 inches below the horizontal
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line of the reticle (Figure B-6). It also has two vertical stadia lines thatappear at target distance, 30 inches to the left and 30 inches to the rightof the vertical line of the reticle. The ART II scope reticle (Figure B-7)consists of three posts: two horizontal and one bottom vertical post.These posts represent 1 meter at the target’s distance. The reticle has abasic cross hair with two dots on the horizontal line that appear at targetdistance, 30 inches to the left and 30 inches to the right of the vertical line.

(5) A ballistic cam is attached to the power adjustment ring on theART I scope. The ART II scope has a separate power ring and ballistic cam.(6) The power ring on both scopes increases and decreases themagnification of the scope, while the ballistic cam raises and lowers thescope to compensate for elevation.(7) Focus adjustments are made by screwing the eyepiece into oraway from the scope barrel until the reticle is clear.
b. Scope Mounts. The ART mounts are made of lightweightaluminum consisting of a side-mounting plate and a spring-loaded basewith scope mounting rings. The scope mount is designed for low-profilemounting of the scope to the rifle, using the mounting guide grooves andthreaded hole(s) on the left side of the receiver. The ART I has onethumbscrew that screws into the left side of the receiver (Figure B-8).The ART II mount has two thumbscrews; one is screwed into the left sideof the receiver, and the other is screwed into the cartridge clip guide infront of the rear sight (Figure B-9).
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c. Design and Operation. The ART scopes are designed toautomatically adjust for the needed elevation at ranges of 300 to900 meters. This is done by increasing or decreasing the magnification ofthe scope until a portion of the target’s image matches the representedmeasurement of the scope’s reticle.
(1) For example, the power ring on the ART I scope can be adjusteduntil 30 inches of an object or a person’s image (beltline to top of head)fits exactly in between the horizontal stadia lines (top stadia line touchingtop of the head and bottom stadia line on the beltline).
(2) Another example is to adjust the power ring on the ART II scopeuntil 1 meter (about 40 inches) of a person’s or an object’s image appearsequal to one of the posts in the reticle.
(3) When turning the power ring to adjust the target’s image to thereticle, the sniper is also turning the ballistic cam. This raises or lowersthe scope itself to compensate for elevation. Therefore, once the scope’smagnification is properly adjusted in proportion to the target’s image, theballistic cam has at the same time adjusted the scope for the properelevation needed to engage the target at that range.
(4) The ART II scope has a locking thumbscrew located on the powerring used for connecting and disconnecting the power ring from theballistic cam. This allows the sniper to adjust the scope on target(auto-ranging mode), and then disengage the locking thumbscrew to increasemagnification (manual mode) without affecting the elevation adjustment.
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d. Zeroing. The ART scope should be zeroed at 300 meters.Ideally, this should be done on a known-distance range with bull’s-eye-typetargets. When zeroing the ART scope (Figure B-10), the sniper—(1) Removes the elevation and windage caps from the scope.(2) Turns the power adjustment ring to the lowest position. On theART II scope, ensures that the locking thumbscrew is engaged and thatthe ballistic cam moves when the power ring is turned.(3) Assumes a good prone-supported position that allows thenatural point of aim to be centered on the target.(4) Fires three rounds, using good marksmanship fundamentals witheach shot.(5) Makes the needed adjustments to the scope after placement ofthe rounds has been noted. He is sure to remember—(a) That each mark on the elevation and windage dials equals .5 MOA(.5 MOA at 300 meters equals 1.5 inches.)(b) That turning the elevation dial in the direction of the UP arrowwill raise the point of impact; turning it the other direction will lower it.(c) That turning the windage dial in the direction of the R arrow willmove the point of impact to the right; turning it the other direction willmove it to-the left.
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(6) Repeats the steps in paragraphs (4) and (5) above until two3-round shot groups are centered on the target.
After the scope is properly zeroed, it will effectively range on targets outto 900 meters in the auto-ranging mode.

e. Zeroing and Calibrating of the M21 Iron Sights. If the telescopeis damaged, the sniper must use his backup sighting system-iron sights.Due to time constraints, it may be impossible or impractical to searchthrough the data book to determine the needed elevation setting toengage a target at a specific range. Once the elevation dial has beencalibrated to the sniper’s individual zero for that particular rifle, targetscan be engaged anywhere between 0 and 1,080 meters by using index lines.
(1) The index lines on the elevation dial designate hundreds of yardsto the target. Every other line is numbered with an even number, lines inbetween are the odd hundreds of yards-that is, the line marked with anumber "2” is the 200-yard index line. The index line between thenumbers 2 and 4 is the 300-yard index line. If the distance to the target isnot in exact hundreds of yards, the elevation dial should be clickedbetween index lines to approximate the distance. If the target distance isless than 100 yards, the 100-yard setting should be used-the differencein impact is minimal.(2) To calibrate the elevation dial, the sniper must first zero the rifleat a known distance that correlates to one of the index lines on theelevation dial. (The recommended distance is 300 yards.) Once zeroingis completed, calibration involves the following steps:
STEP 1: Turn the elevation dial forward (down, away from the sniper),and move the rear sight aperture assembly to its lowest setting(mechanical zero), counting the number of clicks. This number ofclicks is elevation zero and must be remembered for use in thefor example, the number will be 10 clicks.calibration process—
STEP 2: Loosen the screw in the center of the elevation dial using adime or screwdriver (about one turn) until the dial can be rotated forwardBe careful not to loosen the screw too much or it may fall and become lost.It is critical that once the screw is loosened to never rotate the elevationdial clockwise (up or toward the sniper) during calibration. This couldresult in improper calibration.
STEP 3: Turn the elevation dial forward (down, away from thesniper) until the index line on the receiver lines up with the index lineon the dial that correlates to the distance at which the rifle waszeroed-for example, 300 yards. This is the index line between 2 and 4.
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If the setting is passed (even by one click), rotate the elevation dialcounterclockwise (down, away from the sniper) until the index linesmatch up. Never rotate the dial in the UP direction (clockwise,toward the sniper) with the screw in the elevation dial loose.
STEP 4: Remember the number of clicks (for example, 10) whenzeroing the rifle and begin rotating the elevation dialcounterclockwise (down, away from sniper). Count the clicks untilthe elevation dial has been rotated the same number of clicks thatwere on the rifle when zeroed. If too many clicks are used, start overat Step 3.
STEP 5: Now, hold the elevation dial, being careful not to allow it torotate, then tighten the screw in the center of the elevation dial astight as possible. Hold the elevation dial carefully with a pair of pliersto ensure the screw is tight.
STEP 6: To check the calibration, rotate the elevation dial tomechanical zero (all the way down), then count the number of clicksto zero. This should result in the index line on the receiver being linedup with the correct index line on the elevation dial (between 2 and 4).If this happens, the rear sight is now calibrated for elevation. If not,repeat Steps 1 through 5.
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GLOSSARY
AARTY...... Army artillery
ADAM . . . . . . artillery delivered antipersonnel mine
aiming . . . . . . a marksmanship fundamental; refers to the precisealignment of the rifle sights with the target
ALICE . . . . . . all-purpose lightweight individual carrying equipment
AM . . . . . . . . amplitude modulation
antenna . . . . a device used to radiate or receive electromagneticenergy (usually RF)
antijamming . . a device, method, or system used to reduce or eliminatethe effects of jamming
AP . . . . . . . . antipersonnel
APFT . . . . . . Army Physical Fitness Test
APICM . . . . antipersonnel improved conventional munition
armorer . . . . one who services and makes repairs on small armsand performs similar duties to keep small armsready for use
ARNG . . . . . . .Army National Guard
ART . . . . . . .auto-ranging telescope
ARTEP . . . . . . .Army Training and Evaluation Program
AVLB . . . . . . armored vehicle launched bridge
AWADS . . . . adverse weather aerial delivery system
ball . . . . . . . . the projectile the bullet
ballistics . . . . a science that deals with the motion and flightcharacteristics of projectiles
BDU . . . . . . battle dress uniform
BMNT . . . . . . beginning morning nautical twilight
breath control a marksmanship fundamental refers to the control ofbreathing to help keep the rifle steady during firing
bullet drop . . how far the bullet drops from the line of departure tothe point of impact
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bull's-eye target . any target with a round black circle and scoring ringsNormally used in competitive marksmanship training
butt plate . . . . . metal or rubber covering of the end of the stock onthe rifle
CALFEX . . . . . combined arms live-fire exercise
cartridge . . . . . a complete round of ammunition
CAB . . . . . . . . close air support
CLGP . . . . . . . cannon-launched guided projectile
CAP . . . . . . . . cleaner, lubricant, preservative
cm . . . . . . . . . centimeter
CMF . . . . . . . career management field
counterpoise . . . a conductor or system of conductors used as asubstitute for a ground in an antenna system
CP . . . . . . . . concrete-piercing
CQ . . . . . . . . charge of quarters
crack and thump . a method to determine the general direction anddistance to an enemy firer who is shooting at you
cradle . . . . . . . a vise-like mechanism that holds a weapon in asecured position during test firing
CS . . . . . . . a chemical agent (tear gas)
CW . . . . . . . . continuous wave
dia . . . . . . . .. diameter
dipole . . . . . . . a radio antenna consisting of two horizontal rods inline with each other with their ends slightly separated
DPICM . . . . . . dual-purpose improved conventional munition
DIG . . . . . . . . date-time group
DZ . . . . . . . . . drop zone
E&E . . . . . . . . evasion and escape
ECM . . . . . . . electronic countermeasures
EDGE . . . . . . . emergency deployment readiness exercise
EEL . . . . . . . . essential elements of information
EVENT....... end of evening nautical twilight
effective wind . . the average of all the varying winds encountered
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electromagnetic wave . . .a wave propagating as a periodic disturbanceof the electromagnetic field and having a frequency inthe electromagnetic spectrum
elevation adjustment . . . rotating the front sight post to cause thebullet to strike the higher or lower on the target
EMP . . . . . . . electromagnetic pulse
EPW . . . . . . . enemy prisoner of war
ERP . . . . . . . end-route rally point
eye relief . . . . . the distance from the firing eye to the rear sight;eye relief is a function of stock weld
F . . . . . . . . Fahrenheit
FDC . . . . . . fire direction center
FFL . . . . . . final firing line
FFP . . . . . . final firing position
FLOT . . . . . . forward line of own troops
FM . . . . . . . . frequency modulated
FO . . . . . . . . forward observer
fps . . . . . . . . .feet per second
FRAGO . . . . fragmentary order
freq . . . . . . . .frequency
FSK . . . . . . frequency-shift keying
ft . . . . . . . . . feet
FTX . . . . . . field training exercise
ground . . . . . . a metallic connection with the earth to establishground (or earth) potential
HAHO . . . . . . high altitude, high opening
half-wave antenna . . . . . an antenna whose electrical length is halfthe wavelength of the transmitted or receivedfrequency
HALO . . . . . . high altitude, low opening
HC . . . . . . . . hydrogen chloride
HE . . . . . . . . high explosive
HF . . . . . . . . high frequency
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hrs . . . . . . . .. hours
Hz . . . . . . . .. hertz
IAW . . . . . . . . in accordance with
ID . . . . . . . . .
illum . . . . . . .
in . . . . . . . . .
insulator . . . . .
interference . . .

IRP . . . . . . . .
jamming . . . .

KIM . . . . . . . .
laser . . . . . . . .
LBE . . . . . . . .
LAX . . . . . . . .
line of departure .
line of sight . . . .
L/R.. . . . . . .
LR . . . . . . . . .
LSA . . . . . . . .
LZ . . . . . . . . .
m . . . . . . . . .
MEDEVAC . . . .
METT-T . . . . .
MHz . . . . . . . .
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identification
illumination
inches
a device or material that has a high electrical resistance
any undesired signal that tends to interfere with thedesired signal
initial rally point
deliberate interference intended to prevent receptionof signals in a specific frequency band
keep-in-memory (exercise game)
light amplification by simulated emission of radiation
loading-bearing equipment
live-fire exercise
the line defined by the bore of the rifle or the path thebullet would take without gravity
a straight line from the eye through the aiming deviceto the point of aim
left/right
laser range finder
lubricating oil, weapons, semifluid
landing zone
meters
medical evacuation
mission, enemy, terrain, troops and time available
megahertz
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midrange trajectory/maximum ordinate . . the highest point the bulletreaches on its way to the target this point mustbe known to engage a target that requires firingunderneath an overhead obstacle, such as a bridge ora tree; inattention to midrange trajectory may causethe sniper to hit the obstacle instead of the target
MIJI . . . . . . . meaconing, intrusion, jamming, and interference
MILES . . . . . . multiple-integrated laser engagement system
min . . . . . . . . minute(s)
mm . . . . . . . . millimeter
MOA . . . . . . . an angle that would cover 1 inch at a distance of100 yards, 2 inches at 200 yards, and so on; each clickof sight adjustment is equal to one minute of angle
MOPP . . . . . . mission-oriented protection posture
MOUT . . . . . . .military operations on urbanized terrain
mph . . . . . . . miles per hour
MRE . . . . . . . meal, ready-to-eat
MTP . . . . . . . mission training plan
muzzle velocity . the speed of the bullet as it leaves the rifle barrel,measured in feet per second; it varies according tovarious factors, such as ammunition type and lotnumber, temperature, and humidity
NATO . . . . . . North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NBC . . . . . . . nuclear, biological, chemical
NCO . . . . . . . noncommissiotted officer
NGF . . . . . . . naval gunfire
NOD . . . . . . . night observation device
NSN . . . . . . . national stock number
OIR . . . . . . . other intelligence requirements
OP . . . . . . . . observation post
OPORD . . . . . operation order
OPSEC . . . . . operations security
optical sight . . sight with lenses, prisms, or mirrors used in lieu ofiron sights
ORP . . . . . . . .objective rally point
O-T . . . . . . . . observer-target
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PD . . . . . . . . . point-detonating
PFC . . . . . . . . private first class
P I R . . . . . . . . priority intelligence requirements
POC . . . . . . . . point of contact
point of aim . . . the exact spot on a target the rifle sights arealigned with
point of impact . . the point that a bullet strikes; usually considered inrelation to point of aim
PSG . . . . . . . . platoon sergeant
PT . . . . . . . . . physical training
PW . . . . . . . . prisoner of war
PZ . . . . . . . . . pickup zone
QRF . . . . . . . . quick-reaction force
quarter-wave antenna . . an antenna with an electrical length that isequal to one-quarter wavelength of the signal beingtransmitted or received
RMMS . . . . . . remote antiarmor mine system
range card . . . . small chart on which ranges and directions to varioustargets and other important points in the area underfire are recorded
RAP . . . . . . . . rocket-assisted projectile
RBC . . . . .
recoil . . . . . . .
RECONREP . . .
retained velocity .
RF . . . . . . . . .
RFA . . . . . . . .
RFL . . . . . . . .
round . . . . . . .
RSTA . . . . . . .
S1 . . . . . . . .
S2 . . . . . . . . .
S3 . . . . . . . . .
Glossary-6

rifle bore cleaner
the rearward motion or kick of a gun upon firing
reconnaissance report
the speed of the bullet when it reaches the targetdue to drag, the velocity will be reduced
radio frequency
restrictive fire area
restrictive fire line
may refer to a complete cartridge or to the bullet
reconnaissance, surveillance, and target acquisition
adjutant
intelligence officer
operations and training officer
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S4 . . . . . . . . .
SALUTE . . . . .
SAW . . . . . . .
SEO . . . . . . .
servomechanism . . . . . .
SFC . . . . . . .
SGT . . . . . . .
SHELREP . . . .
shot group . . . .

sight alignment .
silhouette target .
single sideband .

SIR . . . . . . . .
SITREP . . . . .
SM . . . . . . . .
SOI . . . . . . . .
SOP . . . . . . .
SP . . . . . . . .
SPC . . . . . . .
SPIES . . . . . .
SPOTREP . . . .
SSB . . . . . . .
STAB . . . . . .
STANAG . . . . .
static . . . . . . .

.supply officer
size, activity, location, unit, time, and equipment
squad automatic weapon
sniper employment officer

an automatic device for controlling largeamounts of power by using small amounts of power
sergeant first class
sergeant
shelling report
a number of shots fired using the same aiming pointwhich accounts for rifle, ammunition, and firervaribility three shots are enough, but any number ofrounds may be fired in a group
placing the center tip of the front sight post in theexact center of the rear aperature
a target that represents the outline of a man
a system of radio communications in which the carrierand either the upper or lower sideband is removed fromAM transmission to reduce the channel width andimprove the signal-to-noise ratio
specific information requirements
situation report
smoke munitions
signal operation instructions
standing operating procedure
self-propelled
specialist
special patrol insertion/extraction system
spot report
single sideband
a system for extracting personnel by helicopter
Standardization Agreement
sharp, short bursts of noise on a radio receiver causedby electrical disturbances in the atmosphere or byelectrical machinery
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steady position . . the first marksmanship fundamental, which refers tothe establishment of a position that allows the weaponto be held still while it is being fire
stock weld . . . . the contact of the cheek with the stock of the weapon
STRAC . . . . . . standards in training commission
STX . . . . . . . situational training exercise
supportedposition . . . . . . any position that uses something other than the bodyto steady the weapon (artificial support)
S W S . . . . . . . . sniper weapon system
TAB . . . . . . . . tactical air command
TFFP . . . . . . . tentative final firing position
time of flight . . . the amount of time it takes for the bullet to reach thetarget from the time the round exits the rifle
TOC . . . . . . . . tactical operations center
TOW . . . . . . . tube-launched, optically tracked wire-guided (missile)
trajectory . . . . . the path of the bullet as it travels to the target
TRC . . . . . . . . training readiness condition
TAP . . . . . . . . target reference point
unidirectional . . in one direction only
unsupported position . . . any position that requires the firer to hold theweapon steady using only his body (bone support)
USAF . . . . . . . United States Air Force
USAR . . . . . . . United States Army Reserve
U S C . . .. United States Code
USMC . . . . . . United States Marine Corp
USN . . . . . . . . United States Navy
VHF . . . . . . . . very high frequency
VT . . . . . . . . . variable time
wavelength . . . . the distance a wave travels during one complete cycle;it is equal to the velocity divided by the frequency
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windage adjustment . . . moving the rear sight aperture to cause thebullet to strike left or right on the target
WP. . . . . . . . white phosphorus
zeroing . . . . . . adjusting the rifle sights so bullets hit the aimingpoint at a given range
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